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ABSTRACT 
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films can be advantageously utilised to replace 
both glass and metal in photovoltaic (PV) devices. However, there remain aspects of 
their performance in outdoor applications which may be improved upon to meet PV 
device requirements more efficiently. DuPont Teijin Films (DTF) employ artificial 
weathering techniques to investigate PET film degradation processes, such as UV 
degradation and hydrolysis, which occur during the outdoor application of PET films.  
In this Thesis, a thorough investigation into the modification of PET film properties 
with exposure to various artificial weathering techniques has been conducted. 
Techniques including infra-red spectroscopy, gel permeation chromatography, atomic 
force microscopy and nano-indentation have been employed to improve the 
understanding of the effects of artificial weathering on PET films. The effects of 
exposure to high intensity simulated solar radiation have also been investigated and 
compared with those of the combined degradation agents present during ISO 
standard accelerated environmental weathering. Surface modifications have been 
compared with those of the bulk, in particular, surface roughening and microcracking 
have been investigated in much greater detail than previously in the literature. 
Finally, the stabilising effects of including an organic ultraviolet absorber on 
weathered PET film bulk and surface properties have also been assessed.    
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project background 
In recent years, there has been increasing pressure put upon Governments and 
industries to improve their green credentials by increasing the proportion of energy 
they utilise from renewable sources, such as wind, hydro-electric and solar power. 
Such action is one means for Governments to better meet ever more stringent 
international criteria for global fossil fuel emission reductions.  
In order to stimulate the growth of renewable energy industries and allow them to 
compete with the already well established fossil fuel energy industries, Government 
green subsidies called feed-in tariffs have been widely implemented, which 
effectively pay suppliers relatively higher rates for energy generated from renewable 
sources. This has allowed many renewable energy industries to develop with 
sustainable growth, which in turn has provided increasing global demand for the raw 
materials used to produce renewable technologies, such as photovoltaic (PV) 
modules (Prismark, 2014). 
As part of the progression PV technology, devices are evolving to become thinner, 
lighter, flexible, portable, more robust and producible by high throughput 
manufacturing methods (roll-to-roll) (Brabec, 2004). Many of these improvements can 
be imparted to PV devices by utilising polymer films, such as polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET), instead of more traditional metal and glass as substrate and 
encapsulation materials (Spanggaard and Krebs, 2004, Jorgensen et al., 2006). A 
simplified PV module schematic is shown in Fig. 1.1, which highlights the various PV 
device layers potentially substitutable by PET films.  
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Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic layout of a PV module 
 
The drive for ever more advanced PV devices presents an excellent opportunity for 
polymer film manufacturers such as the sponsoring company DuPont Teijin Films 
(DTF). DTF are a global polyester films business producing PET and polyethylene 
naphthalate (PEN) films for a variety of markets including capacitors, flexible 
electronics, specialist packaging as well as the PV market. In 2012 DTF had a global 
volume of approximately 250,000 tonnes of polyester films, with sales yielding a 
global turnover of approximately $1.5 billion (2013). In 2014 it is estimated that 49 
GigaWatts (GW) of PV modules were produced globally (Prismark, 2014). This 
represents a potential market for approximately 83,000 tonnes of differentiated PET 
films as module backsheet materials alone (Peevor, 2015). Further, PV module 
supply, the number of modules being produced globally per year, is predicted to 
increase by 10-15 % year-on-year, making the PV market an increasingly attractive 
market space for differentiated film producers like DTF. 
However, substituting glass and metal with polymer films is not without drawbacks, in 
particular, worse O2/moisture barrier performance and long term environmental 
stability (Kempe, 2006, Andrady, 2007, Grossiord et al., 2012, Gardette et al., 2014). 
These are often critical performance properties of devices intended for use in hot and 
humid environments, where PV devices usually perform best. Hence, to increase the 
Introduction 
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uptake of polymer films by PV device manufacturers and allow the technology to 
continue to progress, a great deal of research and development (R&D) is being 
performed by polymer film producers such as DTF, which allows them to better 
understand and mitigate these drawbacks, and thus, produce differentiated film 
products to suit the evolving PV market needs. For example, PET film new product 
developments for outdoor applications often contain stabilisers, included to protect 
the films against the effects of degradation agents (Andrady et al., 1998, Billingham, 
2000, Fechine et al., 2004) and thereby extend PET film outdoor service lifetimes in 
line with the rest of the PV device components - a minimum of 25 years (Celina, 
2013). Further innovations in this area will eventually enable the use of PET films as 
PV module front sheet and substrate materials, allowing for greater market 
penetration and greater returns on investment spends for DTF and other 
differentiated film manufacturers. 
 
1.2 Project overview 
This Thesis forms one aspect of DTF’s R&D efforts, wherein the modification of the 
performance properties of basic PET films with artificial weathering has been 
carefully analysed using the latest analytical equipment. These modifications have 
been related to the degradation processes known to occur during exposure to 
environmental degradation agents, such as heat, moisture and ultraviolet (UV) 
radiation. Decades of research suggests that UV radiation is the main agent limiting 
PET film performance in PV suitable environments (Stephenson et al., 1961c, Day 
and Wiles, 1972a, Edge et al., 1991, Fechine et al., 2002b, Yadav et al., 2011).  
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To better understand its individual role during environmental exposure, the high 
intensity solar simulator (HISS) was acquired for the project and incorporated into 
DTFs weathering facilities. This allowed for UV to be isolated from the other PET 
environmental degradation agents - heat and moisture - and its effects in isolation 
compared with those in conjunction with heat and moisture during ISO standard 
accelerated environmental weathering. 
Of particular interest to DTF was the phenomenon of surface microcracking, which 
occurs after extended sample exposure to UV weathering and represents a 
significant failure criteria in the outdoor application of PET films (Deblieck et al., 
2011, Kimball and Munir, 1978). One aim of the project was to utilise DTFs advanced 
surface metrology facilities to investigate this and other PET degradation phenomena 
at the film surface, as well as more broadly, to investigate the physical effects of 
environmental degradation processes on the film surface compared with the film bulk 
and how this difference in material surroundings affects them. 
Finally, the investigation was extended to incorporate a film which included an 
ultraviolet absorber (UVA) in its film formulation, to assess the impact of the UVA on 
the modifications being characterised, which can be thought of as the efficacy of UV 
stabilisation. This Thesis complements new product development work, which forms 
the majority of DTFs R&D efforts in this field. It provides more fundamental 
information, which can be utilised when developing and testing experimental films in 
an empirical manner. 
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1.3 Thesis Aims 
In brief, the aims of this Thesis are as follows: 
 To investigate the degradation of PET films caused by prolonged exposure to 
accelerated UV weathering. 
 To comprehensively characterise this degradation in novel ways using 
techniques including atomic force microscopy (AFM), infra-red spectroscopy 
and nano-indentation (IIT). 
 To develop the limited understanding of the relationship between chemical 
degradation and surface modification. 
 Ultimately, to attempt to use this new knowledge to inform existing techniques 
for preventing UV degradation from occurring in outdoor applications of PET 
film. 
 
1.4 Academic impact 
The research conducted during this Thesis has developed the understanding of 
several aspects of the artificial weathering of PET films. It has revealed the effects of 
isolated high intensity simulated solar radiation on PET film properties, which 
enabled the comparison of individual and synergistic effects of UV radiation with 
humidity, heat and direct water contact. It has also shown the stabilising effects of 
UVAs against PET degradation processes, in particular against photo-crosslinking 
and surface roughening, which it now appears play more significant roles in 
macroscopic film modifications than previously thought.  
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1.5 Commercial impact 
DTF R&D efforts are aimed at improving productivity, in order to manufacture films at 
increasingly competitive prices, and improving differentiated PET film solutions, to 
better meet dynamic customer requirements. The research conducted during this 
Thesis has contributed to the latter aspect in several key ways. It has improved the 
understanding of how PET films respond to various degradation agents and the 
interplay between said degradation agents during accelerated environmental 
weathering. It has highlighted the importance of good hygiene during film weather 
testing, which was previously of little concern to DTF, but has been shown to 
contribute to reduced test lifetimes. It has improved the understanding of the micro 
and nanostructures of various DTF PET film grade surfaces, and how surface 
topography affects micromechanical properties. And finally, by hosting the EngD 
researcher at their R&D headquarters, DTF have benefited from an in-house AFM 
custodian able to conduct all AFM measurement requirements which arose over the 
4 year duration of the EngD. This has resulted in a large body of surface analysis 
work, which positively contributed to many different DTF research projects and 
customer feedback issues. 
 
1.6 Thesis layout 
This Thesis consists of 7 Chapters which document the research conducted as part 
of the EngD in Formulation Engineering with the University of Birmingham and 
DuPont Teijin Films. Chapter 1 introduces the Thesis and includes background 
information and the motivations for conducting the research project. Chapter 2 is a 
review of the literature most relevant to the Thesis, which demonstrates the state-of-
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the-art in the characterisation of UV degradation and areas of interest in which further 
work may be conducted. Chapter 3 describes the materials and methods employed 
in this Thesis, including the artificial weathering and film characterisation techniques 
used. Chapter 4 presents the results related to PET film bulk modifications due to 
various artificial weathering methods, while Chapter 5 contains the results related to 
PET film surface modifications. In Chapter 6, the most informative methods utilised in 
the previous two results Chapters have been applied to a UV stabilised film grade in 
order to assess the efficacy of the stabiliser in preventing the observed modifications 
in unstabilised PET film. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the Thesis and presents 
suggestions for future work, followed by the appendices and references.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter the published scientific literature relevant to this Thesis has been 
critically reviewed. This includes literature in the field of PET and polyester 
degradation, but also many papers within the more general subject of polymer 
degradation and environmental weathering, where a technique or phenomena 
common in polyester degradation has been identified. Finally, the methodologies 
within these fields used to study surface degradation, particularly utilising AFM, have 
also been reviewed. By the end of this Chapter the reader will be familiar with the 
processes and considerations of polymer accelerated environmental weathering 
relevant to this Thesis, as well as the development and state-of-the-art in the study of 
polyester and polymer surface degradation. 
 
2.2 Polyester degradation agents and mechanisms 
PET is sensitive to environmental degradation agents, which over time can cause the 
deterioration of the optical and material performance properties which give PET 
much of its market value. The most important of these with respect to PV applications 
are UV radiation and humidity. These are discussed below, along with the 
degradation reactions that they invoke in polyesters. However, since UV radiation is 
the degradation agent of greatest interest to this Thesis, only a very brief review of 
PET hydrolysis is presented.  
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2.2.1 Ultraviolet radiation 
Ultraviolet radiation is light which has wavelength between 10 and 400 nm. In 
polymer UV degradation studies however, the relevant range of study is more 
commonly between 100 and 400 nm. Where environmental degradation is of interest, 
the most relevant range is known as terrestrial UV, with wavelength between 290 and 
400 nm, as the Earth’s atmosphere prevents light with wavelengths less than 290 nm 
from reaching its surface (Blumthaler, 1993). 
 
2.2.1.1 Photolysis of polyesters 
Research into UV degradation of PET was first published by Osborn (1959) and was 
of great interest at the time, as unlike many newly discovered polymers of the mid 
20th century, PET absorbed UV radiation not due to the presence of impurities 
(typically carbonyl groups and peroxides), but due to intrinsic aromatic carbonyl ester 
chromophore groups linked by C=C conjugation. By measurement of 1% solution 
viscosities, it was calculated that due to exposure to laboratory light sources and the 
subsequent absorbance of UV wavelengths, the polymer molecular weight (see 
Appendix 2) of UV exposed PET samples was reduced as a function of exposure 
time and intensity. A quantum yield (the number of polymer bonds ruptured per 
photon absorbed) of 5 x 10-4 was calculated, which was then compared with the 
documented quantum yields of other UV absorbing polymers and shown to be 
significantly lower, i.e. that PET was more UV stable.  
Soon after, Stephenson and co-workers investigated the UV irradiation of several 
plastics, including PET in the form of Mylar® C, a then DuPont grade. In their first 
paper, Stephenson et al. (1961a) demonstrated variable deterioration of the 
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mechanical properties of the polymers due to exposure to narrow bandwidths of 
radiation (centred at 244, 314 and 369 nm) from high pressure mercury arc lamps. 
Samples were exposed in a nitrogen atmosphere and additionally for the shortest 
waveband under vacuum. It was shown that PET tensile mechanical properties 
deteriorated faster when samples were exposed to shorter wavelengths, and when 
exposed in nitrogen rather than under vacuum. This variable degradation due to 
exposure to different wavebands was likened to the process of random chain 
scission due to thermal oxidation and hydrolysis, but was explained by introducing 
the concept of a damage index - the change in mechanical properties per unit 
irradiance. By extrapolating their data to zero irradiance and plotting against photon 
energy they concluded that degradation should only occur if samples were exposed 
to photons with energy approximately greater than or equal to that of a carbon-
carbon bond, approximately 3.4 eV. 
The second and third papers of the series attempted to develop the understanding of 
the degradation mechanisms of polymers exposed to UV radiation in vacuum and 
nitrogen atmosphere (Stephenson et al., 1961b, Stephenson et al., 1961c). General 
photolysis reaction pathways were suggested to account for the observed reaction 
products (low molecular weight material, gels and gases) evolved due to UV 
exposure. Then in the final publication of the series, Stephenson and Wilcox (1963) 
introduced polymer UV exposure in an oxygen atmosphere and showed this to be the 
most detrimental exposure condition to polymer mechanical properties yet. These 
many contributions were later summarised in an early review of PET degradation 
agents by Buxbaum (1968), however, the significance of this final result was not fully 
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appreciated until several years later when Day and Wiles published their highly 
influential series of papers on the photochemical degradation of PET.  
 
2.2.1.2 Photo-oxidation of polyesters 
In their first paper, Day and Wiles (1972a) investigated the variable effects of xenon 
and carbon arc exposure on PET films due to their differing spectral distributions. 
Transmission and attenuated total reflection (ATR) Infra-red (IR) spectroscopy was 
used to monitor the levels of carboxylic acid end groups in the bulk and at the 
surface, which they proposed were produced in their samples as a result of random 
chain scissions. To do this, the absorbance band of IR radiation centred at 
wavenumber 3290 cm-1, assigned to the carboxylic O-H stretching vibration, was 
measured and normalised using the C-H vibration centred at 2970 cm-1, which is 
assumed to change negligibly with exposure time due to the extremely large number 
of these bonds present and hence very strong absorbance, in any PET sample 
(assignments from Manley and Williams (1969)). The ratio of 3290 cm-1/2970 cm-1 
was termed the carboxyl index and was considered a normalised measure of the 
extent of photo-scission in a UV degraded PET sample. By normalising in this way 
the CI accounts for sample to sample variations in optical density resulting from 
variable contact between sample and the ATR crystal, but more crucially allows for 
direct comparisons to be made between ATR and transmission IR measurements 
(surface and bulk respectively). The CI results obtained indicated differing numbers 
of chain scissions caused by the two radiation sources, which was attributed to their 
differing spectral outputs. 
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Day and Wiles (1972b) then investigated PET film degradation in the presence and 
absence of oxygen. Crucially, they observed that in non-oxidative conditions photo-
yellowing and crosslinking were the most prevalent modifications, whereas in the 
presence of oxygen, the formation of carboxylic acid end groups and blue-green 
fluorescing species were most prevalent. They proposed an aromatic radical-radical 
recombination mechanism to account for the observed photo-crosslinking and a 
mono-hydroxylation process to account for the blue-green fluorescence. A review of 
further research regarding aromatic hydroxylation is presented in section 2.2.1.4.  
In the third paper of the series Day and Wiles (1972c) proposed further reaction 
mechanisms to account for all the observed PET photolysis (Norrish type 1) and 
photo-oxidation products (Norrish type 2), presenting well reasoned explanations for 
their main observations as well as those of prior PET photo-degradation publications. 
The works of Day and Wiles remain to this day arguably the most influential 
publications in the field of PET photo-degradation and the mechanisms put forward 
therein form the basis of understanding for the majority of works on the subject 
thereafter. A short summary of some of the key findings from their work on polymer 
degradation can be found in a later publication (Wiles, 1973).  
More recently, Rivaton (1993a) utilised IR spectroscopy to identify and explain the 
formation of photolysis products and photo-oxidation products (Rivaton, 1993b) in 
weathered polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) films, demonstrating that the polyester 
degrades with UV exposure in a very similar manner to PET, which is reasonable 
when one considers the minor differences between their molecular structures (2 
additional methylene groups per repeat unit in PBT). Again photolysis reactions were 
proposed to proceed via Norrish type 1 and 2 reactions, however, the photo-oxidation 
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reactions were proposed to proceed via a hydroperoxide intermediate followed by 
beta-scission or a cage reaction. These photo-oxidation mechanisms for PBT 
presented by Rivaton represent the most probable ways in which the photo-oxidation 
of PET takes place and are presented in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Photo-oxidation scheme for PBT (adapted from Rivaton (1993b))
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Wang et al. (1999) studied the kinetics of PET photo-oxidation and proposed a two-
step photo-degradation process to explain the non-linear molecular weight changes 
that they observed with UV exposure. This comprised an initially quicker degradation 
step, followed by a slower step for the remainder of their observation period, which 
they explained by introducing the concept of “weak links”, used previously to explain 
some thermo-oxidative polymer reaction kinetics (Vink, 1963). These weak links are 
proposed to be more susceptible to UV degradation, and thus degrade more rapidly, 
then once they are exhausted the polymer degrades at a reduced rate. This is not the 
only possible explanation for such non-linear degradation kinetics, diffusion limited 
oxidation or 2nd order reaction kinetics for example, however no such alternatives 
were considered by the authors.  
Perhaps most notable of the PET UV degradation works of the last decade or so are 
those of Fechine and co-workers. Their works have focussed mainly upon 
characterising the UV degradation of PET formulations with and without ultra violet 
stabilisers, included to inhibit UV degradation processes. This reflects the general 
shift in the emphasis of many more recent polymer degradation studies to the 
prevention of degradation and efficacy of stabilisers, important themes within today’s 
polymer industries. In their first work on this subject Fechine et al. (2002a) studied 
the stabilising effect of a mixture of inorganic additives (TiO2 and BaSO4), carbon 
black and the organic ultraviolet absorber (UVA) Tinuvin 1577, and concluded that 
the UVA was the best stabiliser for use in PET due to the large reduction in carboxyl 
index observed and coupled with the low impact on other performance properties. 
They then carried out a more detailed study of the degradation of PET with and 
without UVAs in the formulation, in which they observed that the inclusion of a UVA 
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reduced the number of chain scissions taking place (by carboxyl index measurement) 
and inhibited degradation most for the rear surface due to its UV screening properties 
(Fechine et al., 2004). Next they utilised the same methodologies to compare the 
degradation of PET to that of multilayer PET copolymers and found the copolymers 
to be more sensitive to degradation, suggesting reaction pathways to account for the 
species observed by FTIR spectroscopy (Fechine et al., 2007). Finally they 
demonstrated a rapid method of testing UVA efficacy involving the continuous 
detection of CO2 produced from films degraded over a few hours in a specifically 
designed cell (Fechine et al., 2009), pioneered by Fernando et al. (2007) two years 
earlier. Fechine and co-workers found that the presence of UVA markedly reduced 
the amount of CO2 being produced under UV irradiation, and thus the amount of 
degradation taking place. 
A complete treatment of the UV stabilisation of polymers is beyond the scope of this 
review, however there are several excellent reviews on the subject to which the 
reader is referred for a more complete discussion (Wiles and Carlsson, 1980, Zweifel, 
1999, Andrady, 2007). 
 
2.2.1.3 Photo-crosslinking of polyesters 
As well as chain scission reactions, it has been proposed in various PET UV 
degradation studies that during photo-reactions radicalised PET molecules may 
recombine to form crosslinked networks. Marcotte et al. (1967) and Campbell and 
Turner (1968) detected aromatic radicals using electron spin resonance 
spectroscopy and thus explained the presence of insoluble gels by proposing 
crosslinking of the aromatic nuclei of PET due to phenyl hydrogen abstraction 
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followed by radical-radical recombination. Such insoluble gels have also been 
detected in the more recent work by Allen et al. (2002) with photo-crosslinking again 
proposed as the mechanism of their formation. Most recently Gardette et al. (2014) 
proposed photo-crosslinking via the mechanism shown in Fig. 2.2, to explain their 
findings of increased surface hardness and reduced OTR of UV degraded PET, more 
will be said about this last and other similar studies in section 2.3.4 Surface and 
heterogeneous modification of polymers. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: PET photo-crosslinking mechanism as proposed by Gardete et al. (2014)  
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2.2.1.4 Hydroxylation of polyester aromatic nuclei  
First observed by Pacifici and Straley (1969), the modified photo-luminescence of 
PET photo-degraded in air was attributed to newly produced hydroxylated aromatic 
species by observing similarities between the fluorescent emission spectra of photo-
degraded PET and those of model compounds containing hydroxylated aromatic 
species. UV exposure of PET in the presence of oxygen has been shown to promote 
the growth of a new spectral absorbance peak centred around 330 nm, while in the 
absence of oxygen it has been shown to promote the growth of a broad shoulder 
reaching beyond 400 nm (Day and Wiles, 1972b). The growth of the absorbance 
peak observed after exposure to photo-oxidative conditions has also been explained 
by production of hydroxylated aromatic species as their fluorescent emission is 
excited by 340 nm radiation. Fluorescing hydroxylated aromatic species, formed by 
direct hydroxylation or via a hydroperoxy intermediate, are also proposed to be 
responsible for the photo-yellowing of PBT (Tabankia and Gardette, 1986, Rivaton, 
1993b), block copoly(ether-ester) elastomers (PEBE) (Tabankia and Gardette, 1987) 
and the PET copolymer poly(ethylene-co-1,4-cyclohexanedimethylene terephthalate) 
(PECT) (Allen et al., 2000, Grossetête et al., 2000). Polymer yellowing will be 
discussed in more detail in section 2.3.1. 
 
2.2.2 Humidity 
As PET is produced in a condensation reaction, it is sensitive to water, which is 
present in the atmosphere at varying levels, depending upon the air temperature and 
the availability of water. At elevated temperatures and humidities PET is increasingly 
susceptible to hydrolysis. 
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2.2.2.1 PET hydrolysis 
PET hydrolysis is known to occur at the ester linkages in a reaction between the 
linkage and a water molecule which reduces the molecular weight of the polymer 
molecule. McMahon (1959) first investigated the effects of heat and water on PET, 
showing PET to among the most resistant organic polymers of the time to hydrolysis. 
However, hydrolysis itself was shown to proceed at a faster rate than thermal and 
oxidative reactions suggesting it may still be a significant concern for PET film 
outdoor applications. PET hydrolysis was shown to be associated with a loss of 
mechanical properties and its rate to be independent of small variations in pH. 
Much more recently, Picket and Coyle (2013) showed PET hydrolysis to be a second 
order reaction, proposing that a second water molecule is required to catalyse the 
hydrolysis reaction. Donelli et al. (2010) investigated PET hydrolysis at the film 
surface, demonstrating that water contact angle and surface crystallinity could be 
modified by hydrolysis, in addition to polymer molecular weight. 
 
2.3 Characteristic effects of polyester degradation agents 
It is helpful at this point to shift the focus of this review to the various characteristic 
physical observations made of PET as a result of exposure to polyester degradation 
agents, as further research relevant to the project can be most easily categorised in 
this way. As well as research focussed on the degradation of PET, the findings from 
research conducted on other polymers, particularly other polyesters such as PBT, 
are also relevant as many polymers undergo very similar changes to PET when 
exposed to weathering experiments.  
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2.3.1 Polymer yellowing 
Yellowing is a very important consequence of environmental exposure for 
engineering polymers as colour change (or a lack thereof) can be critical to the long 
term success of an application. In many polyester degradation studies, yellowing has 
been characterised by monitoring changes to spectral absorbance or transmittance. 
Increased absorbance (decreased transmittance) in the 310-500 nm range, 
characteristic of yellowing, can occur as a result of several different factors. The 
hydroxylated aromatic species formed upon degradation, absorb in this range and 
therefore contribute to the yellowing of polyesters (Tabankia and Gardette, 1987). 
Further evidence for this has been presented in a study of the thermal yellowing of 
PET, where good agreement was found between the spectral fluorescence of model 
compounds containing mono- and di-hydroxylated aromatic species and those of 
thermally oxidised PET (Edge et al., 1995). In this case however, quinone and dimer 
species were proposed to contribute more greatly to the yellowness of degraded 
samples, which are unlikely to be of relevance to this work, as these samples were 
generated by exposure to temperatures exceeding 280 degrees C, well above what 
would commonly be experienced by polyester films during their service life. A more 
recent study also investigated the effect of titanium vs. antimony based production 
catalysts on the degree of yellowing (due to hydroxylation) of thermally oxidised PET, 
found that film synthesised using titanium based catalysts suffered greater yellowing 
than film synthesised using antimony (Yang et al., 2010). 
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2.3.2 Morphological modifications 
There have been several publications in the field of PET degradation where the role 
of polymer morphology in degradation has been investigated. Typically, oriented PET 
has a semi-crystalline morphology, meaning that it is composed of crystalline and 
amorphous phases, in varying proportions (Dinelli et al., 2000, MacDonald, 2002). 
This semi-crystalline morphology affects many of PETs physical properties and thus, 
variation in these proportions can affect the ability of PET to perform well throughout 
its service lifetime.  
An initially lower level of crystallinity has been associated with greater levels of 
hydrolytic and thermal degradation (Edge et al., 1991). This finding was explained by 
considering that oxygen and water permeability are inversely proportional to polymer 
crystallinity and thus, degradation should occur to a greater extent in samples of 
lower crystallinity where there should be a greater permeability to and hence 
availability of oxygen and water to react with the polymer.  
Several groups have also shown that degradation agents can cause an increase in 
polyester crystallinity to occur. Termed chemi-crystallisation, this process is proposed 
to occur due to the scission of tie molecules in the inter-phase region. This is thought 
to generate molecular fragments which can then associate with the crystalline phase, 
thus increasing the crystal size and crystalline proportion of the sample. Chemi-
crystallisation of PET has thought to have been observed in samples exposed to 
hydrolytic conditions (Ballara and Verdu, 1989, Sammon et al., 2000), samples 
hydrolysed by alkali and cutinase (Donelli et al., 2010) and samples exposed to 
accelerated environmental weathering (Fechine et al., 2002b). Chemi-crystallisation 
of PET was initially thought to be a process which should only be able to occur with 
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degradation above the glass transition temperature (Tg), however the plasticising 
effect of moisture has been proposed to explain the ability of molecules to rearrange 
below Tg (Allen et al., 1991). 
 
2.3.3 Modification of polymer bulk mechanical properties 
Since mechanical properties are often critical to polymer performance it is 
unsurprising that their evolution with degradation has been studied extensively over 
the years. The predominant method for evaluating the mechanical properties of 
polymer films in degradation studies is by destructive tensile testing, usually 
conforming to the ASTM standard test method D882-12 (2012b) which acts to ensure 
that observed differences between obtained and previous results are not due to 
unwanted tensile test method variance. Some studies utilise bend tests which can 
vary by which direction the bend is made in (towards or away from the exposed 
surface in UV studies), or how it is carried out (by hand or in a test machine). Table 
2.1 lists several polymer degradation studies which have included mechanical testing 
in their degradation analysis. Mechanically tested polymers will generally exhibit 
either ductile or brittle failure, depending on a number of factors, including but not 
limited to: molecular weight properties, crystalline structure, Tg, crosslink density and 
presence of microcracks. The transition point between ductile and brittle failure is a 
common failure criteria for weather tested materials.  
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Table 2.1: Polymer degradation studies including bulk mechanical testing 
Material Degradation agent Paper(s) 
PET UVB/C radiation 
(Stephenson et al., 1961c, Day 
and Wiles, 1972b) 
PE, PP Acc. weathering (Raab et al., 1982) 
PET, PEN Heat and humidity (Edge et al., 1994) 
LDPE Acc. weathering (Liu et al., 1995) 
PP Acc. Weathering 
(Schoolenberg and Meijer, 
1991) 
 
Of far greater relevance to this Thesis is surface mechanical property modification, 
which has been investigated by various authors and is discussed in the next section. 
 
2.3.4 Surface and heterogeneous modification of polymers 
Surface modification is a commonly investigated phenomenon in polymer 
degradation studies for several reasons. Firstly, the surface differs from the bulk 
material as it forms the interface between the material and the degradation agents to 
which it is being exposed. This makes it a logical place to investigate for 
characteristic effects of degradation and also where possible, to then compare these 
surface effects with bulk observations which can often help to explain interesting 
disparities. Surface properties can also play an important role in determining the 
performance properties of a material, this is particularly true for products with high a 
surface area to volume ratio, such as polymer films. The surface is also generally 
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accessible for investigation without complex sample preparation and a wealth of 
analytical techniques have been developed to study its many different aspects.  
Surface techniques can be defined in terms of their surface sensitivity, effectively 
how far into the bulk from the surface the technique investigates. Some like 
attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) have 
a surface sensitivity of up to 2 microns (Harrick and du Pré, 1966), while others such 
as AFM based techniques have surface sensitivities in the nanometre range (Binnig 
and Quate, 1986). This distinction is very important as it may be that the properties of 
the top few nanometres of a material differ dramatically from the top few microns and 
yet they may both be considered as “the surface” when interpreting results. The 
following sections explore the many different aspects of polymer surface degradation, 
heterogeneity in surface and bulk degradation and the relevant learning gained from 
its study. 
 
2.3.4.1 Surface microcracking 
In early polymer degradation studies the desire to further understand the underlying 
causes of macroscopic observations of materials in the advanced stages of 
degradation (such as embrittlement, increased haziness and gloss loss), prompted 
the introduction of optical and electron microscopy to researcher’s analytical toolkits, 
allowing them to take a closer look at the resultant effects of chemical degradation.  
Microcracking is one such microscopic feature which has macroscopic 
consequences, and which is commonly observed on highly weathered engineering 
polymer surfaces. In polymer research it has been characterised with varying 
amounts of rigour over the years due to the difficult nature of quantitatively 
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quantifying it. Using SEM prior to mechanical testing, Schoolenberg and Vink (1991) 
observed that microcracking of UV weathered polypropylene (PP) was related to the 
embrittlement of the material and that microcrack density was proportional to 
exposure time, however they made no attempt to quantify this relationship, instead 
focussing on sample production differences (injection vs. compression moulding) 
which they reasoned should have affected crack orientation. Wang et al. (1998) 
noted that UV exposure alone was not able to microcrack thin PET films, and went 
on to suggest that the application of an external force is required to initiate 
microcracking. By weathering thin films in a multilayered stack they observed more 
severe embrittlement of the upper layers and thus proposed an A-B model to explain 
the typical brittle failure behaviour of weathered thicker films in tensile tests. Therein 
they proposed that microcracks initiated at the degraded surface (A) would propagate 
under tension into the undegraded material below (B) causing brittle failure to occur 
earlier than might have been expected for a material degraded primarily at and near 
the surface.  
Microcracking perpendicular to the direction of tensile testing was observed by 
Nichols and Peters (2002) on UV weathered polycarbonate (PC) surfaces showing 
that external forces play an important role in microcrack propagation as well as 
initiation. Zhao and Li (2006) observed on UV weathered PP samples, the 
appearance of microcracks on the surface, which were finer when the polymer 
included UVAs. Importantly though they also observed cracks which had propagated 
in the exposure direction (into the undegraded material) on tensile fractured surfaces, 
supporting the A-B failure model of Wang and co-workers. Larche et al. (2010) 
showed that microcracking could be initiated on UV degraded crosslinked acrylic 
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coatings by immersion in hot water (10 degrees < Tg) for 2 hours and that the extent 
of UV degradation was then reflected in the severity of the cracking (viewed by 
optical microscopy). Thus they also concluded that stress, due to the absorption and 
desorption of water, was necessary to initiate microcracking, but that UV exposure 
caused the increase in crosslink density which primed the sample for failure. 
Further general understanding of microcrack nucleation and propagation was 
provided by Poulingue et al. (1999). They studied multilayered oxides deposited on 
an aluminium substrate polluted with fine diamond particles and subjected these to 
tension within an SEM. The particles were shown to create stress nucleation points 
at the surface which affected microcrack growth in the oxide, best illustrated by their 
own images (see Figure 2.3). To the authors knowledge they have also 
demonstrated the most comprehensive quantification methods of microcracks within 
scientific literature relating microcrack density to sample strain. The microcracking of 
PET due to UV weathering is a subject which has received little attention in academia 
but is often one failure criteria for DTF when evaluating new product developments. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Strained sample without particle induced stress points (left) and with 
(right) 
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2.3.4.2 Topographic modifications 
There are many examples in the literature of researchers including topographic 
analysis when investigating weathering and degradation. Using SEM, Kimball and 
Munir (1978) observed differing structures at the fracture surfaces of weathered and 
unweathered PET samples and related this to the observed change in mechanical 
failure mode from ductile to brittle. Terselius et al. (1982) used SEM to characterise 
surface features which appeared on the internal surface of high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) pipes subjected to thermally oxidising conditions, which they proposed were 
formed due to the biaxial stresses imparted on the sample at production. Edge et al. 
(1991) presented light microscope images of their weathered PET containing 
samples which helped them to illustrate some of the physical changes occurring due 
to observed chemical modifications, this link, however, was not well defined. 
In more recent years, since its development into a routine research tool, AFM has 
been utilised (with varying degrees of success) to monitor the evolution of polymer 
surfaces due to the action of various degradation agents, with many studies 
attempting to relate observed topographic and chemical modifications. Surface 
roughening is a commonly observed phenomenon in degradation studies utilising 
AFM and some prominent examples have been summarised in Table 2.2. Not all of 
these examples utilise AFM data well however, with some presenting little more than 
select images which may or may not be representative of the sample surface as a 
whole.  
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Table 2.2: Polymer degradation studies utilising AFM to monitor surface roughness 
Material Degradation agent Paper(s) 
PSA Alkaline solution (Shakesheff et al., 1995) 
PHBV Bacterial culture (Bourban et al., 1998) 
PS/PVME blend Acc. weathering (Mailhot et al., 2000) 
PET RF Plasma (Gupta et al., 2000) 
Acrylic melamine coating Simulated solar UV (VanLandingham et al., 2001) 
Polyester resin Alkaline solution (Gu et al., 2001) 
Polyester/melamine paint Acc. weathering (Biggs et al., 2001) 
PP 
Outdoor exposure 
(tropical) 
(Bedia et al., 2003) 
Polyurethane coating Acc. weathering (Johnson and Cote, 2003) 
PET UV/O3 irradiation (Jang and Jeong, 2006) 
Amine-cured epoxy Outdoor exposure (Gu et al., 2008) 
PET Oxygen ion beam (Awasthi et al., 2010) 
Acrylic coatings Acc. weathering 
(Osterhold and Glöckner, 
2001, Nguyen et al., 2012) 
  
Of the studies summarised in Table 2.2, some have also made interesting 
observations in addition to surface roughening worthy of further discussion. Mailhot 
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et al. (2000) observed the generation of new surface peaks, which they proposed to 
be degraded material that had phase separated and migrated to the surface. Other 
surface features described as pits and craters have been formed and observed to 
grow with exposure time in several different polymer degradation studies 
(VanLandingham et al., 2001, Gu et al., 2001, Biggs et al., 2001, Gu et al., 2008, 
Nguyen et al., 2012). Such heterogeneous degradation of the surface appears to be 
relatively common though it is difficult to determine in some cases whether it is due to 
heterogeneity in the exposed sample (stress concentrations, local flaws, weak points 
etc), or in the exposure conditions (local hot-spots, non-uniform irradiation etc). 
Physical dimensions and frequency of occurrence are the parameters usually used to 
quantify such features, though comparison between studies is often difficult due to 
differences between the materials or exposure conditions used and the non-standard 
methods of characterisation.  
Gu et al. (2008) showed that the roughening of weathered epoxy coatings Captured 
by AFM correlated to a certain extent with the gloss loss measured at 60 degrees (R2 
= 0.82), though the correlation was shown to be better with larger laser scanning 
confocal microscopy image based roughness measurements (R2 = 0.93), likely due 
to the larger area sampled. A concise review of the development of the 
understanding of this general relationship is presented in the excellent review paper 
by Assender et al. (2002) which concludes that feature size relative to the 
wavelength of light correlates better with surface gloss than the more general 
roughness parameters.  
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2.3.4.3 Physical property modification at the surface 
In addition to topography analysis, AFM can also be used to probe the mechanical 
properties of degraded polymer surfaces. In one of the earliest studies of its kind by 
Gu et al. (2001), force curve analysis revealed the differing surface mechanical 
response inside of a degraded pit feature on a degraded polyester surface, from that 
of the apparently undegraded remainder. A more sophisticated analysis of such force 
ramps and the impressions left behind by their application is known as AFM-
nanoindentation. In recent polymer degradation studies, this technique has been 
applied mainly to crosslinked polymers and coatings - such as PVK (Bussière et al., 
2012), PR (Larché et al., 2012), TMPC (Berthumeyrie et al., 2013, Mailhot et al., 
2004) and most recently celluloid (Bussiere et al., 2014) - where observed increases 
in nano-hardness have been associated with an increased crosslink density caused 
by UV exposure. To the author’s knowledge there are no studies in the literature 
which have utilised this technique to study UV degraded PET. 
Findings obtained by using AFM in this way are supported by other studies which 
have used instrumented (micro/nano) indentation tools (IIT) that also show increases 
in surface hardness with degradation (Larché et al., 2010, Larché et al., 2011, 
Gardette et al., 2014). These findings are in turn supported by earlier observations of 
increased mechanical stiffness due to degradation made using the more well 
documented dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) technique (Bartolomeo et al., 2001, 
Irigoyen et al., 2001).  
The high force sensitivity inherent to AFM (due to the use of silicon micro-
cantilevers), along with models of elastic contact enable its use to characterise 
sample surface mechanical properties non-destructively in the elastic regime as well 
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as through the analysis of plastic deformations. Robust methodologies based on 
these principles are still being developed and checked against IIT and DMA for 
various polymers (Dokukin and Sokolov, 2012, Sokolov et al., 2012) but it has been 
used with success in some few degradation studies. Lubarsky et al. (2004) used 
such methods to measure the decrease in the elastic modulus of PS samples 
modified by combinations of UV and ozone treatment. And using the recently 
developed and much more sophisticated peak-force quantitative nano-mechanical 
(PFQNM) AFM mode, Mertz et al. (2012) showed how the elastic modulus of photo-
oxidised styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) varied with distance from the exposed 
surface. There are many other examples of depth of degradation profiles being 
characterised i.e. at varying distance from the exposed surface and this will be 
reviewed in detail in section 2.3.4.4. 
Lastly the hydrophillicity of PET, measured by water contact angle (WCA) has been 
shown to increase with UV exposure (Osterhold and Glöckner, 2001), which can be 
explained by the increase in -COOH and -OH end groups produced as a result of UV 
degradation. This property has also been related to modified surface friction 
properties of UV degraded samples observed by friction force microscopy (Hurley 
and Leggett, 2009).  
 
2.3.4.4 Depth profiling polymer degradation 
As was eluded to in the previous section there is a large body of research which goes 
into greater detail than simply analysing surface vs. bulk degradation by examining 
how and why polymer degradation occurs non-uniformly through the thickness of 
degraded samples, particularly those degraded by exposure to UV. In the final 
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publication of Day and Wiles’ influential series, this time led by Blais (1973), several 
depth profiles of PET UV degradation were presented. ATR-FTIR analysis revealed a 
greater concentration of carboxyl end groups (and therefore chain scissions) present 
at the front and rear film surfaces, than in the bulk (obtained by Transmission FTIR) 
and a complete degradation profile measurement was also obtained for degraded 
fluorescent species which showed similar behaviour. Many studies including this kind 
of analysis were to follow, Table 2.3 summarises prominent examples which have 
depth profiled polymer degradation, detailing the material examined, degradation 
agents and the phenomenon profiled. 
 
Table 2.3: Studies which have included depth profiles of degradation in their analysis 
Material 
Degradation 
agent 
Technique/phenomenon 
profiled 
Paper(s) 
PET Acc. weathering 
Carboxyl end group IR 
abs. and aromatic hydroxyl 
fluorescence (Blais et al. 
only) 
(Blais et al., 1973, 
Fechine et al., 2004, 
Gardette et al., 2014) 
LDPE Radiochemical Carbonyl IR abs. (Papet et al., 1987) 
PP Acc. weathering Carbonyl IR abs. 
(Schoolenberg and 
Vink, 1991) 
PBT Acc. weathering UV and IR abs. 
(Rivaton, 1993a, 
Casu and Gardette, 
1995) 
PVC, ABS 
PP 
Acc. weathering UV and IR abs. (Gardette, 1995) 
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PP UVA/B radiation 
Degree of crystallinity by 
DSC and XRD 
(Rabello and White, 
1997) 
PET UVA/B radiation 
Molecular weight by 
viscosity 
(Wang et al., 1998) 
PP/PBT 
blend 
Acc. weathering IR abs. (Rivaton et al., 1998) 
PET 
copolymers 
Acc. weathering IR abs. 
(Grossetête et al., 
2000, Fechine et al., 
2007) 
PP Acc. weathering Micro-thermal analysis 
(Grossetete et al., 
2002) 
TMPC, 
Epoxy 
resin, PVK 
Acc. weathering 
Stiffness by AFM-
nanoindentation and IR 
abs. 
(Mailhot et al., 2004, 
Mailhot et al., 2008, 
Bussière et al., 2012) 
PET 
UVC radiation 
and plasma 
IR abs. (trans 
conformation, carbonyl and 
carboxyl areas 
(Zhu and Kelley, 
2005) 
SBR UVA/B radiation 
IR abs. and elastic 
modulus by AFM 
(Mertz et al., 2012) 
PC Acc. weathering 
IR microspectroscopy and 
UV abs. 
(Collin et al., 2012) 
 
Within the studies listed in Table 2.3 several different methodologies have been 
employed to depth profile degradation. Some have prepared degraded cross-
sections and studied them with high spatial resolution techniques (Nichols and 
Peters, 2002, Mertz et al., 2012), others have employed a microtome to acquire thin 
slices parallel to the exposed surface, which have then been analysed (or to allow 
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the newly exposed surface to be investigated) (Schoolenberg and Vink, 1991, 
Gardette, 1995), with the process repeated as many times as is necessary to build 
up a profile. Another method is made possible by the use of very thin films, a stack of 
such films can be approximated as one continuous thicker film, and once weathered, 
the layers can be carefully separated and analysed individually to construct 
degradation depth profiles (Rivaton, 1993a, Wang et al., 1998). Each of these 
methods has its own advantages and disadvantages and may be the most 
appropriate for use depending upon the sample and exposure conditions used. The 
methods involving a microtome require much more rigorous sample preparation and 
expertise, while the stack method may be considered a poor approximation as water 
and oxygen may ingress between the layers, which cannot be considered 
representative of the conditions experienced by a continuous thicker film.  
There are two well recognised reasons that UV degradation may occur non-uniformly 
in polymers. The first reason is due to the absorbance behaviour of UV radiation by 
materials, for example PET strongly absorbs solar radiation in the 290-310 nm range, 
which is believed to be the range most detrimental to its properties. According to the 
Beer-Lambert law these wavelengths are strongly attenuated by the first few microns 
of the material and thus the degradation is most pronounced in the upper few 
microns. The second reason which applies beyond just UV degradation is due to 
changing oxygen availability for oxidative reactions within the material. In most 
weathering experiments oxygen is freely available at the surface but may be depleted 
within the material faster than it may diffuse in, a process known as diffusion limited 
oxidation (DLO). This can create an oxygen depleted zone within the sample 
inhibiting further oxidation and thus lead to relatively greater degradation near the 
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surfaces. DLO has been the subject of several reviews and for a much more rigorous 
examination the reader is referred to the following publications (Audouin et al., 1994, 
Rivaton et al., 2005, Pospíšil et al., 2006, Celina, 2013). In the case of PET it is likely 
a combination of these two phenomena which gives rise to non-uniform UV 
degradation profiles however some studies indicate the effect of DLO to be negligible 
in comparison with the effect of radiation attenuation (Grossetête et al., 2000). 
 
2.4 Chapter conclusions 
In this Chapter the development and state-of-the-art in the characterisation of the UV 
degradation of polymers has been presented. PET environmental degradation 
mechanisms have been presented and discussed and polymer UV stabilisers have 
also been briefly discussed. Particular focus was put on the characteristic effects of 
polymer degradation and the state-of-the-art in polymer surface modification 
characterisation and depth profiling of modifications has been presented. This will 
have provided the reader with sufficient context to understand the research themes 
chosen for further exploration in this Thesis. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Chapter introduction 
In this Chapter the materials and experimental methods used in this Thesis are 
described. This includes the structure and material properties of the investigated PET 
films, the industrial film production process, the various weathering treatments which 
PET films were exposed to, and finally the techniques and methodologies employed 
to investigate PET film modification by these treatments. 
 
3.2 DTF biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate film 
DuPont Teijin Films (DTF) biaxially oriented polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films 
are formulated engineering polymer films with a broad range of material properties, 
principally dependent upon the film formulation, but also upon production process 
variables. First synthesised at Imperial Chemical Industries PLC (ICI) and soon after 
described in scientific literature by Whinfield (1946), PET is a thermoplastic polymer 
with chemical formula (C10H8O4)n shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: PET monomeric repeat unit 
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Where the ‘n’ represents the number of repeat units of the monomer present in one 
polymer chain, which usually has a value between one and one hundred, depending 
upon what is known as the degree of polymerisation of the polymer. Table 3.1 shows 
a list of typically quoted physical properties and their corresponding values for a 
nominal DTF PET film of 25 µm thickness. 
 
Table 3.1: PET film properties, taken from MacDonald (2002) 
Property Value 
Density (ρ) 1400 kg m-3 
Glass transition (Tg) 78 °C 
Melting point (Tm) 258 °C 
Water vapour transmission rate (WVTR) 21.3 g m-2 day-1 
Oxygen transmission rate (OTR) 55 cm
3 m-2 day-1 
Surface resistivity 6 x 1017 Ohms 
Transmittance at 360 nm 82 % 
 
3.2.1 PET formulation 
A generic formulation for a batch of PET polymer is described in Table 3.2 which lists 
the components, their quantities (as a proportion of one batch) and their purpose of 
inclusion. The PET formulation is by majority mono ethylene glycol (MEG) and 
terephthalic acid (TA) which polymerise to make PET, but there are also relatively 
small amounts of other components included to help produce, stabilise and enhance 
the polymer. Inorganic fillers, such as China clay, TiO2 and silica micro-particles, are 
also commonly added to tailor specific performance properties of the final film, such 
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as colour, gloss and micro-texture. The formulation will be discussed in more detail in 
the PET production process section. 
 
Table 3.2: Generic PET film formulation 
Formulation component Proportion Purpose of inclusion 
Mono ethylene glycol (MEG) 0.33 Polymer component 
Terephthalic acid (TA) 0.66 Polymer component 
Campine antimony trioxide trace 
Catalyst to speed up 
polymerisation 
Phosphoric acid trace 
Prevents melt 
degradation 
Sodium hydroxide trace Softening point stabiliser 
 
3.2.2 PET production process 
There are many stages in the production of PET film products, in between the initial 
production of the monomer and the winding of the finished film product. A full review 
of the production process is beyond the scope of this Thesis, however the 
fundamental elements of PET film production will be described to give the reader an 
understanding of how the materials utilised in this project were produced and 
therefore how their material properties were derived. Figure 3.2 shows a 
diagrammatic version of a PET film production line, in the following sections each 
separate stage will be described, including the monomer and polymer production 
processes which take place prior to the filming process. 
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Fig 3.2: Schematic representation of a PET film production line 
 
3.2.2.1 Monomer production 
DTF produce PET monomer in a batch process by mixing MEG and TA in a stirred 
direct esterification vessel at a temperature of 250 - 270 °C and pressure of 270 - 
290 kPa (~3 atmospheres). Under these conditions the TA dissolves in the MEG and 
an esterification reaction takes place to produce the monomer. Water is produced as 
a by-product which is allowed to boil off along with a relatively small quantity of 
unreacted MEG. These components are then separated by fractional distillation and 
the unreacted MEG is returned to the reaction vessel. The reaction is complete when 
no more water is collected and any excess MEG is then recovered for later use.   
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3.2.2.2 Polymerisation 
The monomer is then transferred to a stirred polymer autoclave where the trace 
additives are mixed in. A catalyst, typically antimony trioxide is then added to speed 
up the polymerisation reaction and the mixture is heated to 290 - 300 °C. The 
pressure is then reduced to < 150 Pa and the polymer gradually forms through trans-
esterification, the combination of the monomer units by direct addition. As the degree 
of polymerisation (number of repeat units per polymer molecule) of the polymer 
molecules gradually increases, the mixture becomes more viscous and the torque on 
the agitator increases. This is allowed to continue until the torque on the agitator 
reaches a predetermined level. The polymerisation reaction is reversible so all MEG 
and water must be removed to prevent a back reaction occurring. When the polymer 
has reached the desired viscosity it is extruded through a die in the base of the 
autoclave to form laces, which are quenched in water and pelletised. The PET, now 
in the form of small pellets, is then dried and stored, ready to be transported for use 
at DTF’s film production lines.  
 
3.2.2.3 Extrusion 
To make PET pellets into film, they must once again be melted and fed into a film 
production line. This is also done by extrusion and Figure 3.3 illustrates a single 
screw extrusion system common to many of DTFs film lines. Due to the contained 
nature of single screw extrusion, PET pellets must first be dried (usually at 140 °C 
overnight) to remove any water present, which if left can accumulate inside the 
extruder and hydrolyse the PET melt. The dried PET pellets are forced down a 
heated barrel by a tapered screw, shearing and heating the polymer increasingly the 
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further it travels down the barrel. Most of the polymer heating comes from shearing it 
between screw and barrel (~70 %) rather than from heating the barrel itself.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Single screw extruder cross section 
 
DTF films may also be extruded using a co-rotating twin screw extrusion system, 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4, which eliminates the need to dry the polymer as water is 
allowed to escape by evaporation during extrusion. The twin screw system also 
allows for recovered PET film flake to be re-processed as it possesses a wider 
process window, a typical commercial film may consist of approximately 40% 
recycled PET flake which has been reclaimed from previous runs after edge trimming 
for example. A typical twin screw system can also enable up to around a 60 % 
greater feed rate than a single screw system which can allow faster or thicker film 
production.  
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Figure 3.4: Twin screw extrusion 
 
The now molten polymer (290 °C < T < 300 °C) then passes through the filtration 
section, which removes approximately 99% of any impurities and degrades present, 
through the melt pipe and the end fed die where it then emerges as a uniformly thick 
polymer melt curtain. It is then drawn onto a casting drum, which is a slow rotating, 
water cooled, polished chrome barrel. To ensure complete contact between polymer 
and drum, and to avoid air being drawn into the interface, the melt is electrostatically 
pinned to the drum by a high voltage wire or blade. The 15 °C casting drum rapidly 
cools the polymer to approximately 30 °C, well below its Tg, resulting in an entirely 
amorphous solid polymer film with a thickness of up to 2 mm. This rapid heat transfer 
ensures that the film does not crystallise at this stage which can introduce structural 
defects or increased haziness. 
Many DTF films are made by coextrusion which utilises multiple extrusion systems 
feeding into the same die. These films, known as multi layer films (MLFs) are usually 
employed for specialised film applications which require complex structures. By 
bringing together multiple polymer melt flows in the injector block, films can be made 
with many layers allowing the cross-sectional structure to be tailored. For example a 
film may have an ABA structure, the A layers being filled and the B layer unfilled 
thereby enabling the more efficient targeted use of filler per m2 of film produced and 
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reducing production costs without affecting performance. Figure 3.5 shows some 
typical PET MLF structures.  
 
 
Figure 3.5: Schematic MLF film cross sectional structures 
 
3.2.2.4 Forward draw 
After casting the film soon reaches the forward draw area, which comprises of 3 
consecutive sections, the heated slow nip rollers, the draw point and the chilled fast 
nip rollers. The slow nip rollers grip the film and are driven in the machine direction, 
gently pulling the film from the casting unit. The fast nip rollers are similar but are 
driven at several times the rate of the slow nip, this difference causes the film to be 
drawn in the machine direction at the point where it is hottest, the draw point, which 
may involve heating from infrared heaters to achieve the desired film temperature. 
The forward draw ratio, the amount the film has been uni-axially oriented, is then the 
speed of the fast nip rollers divided by the speed of the slow and is typically set to be 
approximately 3. This process begins to impart some of the excellent mechanical 
properties commonly associated with PET film. Forward drawing orients some of the 
polymer molecules in the machine direction, increasing both its elastic modulus and 
strength in this direction by a factor approximately of three (MacDonald, 2002). 
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3.2.2.5 Coating 
After the forward draw, a coating may be applied to one or both of the films surfaces. 
Coatings allow for additional properties to be imparted to the film such as improved 
handling properties, anti-static properties or promotion of ink adhesion. Coated films 
are usually wet coated by a gravure process illustrated in Figure 3.6. The film is 
passed over an additional dipped roller which imparts the coating continuously and 
uniformly. 
 
Figure 3.6: Diagram of the coating procedure 
 
The coating of relevance in this Thesis is a multifunctional acrylic based coating 
which enhances windability, ink adhesion and handling properties, and shall 
hereafter be referred to as a slip coating. It consists mainly of demineralised water, 
surfactant, ammonium nitrate and latex particles, which are themselves made up of a 
copolymer of acrylamide, ethylacrylate, methylmethacrylate and ethylated melamine-
formaldehyde. 
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3.2.2.6 Transverse draw 
The uni-axially drawn (and coated where applicable) film then enters the stenter oven 
where the transverse direction drawing process takes place. The film is grasped 
firmly by clips at either edge as it enters the oven where it is heated to around 120 
°C. The clips run along diverging rails which draw the film in the transverse direction 
to 3 - 4 times its original width, further orienting many of the polymer chains (and the 
coating), this time in the transverse direction and increasing mechanical strength by 
the same means as with the forward draw. 
 
3.2.2.7 Crystallisation 
The oriented film then reaches the crystalliser, a region of the stenter oven held at 
approximately 220 °C, this encourages the now biaxially oriented polymer chains to 
crystallise, making the film more resistant to shrinking when heated later during 
customer processing for example. Crystalline regions are also much stronger 
mechanically than amorphous regions and the percent crystallinity can determine 
much of the final behaviour of the film (Ajji et al., 1996). If too great a proportion of 
the film is crystalline, a very tough but inflexible film would be produced, if too little 
the film retains its amorphous quality and would yield excessively under mechanical 
stress, stretching and relaxing. Balance between the two phases is critical and this is 
achieved by temperature controlling the stenter oven precisely, effectively splitting it 
into multiple regions of various temperatures. 
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3.2.2.8 Cooling and winding 
After leaving the stenter oven the film is allowed to relax slightly further, and passed 
over cooled rollers, the clipped edges are then trimmed off and reclaimed where 
possible. The film is then slit and wound onto several rolls or wound onto one large 
mother roll for slitting later. Depending on the individual film properties film rolls can 
be anything from 0.5 to 9 metres wide and from a few hundred to fifty thousand 
metres long. Rolls can weigh between one hundred kilos and three tonnes and on 
thin film units can be wound at up to three hundred metres a minute.  
 
3.2.3 DTF PET film grades 
The following sections provide information regarding the specific PET films used in 
this Thesis, including details of their formulations, microstructure, physical properties 
and why they were chosen for investigation. 
 
3.2.3.1 Melinex ‘O’ 
Melinex ‘O’ of approximately 175 µm thickness is a commercial grade of DTF 
biaxially oriented PET film designed to meet the demands of the optical polymer films 
market, which include high mechanical strength and light transmittance. Melinex ‘O’ 
is a very pure, semicrystalline, monolayer PET film (consisting of a single extruded 
layer), with no additional fillers or coatings. These properties make it an ideal film for 
investigating PET surface UV degradation as there are the minimum of additional 
formulation components to consider when interpreting experimental results, hence, 
both surface and bulk can be considered entirely PET. Thus, Melinex ‘O’ and it’s 
modification by weathering treatments can also serve as the baseline when 
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interpreting the effects of additional formulation components on PET degradation 
processes. 
 
3.2.3.2 UVA-PET 
UVA-PET film of 175 µm thickness, hereafter referred to as UVA-PET, is a 
developmental grade of DTF UV stabilised thick PET film. It is very similar to Melinex 
‘O’ in most regards but with the important addition of the ultraviolet absorber (UVA) 
Tinuvin 1577 at 1 wt% in the formulation, included to extend the outdoor performance 
lifetime of the film by preferentially absorbing damaging UV radiation. There is also a 
slip coating on one side to aid the manufacturing process (and also to enhance ink 
adhesion for printing). A schematic cross section of this structure is presented in 
Figure 3.8 to aid understanding of the film composition. The UVA is added as a 
powder to the formulation via a separate twin screw extrusion process known as 
masterbatching, usually conducted by an external converter, which is designed to 
provide a uniform distribution of the UVA through the PET pellets and thus, the final 
film matrix. UVA-PET was chosen for investigation as it is effectively a UV stabilised 
version of Melinex ‘O’, however the presence of the coating inhibits the study of the 
rear surface PET. 
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Figure 3.7: UVA-PET cross sectional structure (coating thickness not to scale) 
 
3.3 Sample weathering procedures 
The following section describes the weathering apparatus and exposure conditions 
employed to generate weathered samples for investigation.  
 
3.3.1 Accelerated environmental weathering 
Sample accelerated environmental weathering was performed using an Atlas Ci5000 
Weather-o-meter (WOM), pictured in Figure 3.10. The WOM features a water cooled 
xenon arc lamp, temperature control, humidity control and a sample water spray 
feature. Samples are hung on wire racks in aluminium frames that are rotated around 
the lamp in three tiers, with room for 118 film samples in total. The top and bottom 
tiers are tilted towards the bulb to help ensure uniform radiant exposure of all three 
tiers. For consistency the sample machine direction was always aligned with the 
vertical axis of the sample holder.  
 
PET inc. 1 % Tinuvin 1577 
 Slip coating 
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Figure 3.8: ATLAS Ci5000 Weather-o-meter in operation at DTF (Plasticker, 2012) 
 
DTF operate their WOMs in accordance with ISO 4892-2 (Organisation, 2013), an 
international standard widely adhered to by the polymer films industry when 
conducting weatherability tests on new polymer product developments. The standard 
defines the exposure periods to be 400 hours long and the conditions which samples 
experience during exposure are defined in Table 3.3. The radiant intensity at 340 nm 
is equivalent to peak terrestrial solar irradiance at sea level, hence, the acceleration 
arises from the synergistic effects of the other degradation agents with UV radiation, 
and that the instrument runs for 24 hours per day, approximately doubling the time 
efficiency of the WOM compared to outdoor exposure methods. 
This accelerated environmental weathering procedure is designed to expose 
samples to more extreme conditions than would occur in polymers exposed 
outdoors, while not creating conditions which may enable sample degradation to 
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occur via unrealistic pathways. At DTF the adherence to the ISO standard is 
motivated by both a desire to further understand PET film weatherability and to 
evaluate new product development performances relative to each other and to DTF 
film competitor products on even terms.  
 
Table 3.3: Degradation agents and their values defined by ISO 4892-2 
Degradation agent 
Range of values during 
cycle 
Set point/Frequency 
during cycle 
Temperature Ambient - 68 °C 
(65 ± 3) °C Black 
Standard Temperature 
Humidity Ambient - 100 % RH 
(65 ± 5) %, rises to 100% 
during water spray 
periods 
Radiation 0.5 Wm-2 at λ = 340 nm Constant 
Water spray 
Demineralised water with 
conductivity below 5 µS 
cm-1 
(18 ± 0.5) minutes per 
120 minutes 
 
In general, researchers at DTF submit a number of film samples and after each 400 
hour exposure period test the optical properties of all samples (Haze, total light 
transmittance (TLT), UV-Vis spectra) and a limited number of these samples by 
destructive tensile mechanical tests, before reinserting the remaining samples back 
into the WOM. Thus, the number of samples being exposed is reduced after each 
withdrawal and test interval until the last sample has either been destructively tested 
or has failed due to extended exposure. For this Thesis only a relatively small 
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number of samples could be exposed at any one time as the majority of WOM 
spaces were being utilised for DTF weathering experiments, which effectively ruled 
out the option of destructive mechanical testing. Also due to the short interval of a 
few days for testing between exposure intervals, the decision was made to generate 
a single sample for each exposure interval, thereby ensuring the best possible time 
resolution for observable modifications. However, it must be assumed that all 
samples are identical at t = 0 in order to treat results gained from each separate 
sample as the evolution of a parameter with exposure time. This is a reasonable 
assumption due to the homogeneity of most of PETs bulk properties, however this 
may be a factor when interpreting nanoscale inhomogeneous parameters. To help 
minimise variability, samples were always taken from the same source and point in 
the transverse direction and the surface and orientation of the sample were kept 
consistent throughout experimentation and testing. 
There are many disadvantages of adhering to ISO standard weathering procedures 
from an academic research perspective. Due to the combination of degradation 
agents acting on samples simultaneously it may be difficult to deduce which (or what 
combination of) degradation agents were principally responsible for certain observed 
changes. This Thesis was partly motivated by the desire to investigate and address 
this issue and as such the high intensity solar simulator (HISS) apparatus described 
in the next section was applied to the task.  
 
3.3.2 High intensity solar simulator 
Samples were UV exposed using a LOT Oriel high intensity solar simulator (HISS), 
presented in Figure 3.11 a-c. The HISS consisted primarily of an air cooled 1200 W 
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xenon arc lamp, focussing optics and beam turner (to direct the bulb output onto a 
sample), and an AM 1.5 filter which further modified the lamp output to be more 
spectrally similar to terrestrial sunlight, though still many times more intense. An 
adjustable collimator allowed the focal point of the beam to be adjusted to provide 
relatively uniform sample exposure over the 40 mm diameter sample holder. Circular 
samples were held at the edges inside an anodised aluminium frame held at a fixed 
distance from the source. Thermal radiation was also generated by the bulb and 
transmitted by the optics, but was screened by a water filter with a 40 mm optical 
path length of ultra pure water, kept at constant temperature by circulating 20 °C 
water around its housing. To protect other lab users from UV radiation a containment 
chamber was built around the beam turner to contain the bulb output.   
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Figure 3.9 a-c: a. Full HISS setup; b. HISS bulb housing, optics and power supply; c. 
inside exposure chamber during operation 
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Each xenon arc lamp had an operational lifetime of approximately 1000 hours, over 
the course of which, due to anode deposition on the bulb’s internal quartz surface, 
the UV output would deteriorate. Following the manufacturer’s recommendations to 
ensure a consistent output over the bulb’s lifetime, each bulb was operated at 80 % 
of its maximum power, which was increased up to 100% as necessary over the 
lifetime of the bulb, in order to keep the measured spectral output at 400 nm 
constant. A measurement of the HISS output is shown in Fig. 3.12, along with the 
ASTM G173 terrestrial solar spectrum (ASTM, 2012a). More precisely, that is 
annually averaged spectral irradiance at sea level, transmitted through 1.5 
atmospheres of air, incident to a 37° hemispherically tilted sample. 
Spectral irradiance measurements were performed with an ILT 950 
spectroradiometer, which, due to containing only a single slit spectrometer 
experienced quite poor signal to noise ratio in the UVB region of the spectrum. This 
was countered somewhat by the fact that the signal was in this case particularly high, 
but still means that the measured output below 380 nm is likely an underestimate. In 
summary, the output from the HISS xenon arc lamps was at least equivalent to peak 
terrestrial solar irradiance and at most wavelengths 8-10 times as intense. 
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Figure 3.10: Solar simulator spectral output operating at 830 W and G173 reference 
solar spectrum  
 
3.3.3 Damp heat oven 
Samples were exposed to hydrolysing conditions in a Gallenkamp damp heat oven, 
(DHO) operated in accordance with IEC 60068 (2010). During exposure samples are 
continually exposed to temperature and humidity levels of 85 °C and 85% RH 
respectively for exposure intervals of 504 hours (3 weeks). Samples were mounted in 
aluminium WOM sample frames for consistency between exposure apparatus. All 
samples began DHO exposure at the same time, with one withdrawn after each 
exposure period up to a maximum exposure of 3024 hours. 
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3.4 Analytical toolkit 
3.4.1 Optical techniques 
Haze and TLT measurements were performed with a BYK Gardner haze-gard plus 
and yellowness (b*) measurements with a BYK Gardner color-view 9000 
spectrophotometer. In both cases, single measurements encompassed a 25 mm 
diameter circular area and the average value of several different measured areas 
within a sample was used where possible. Gloss measurements were performed with 
a Dr Lange Refo 3-D reflectometer at a 60 degree angle of incidence, single 
measurements encompassed a 40 x 10 mm area and again an average value 
obtained from several areas was used where possible. 
 
3.4.2 Chemical techniques 
3.4.2.1 Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy 
Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) absorbance spectra were acquired using a 
Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR in transmission mode. Scans were performed 
over a wavenumber range of 400 - 4000 cm-1 with resolution of 2 cm-1 and an 
average of 32 scans was used per measured area. Single measurements 
encompassed an approximately 2 x 2 mm sample area, but with no recommended 
means of holding film samples, a modified setup was constructed which enabled the 
measurement of samples but only in a limited region.  
 
3.4.2.2 Absorbance spectroscopy 
Absorbance and transmittance spectra were acquired using a Shimadzu UV-1800 
UV spectrophotometer. Scans were performed at a medium speed over a 
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wavelength range of 300 - 900 nm with resolution of 1 nm. Single measurements 
encompassed a 2 x 2 mm area. To aid comparisons between different sample 
spectra, beam scatter and reflection were assumed to be zero by normalising 
collected transmittance spectra according to Equation 3.1, where   is wavelength 
and   and       are transmittance before and after normalisation respectively. 
 
          
    
         
                                       Equation 3.1  
 
Where absorbance spectra were collected, these were transformed into 
transmittance spectra, normalised and transformed back to absorbance spectra 
using the absorbance-transmittance relationship shown in Equation 3.2 which is 
derived from the Beer-Lambert law.  
 
        
 
 
               Equation 3.2 
 
3.4.2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy 
Fluorescent emission and excitation spectra were recorded using a Horiba Jobin 
Yvon Fluoromax 4 spectrofluorometer. Before each set of measurements the 
system’s spectrometers were wavelength checked to ensure that measurements 
were kept consistent over long periods. The excitation spectrometer calibration was 
checked against the peak irradiance band of the system’s lamp centred at 468 nm 
and the emission spectrometer calibration against the Raman emission peak of water 
centred at 397 nm. The system had an accuracy of ±0.5 nm, resolution of 0.3 nm and 
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signal to noise ratio of 3000:1 at 397 nm using standard operating settings. For film 
samples, excitation wavelengths (λex) of 320 and 340 nm were used where 
appropriate. Emission spectra were recorded over a range starting 15 nm greater 
than the λex used and up to 600 nm, thereby preventing λex scatter and its overtone at 
2 times λex from appearing in the measured emission spectra. 
 
3.4.2.4 Gel permeation chromatography 
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) spectra were performed by Smithers Rapra 
of Shawbury, Shropshire. The instrument was a Malvern/Viscotek TDA 301 fitted with 
Agilent PL HFIPgel guard plus 2 x PL HFIPgel 300 x 7.5 mm, 9 µm columns. A 
refractive index detector was used with differential pressure/viscosity and right-angle 
light scattering. Malvern/Viscotek “OmniSec” software was used for data collection 
and analysis. Single sample solutions were prepared by adding 10 mL of hexafluoro-
2-propanol (HFIP) to 20 mg of film sample and left overnight to dissolve. Solutions 
were thoroughly mixed and filtered through a 0.45 micron polytetrafluoroethylene 
(PTFE) membrane before insertion to autosampler vials. The nominal flow-rate of the 
solutions was 0.8 mL minute-1, at a nominal temperature of 40 C. The system was 
calibrated using Agilent/Polymer Laboratories EasiVial poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) calibrants of known molecular weight distribution, thus, all molecular weight 
results are considered PMMA equivalent molecular weights which may differ from 
true molecular weights. Due to the large number of samples, different calibrations 
were used for the initial 19 samples and the subsequent 22 samples.  
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3.4.3 Surface chemistry techniques 
3.4.3.1 Water contact angle (WCA) 
Water contact angle (WCA) measurements were performed using a Video Contact 
Angle Systems 2500XE. 5 µL drops of deionised water were applied to the sample 
surface using a motorised pipette, the drop angle on either side was measured and 
then averaged by the software. 5 drops were measured on each sample surface and 
the measurements were taken within 2 seconds of the drop hitting the surface as 
drops tended to wet out with time. 
 
3.4.3.2 Attenuated total reflection FT-IR 
Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infra-red (ATR FT-IR) absorbance 
spectra were acquired using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR in ATR mode. 
Scans were performed over a wavenumber range of 400 - 4000 cm-1 with resolution 
2 cm-1 and an average of 32 scans used per measured area. Samples are held firmly 
on the ATR crystal during measurement using a small clamp. Samples were 
measured in 3 different locations with single measurements encompassing an 
approximately 2 x 2 mm sample area. The combination of instrument settings used, 
including beam angle incidence of 40° and diamond ATR crystal yielded a depth 
sensitivity of between 1.3 and 2.7 µm in the wavenumber regions of interest. 
 
3.4.4 Microscopy techniques 
3.4.4.1 Light microscopy 
Light micrographs were collected using a Leica DMRX compound microscope 
operated in reflection mode in air. Objectives of 5x, 10x, 20x and 50x magnification 
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were used where appropriate. Image sizes (scale bars) were calibrated using a 
graticule to give the approximate size of a pixel obtained using each objective.  
 
3.4.4.2 Scanning electron microscopy 
Scanning electron micrographs were acquired by Intertek MSG using an FEI Quanta 
FEG 250 scanning electron microscope (SEM) instrument. Samples were imaged in 
high vac mode giving a quoted maximum resolution of 1 nm when operated at 30 kV. 
Energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectra were acquired using a Bruker AXS Quantax 
200 Microanalysis System with an XFlash 5030 silicon drift detector and quoted 
resolution of 127 eV FWHM MnKa. 
 
3.4.5 Surface metrology 
3.4.5.1 Phase shifting interferometry 
Sample areal surface topography was mapped by phase shifting interferometry (PSI) 
using a Bruker WYKO NT9800 white light interferometer (WLI). Generally a 50x 
magnification objective was used to generate surface topography maps with a field of 
view (FOV) of 120 x 90 microns, lateral resolution of no less than 0.4 µm and 
average height resolution of ± 0.5 nm (Z detector noise floor measured using an 
optical flat). A full review of the working principles of WLI is beyond the scope of this 
Thesis but can be found in Leach (2011). In short, PSI works on the principle of 
optical interference between 2 components of a split light source, known as the 
reference and sample beams. In the case of the NT9800 the light source used is a 
white light LED. The phase difference between these coherent light beams is set to 
be ¼ lambda by a Mirau interferometer. After reflection of the sample beam from the 
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sample surface, the modified phase difference depends upon the optical path length 
travelled, which itself depends on the sample surface topography. This effect is used 
to generate an interferrogram, where the rate of change of intensity during a scan is 
directly proportional to the rate of change in surface height. This information is 
captured by a charge coupled detector (CCD) camera and interpreted by the 
software for each point of the surface in view, yielding a 3-dimensional (3D) map of 
sample surface topography (Calatroni et al., 1996). 
 
3.4.5.1.1 Large area measurements 
For the large area array measurements samples were mounted on a DTF proprietary 
low tack gel plate which ensured that they were held firmly in place and presented 
the entire surface area of interest flat enough to be within the system autofocus 
tolerance. An automated measurement protocol was designed in the Vision software 
to facilitate the measurement of a 100 x 100 grid of 120 x 90 µm adjacent areas with 
640 x 480 pixel resolution. To characterise an area of this size the system was set to 
operate as follows. First the system automatically brought the surface into focus, it 
then optimised the brightness and number of interference fringes which were visible 
by adjusting the beam intensity and stage tilt accordingly. The system then took an 
average of 5 PSI measurements, automatically saved the resulting image file and 
inputted the user chosen measured roughness parameters into a database, before 
moving onto the next area in the grid and repeating the procedure until all 10,000 
measurements were complete. 
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3.4.5.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
The AFM used predominantly during this research project was a Bruker Dimension 
3100 (D3100) with a Nanoscope IV controller, running version 6.14 r1 software. It 
has a maximum FOV of 100 µm 2, height (Z) range of approximately 5 µm and 
maximum pixel resolution of 10242. For tapping mode imaging, Bruker Tapping MPP-
12220 antimony doped silicon cantilevers with reflective aluminium coated backs 
were used, their characteristic parameters are summarised in Table 3.4. 
 
Table 3.4: Bruker Tapping MPP-12220 AFM cantilever parameters 
Parameter Value 
Length (125 ± 10) µm 
Width (30 ± 5) µm 
Thickness (2 ± 0.5) µm 
Resonant frequency (145 ± 22) kHz 
Spring constant 5 N/m 
Tip Radius 8 nm 
 
Scan parameters used when imaging samples are described in Table 3.5. Where a 
range is given, parameters were optimised within the range to give consistently 
overlaid trace and retrace line scans. This is strongly dependent upon the scan size, 
and thus, the cantilever speed. For example when acquiring 2 µm scans a 1 Hz scan 
rate and 1.8 V Asp are appropriate (soft tapping), whereas when acquiring 20 µm 
scans a 0.5 Hz scan rate and 1.6 V Asp are appropriate (hard tapping). 
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Table 3.5: Scan parameters used when imaging PET films in tapping mode 
Parameter Value 
Target amplitude 2 V 
Amplitude setpoint (Asp) (1.6 - 1.8) V 
Scan rate (0.5 - 1) Hz 
Integral (I) gain 0.1 - 0.2 
Proportional (P)  gain 0.2 - 0.3 
 
 
3.4.5.2.1 Image processing 
All AFM images presented in this Thesis, including those summarised as roughness 
parameters, have been post processed in the Nanoscope software to remove any 
artefacts introduced by the imaging process or software, which can be considered 
unrepresentative of the surface analysed. This includes artefacts such as piezo 
wandering, streaking, parachuting and height irregularities. Such artefacts are 
common in AFM images due to the operational nature of AFM and specifically in this 
Thesis due to the PET film surface, as it often exhibits sparse and irregular features 
which can adversely affect the expected distribution of feature heights. The image 
post processing procedure was carried out in the same way for all images for 
consistency and that any errors unintentionally introduced were systematic. 
Specifically this involved the removal of up to third order polynomial spatial 
frequencies in the X and Y axes, followed by a background flattening process while 
excluding the uppermost features of the surface.  
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3.4.5.2.2 Peak force quantitative nano-mechanical analysis (PFQNM) 
Peak force quantitative nano-mechanical (PFQNM) measurements were performed 
on a Bruker Multimode 8 with a Nanoscope V controller, running 2013 version 
Nanoscope software. It has a maximum FOV of 100 µm 2, Z range of approximately 
10 µm and maximum pixel resolution of 40962. Bruker Tapping MPP-12220 probes 
were used and had their spring constant (k) calibrated using the Sader method 
(Sader et al., 1995). Cantilever deflection sensitivity (units of nm/V) was measured by 
performing a force ramp of calibrated Z displacement on a very stiff and clean 
sample, in this case freshly cleaved mica, and measuring the maximum cantilever 
deflection. The deflection sensitivity is the amount of real cantilever deflection (in nm) 
per measured unit of deflection (in volts). Assuming linear deflection behaviour and 
no deformation of the mica or tip (which is reasonable given their very high moduli of 
70 and 169 GPa respectively (McNeil and Grimsditch, 1993, Hopcroft et al., 2010), 
the cantilever deflection equals the vertical piezo displacement. Therefore by using 
the gradient of this force ramp (e.g. 90 nm/V), the software can display all 
subsequent cantilever deflections in nm and the difference between Z piezo 
displacement and cantilever deflection when performing force ramps on samples is 
the sample deformation.  
The final piece of information required to yield quantitative nano-mechanical 
information is the tip radius, which can be measured using tip calibration artefacts or 
deconvolution algorithms. However, since this is the property most likely to evolve 
over the course of any measurement routine (due to tip wear, hard contact during 
calibration, becoming contaminated for example) it is used more as an input 
parameter for controlling the outputted modulus value than as a true indication of 
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reality. Thus, the “relative method” was employed where the tip radius is varied up or 
down from the nominal 10 nm to make the mean measured modulus (calculated 
using the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) model over a few scan lines) match the 
known modulus of a polystyrene (PS) calibration sample. PS was used as it was the 
closest match to the modulus of PET available as a modulus calibrated sample. The 
DMT model (Derjaguin et al., 1975) is the model preferred by the manufacturer and is 
considered most appropriate for AFM measurements as it uses a fixed contact profile 
as in the Hertz model (Hertz, 1895), while also taking into account both tip-sample 
adhesion and adhesion forces outside of the area of contact, where models such as 
the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model (Johnson et al., 1971) assume sample 
deformation to affect the contact area also. In order for PFQNM to yield quantitative 
and accurate sample modulus information the cantilever spring constant, deflection 
sensitivity and tip radius must be accurately obtained. An appropriately stiff cantilever 
must also be employed to give enough sample deformation for the contact 
mechanics models to be applicable without the peak force having to be set too high, 
which could cause tip wear and subsequent change in the radius and hence the 
contact area. 
In PFQNM mode, calibrated force ramps are continuously performed at 2 kHz 
(significantly less than the cantilever resonant frequency) while the AFM probe is 
raster scanned across the surface in the same way as in tapping mode AFM. The 
user defines the “peak force”, the maximum force exerted by the cantilever on the 
sample, in order to cause a measured deformation of a few nm. At each point on the 
sample, once the peak force is reached the probe is moved away and the process is 
repeated at the next point on the sample. In this way, force curves of the same peak 
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force are performed at every point in the image area. The software then automatically 
interprets the different regions of the force curves and measurement information 
(height, tip-sample adhesion, deformation, modulus, dissipation) is extracted and can 
be displayed as colour scales in multiple AFM images illustrating the variability of 
each parameter over the area scanned. Figure 3.13 illustrates a typical force curve 
labelled to show where measurement information can be extracted from. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Typical AFM force curve labelled to show regions containing information 
  
3.4.6 Mechanical testing 
3.4.6.1 Instrumented indentation 
Instrumented (nano)indentation (IIT) was performed at the University of Birmingham 
Science City Labs using a Micromaterials NanoTest Platform 3 Nanoindenter fitted 
with a diamond Berkovitch indenter tip. Indentations were programmed to be either 
0.5 or 1 um deep and were carried out at a constant load rate of 1 mNs-1, up to a 
maximum load of approximately 2 mN, which was then held for 30 seconds before 
retraction of the indenter. The instrument software calculates the material hardness 
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and reduced modulus (Er) according to the Oliver-Pharr model (Oliver and Pharr, 
2004) and the average values obtained from 100 indentations performed over 1 mm2 
per sample were used. The indenter itself has Poisson ratio of 0.07 and Young’s 
modulus (Ei) of 1141 GPa which when inputted to Equation 3.2 yields a value for 
sample Young’s modulus (Es), which is more comparable with modulus values 
obtained with the other mechanical analysis techniques utilised in this Thesis. 
 
  
 
  
 
     
 
  
 
     
 
  
             Equation 3.3 
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4 BULK PROPERTY MODIFICATION OF ARTIFICIALLY 
WEATHERED PET FILM 
4.1 Hypotheses 
The direction of research in this Chapter was informed by the following hypotheses:  
 During accelerated environmental weathering, UV radiation is the main 
degradation agent responsible for the deterioration of PET film bulk properties.  
 Isolated exposure to high levels of UV, for long periods will result in 
observable modifications to film performance properties such as molecular 
weight parameters and optical properties. 
 In addition to causing the hydrolysis of PET during accelerated environmental 
weathering, periodic water spraying, temperature and humidity exposure 
synergistically increases the rate at which PET film UV degradation takes 
place.  
 
4.2 Objectives 
Therefore, with these hypotheses in mind, the objectives of this Chapter are: 
 To investigate the bulk property modification of plain 175 µm DTF PET film 
with exposure in the laboratory artificial weathering apparatus described in 
Chapter 3 - damp heat oven (DHO), high intensity solar simulator (HISS) and 
the weather-o-meter (WOM), which effectively combines the degradative 
effects of the DHO and HISS. 
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 Develop an understanding of how PET degradation processes, which occur 
during accelerated environmental weathering, manifest in PET films by 
comparing the bulk modifications of each different treatment. 
 Develop an understanding of the individual and synergistic roles of the PET 
degradation agents - UV radiation, water and heat - in PET film bulk 
degradation due to accelerated environmental weathering.  
 
4.3 Bulk property modifications 
Various analytical techniques were employed to examine the modification of a broad 
range of PET film properties with artificial weathering and comparisons between the 
effects of the different exposure techniques are made. The modifications observed 
with artificial weathering are then related to the chemical processes known to occur 
during the artificial weathering of PET film. The result is a more complete picture of 
PET degradation processes during artificial weathering which will aid in the 
application of new strategies designed to prevent features of PET film degradation 
from inhibiting PET film application performances. 
 
4.3.1 Macroscopic sample changes 
Each exposure technique - WOM, HISS and DHO - had different effects on Melinex® 
‘O’ film, hereafter referred to as PET film, which could be observed with the naked 
eye. These observations, though simplistic, are useful and will be referred back to 
later in the light of the more complex observations made using the analytical 
techniques described in Chapter 3. 
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4.3.1.1 Macroscopic sample changes after WOM exposure 
After withdrawal from the WOM, there were a number of visually observable changes 
to the PET film samples which had taken place. The long (machine direction) edges 
of the rectangular samples were drawn up, normal to the exposed surface, giving the 
samples a mild curvature along the short (transverse direction) edges and a half 
cylinder like shape overall. This could be due to an increase in the exposed surface 
tension, caused by localised contraction of the polymer macromolecules near the 
exposed surface (MacKerron, 2014). The samples also became increasingly brittle 
with exposure; when cut with scissors, cracks would form and propagate short 
distances perpendicular to the cut direction. Sub millimetre sized translucent spots on 
the samples became increasingly prevalent with exposure, as well as what appeared 
to be water marks, which in some cases extended over the entire exposed surface. 
Many of these could be easily scraped from the sample with a scalpel, and were 
hence primarily surface features, and as such, these are analysed in detail in 
Chapter 5. However, it is important to note that such surface features can have an 
effect on bulk properties such as optical properties.  
 
4.3.1.2 Macroscopic sample changes with DHO exposure 
PET film samples became increasingly brittle with DHO exposure, and after 2000 
hours snapped and shattered like thin glass when cut. Visually the samples also 
exhibited increased waviness with exposure, with centimetre scale wavelengths and 
mm scale amplitudes.  
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4.3.1.3 Macroscopic sample changes with HISS exposure 
Surprisingly little appeared to have changed about the film sample exposed in the 
HISS, even after 2000 hours. The sample retained its original dimensions and ductile 
behaviour when cut, unlike the samples exposed for long periods in the WOM and 
DHO. The only macroscopic change reportable with HISS exposure is an increased 
level of discontinuous cloudy white residue on the surface of the sample, which is 
likely to be oligomer bloom. However, due to the low thickness of the bloom it was 
very difficult to say which surface was affected, or whether it was a feature of both. 
Surface blooming is a phenomenon seen in PET film (Perovic and Sundararajan, 
1982), but also in chocolate (Cerbulis et al., 1957), commonly after long periods of 
ambient storage or heat treatment. In PET film it has been found that blooming is due 
to low molecular weight polymer structures, usually described as oligomers 
(Goodman and Nesbitt, 1960), migrating to the surface over long periods due to their 
incompatibility with the polymer matrix. It appears that HISS exposure has 
accelerated this process, while also not ablating the bloomed oligomer from the film 
surface. Blooming may also be occurring as a result of the slightly increased 
temperature of the sample due to the absorbance of the very intense UV radiation. 
The bloom could have been washed off with solvent and the solution analysed by 
absorption spectroscopy for example, however this could have affected the results of 
other analysis techniques, particularly surface analysis and so was not carried out. 
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4.3.2 Aromatic hydroxylation and yellowing behaviour 
This section examines the optical property modification of environmentally weathered 
PET film samples, which will be shown to be related to the aromatic hydroxylation of 
PET due to UV exposure. 
 
4.3.2.1 Spectral transmittance modification of PET film due to WOM exposure 
Figure 4.1 shows the raw transmittance spectra of PET film which received between 
0 and 4000 hours of WOM exposure. Transmittance has been used here rather than 
absorbance as it provides a more sensitive measure of the relative changes taking 
place over the full range of wavelengths analysed (300 - 900 nm). However, 
transmittance varies exponentially with species concentration and film thickness, and 
hence for quantitative analysis absorbance must be used,  
The UV transmittance (300 - 400 nm) of the PET film is greatly reduced after 400 
hours of WOM exposure, while transmittance in the visible region of the spectrum 
and beyond is only reduced after 1600 hours of exposure. The evolution of the film 
transmittance spectrum with increasing WOM exposure time is irregular after 1600 
hours of exposure, most likely due to surface cracking and contamination adversely 
affecting the total transmittance. Therefore, to better understand the kinetic behaviour 
with exposure time, the curves were normalised using the conditions shown in 
Equation 3.1. For PET film, this transformation effectively assumes scattering and 
reflection at 900 nm to be zero and makes transmittance at all wavelengths relative 
to the maximum transmittance for that sample. The result of this normalisation 
procedure yields the sample’s relative spectral transmittance (RST), which can be 
seen in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Raw transmittance spectra of PET film with 0 - 4000 hours WOM 
exposure 
 
Figure 4.2 reveals that there are 3 particular wavebands where PET film RST is 
reduced with WOM exposure at different rates: 310 - 350 nm, 350 - 450 nm, 450 - 
900 nm. RST in the 450 - 900 nm range is only minimally changed up to 2000 hours 
of exposure, but thereafter, there is decreasing transmittance over the entire range 
with exposure time (small arrow in figure), with the RST at 450 nm reduced by 
approximately 25 % after 4000 hours of exposure. A  shoulder can be seen to grow 
with exposure time in the 350 - 450 nm range (middle arrow in figure), however in 
this case RST is reduced more rapidly by up to approximately 40 % after 4000 hours. 
These observations may be due to the fluorescence of liberated PET monomer and 
associated molecular dimer species (Allen et al., 1998). 
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Figure 4.2: Relative transmittance spectra of PET film with 0 - 4000 hours WOM 
exposure 
 
Figure 4.3 focuses in on the 310 - 400 nm wavelength range (largest arrow in Fig. 
4.2) which contains the waveband known to be absorbed by mono-hydroxylated 
aromatic species, λmax = 340 nm (Allen et al., 2000), commonly used as a measure of 
polymer yellowing (see section 8.2 Appendix 2 for reference spectra). Transmittance 
at this wavelength depends upon the concentration of mono-hydroxylated aromatic 
species present within the PET film. By presenting it as RST, the reduction with 
exposure time represents the increase in the amount of mono-hydroxylated aromatic 
species present in the sample, relative to the unmodified aromatic species. Figure 
4.3 reveals a prominent shoulder in the transmittance curves with an inflection point 
at approximately 340 nm (arrow in figure) which forms between 0 and 400 hours of 
exposure, and which grows with exposure time with a decaying rate of growth.  
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To better examine the kinetics of the changes at each identified waveband, Figure 
4.4 is presented, which shows the raw and relative transmittance modification with 
WOM exposure time, at a chosen wavelength from within each of the three identified 
regions. It reveals that sample transmittance at 380 and 500 nm are at first reduced 
relatively slowly with WOM exposure, however the rate of change begins to increase 
after 2400 hours. Conversely, the reduction in transmittance at 340 nm is initially 
rapid, but slows down with increasing exposure time until after 3200 hours, when 
further change becomes negligible. This suggests that different absorbing species, 
and hence different degradation products, are responsible for the changes in 
transmittance with exposure at 340 nm and at 380 and 500 nm. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Relative transmittance spectra of PET film with 0 - 4000 hours WOM 
exposure over the 310 - 400 nm range 
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Figure 4.4: Raw and normalised PET film transmittance at three specific wavelengths 
vs. WOM exposure time 
 
4.3.2.2 Spectral transmittance modification of PET film by different weathering 
apparatus 
To evaluate the effects of different degradation agents on the formation of mono-
hydroxylated aromatic species, the process of measurement and transformation of 
raw transmittance spectra to RST spectra was carried out for PET films exposed in 
the WOM, DHO and HISS. Figure 4.5 shows relative transmittance at 340 nm vs. 
exposure time, for plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. 
Error bars are based on the manufacturer’s quoted instrument uncertainty. It reveals 
that in the DHO, PET film relative transmittance at 340 nm is reduced linearly with 
exposure time, but only by a few percent. Here linearity has not been robustly 
confirmed due to only having three datapoints to fit to. In the HISS, relative 
transmittance at 340 nm is reduced with exposure time over a much greater range, 
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and at an exponentially decaying rate, highlighting the importance of UV in this 
particular modification.  
A similar but more pronounced decaying rate time behaviour is displayed by the PET 
in WOM dataset, but in this case the exponential fit of the data is poor over the first 
half of the exposure duration, though much better for the second, with an overall R2 
of 0.93. Since the levels of UV present in both WOM and HISS are very similar, along 
with the shapes of the two curves, it is reasonable to conclude that the greater and 
more rapid drop in PET film relative transmittance at 340 nm with WOM exposure 
time is due to the action of the non-UV degradation agents present in the WOM 
(heat, humidity and direct water contact). Further, since the modification of PET film 
relative transmittance at 340 nm by these degradation agents independent of UV (in 
the DHO) is minor by comparison, it is reasonable to conclude that the non-UV 
degradation agents work synergistically with UV to enhance the rate of the UV mono-
hydroxylation reaction, particularly in the early stage of the exposure duration.   
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Figure 4.5: Transmittance at 340 nm vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the 
WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
Lastly, by transforming the transmittance axis of Fig. 4.5 to absorbance using the 
relationship given in Equation 3.1, we obtain Fig. 4.6, the relative absorbance at 340 
nm vs. exposure time, in which all three datasets are well described by linear 
relationships, with the exception of the initial 500 hours of the PET in WOM dataset. 
Again the linearity of the PET in DHO data has not been robustly confirmed and the 
error bars are based on the manufacturer’s quoted instrument uncertainty. 
Figure 4.6 reveals that the rates of change of relative absorbance at 340 nm for the 
PET in WOM and PET in HISS datasets are the same, which suggests that the rate 
of mono-hydroxylation in the later stages of weathering does not depend on the 
action of the non-UV degradation agents present in the WOM. The linear nature of 
the data also suggests that the mono-hydroxylation reaction would continue to occur 
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at the same rate to greater exposure durations, which makes it likely that the 
population of unmodified PET molecules still exceeds the population of mono-
hydroxylated PET, even after 4000 hours of WOM exposure. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Absorbance at 340 nm vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the 
WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
4.3.2.3 Characterisation of degraded species blue fluorescence 
It was shown in Chapter 2 that hydroxylated aromatic species in PET film fluoresce 
blue-violet light when exposed to 340 nm radiation. However, the evolution of this 
fluorescence with increasing UV exposure has not been previously explored, likely as 
it can be problematic to quantify due to the variable nature of fluorescence 
measurements. Nor has much work been done regarding other excitation 
wavelengths. These two aspects are explored in the following section. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the raw fluorescent emission spectra of PET film which received 
between 0 and 500 hours of HISS exposure, with a range of measurement between 
335 and 600 nm and an excitation wavelength (λex) of 320 nm. Pre exposure, the 
PET film sample fluorescence has a three pointed single peak structure, typical of bi-
axially oriented PET film (Hemker et al., 1988), with a maximum at around 366 nm 
that falls to 0 at approximately 550 nm. With UV exposure, a new fluorescence peak 
centred at approximately 456 nm, known to be due to the production of mono-
hydroxylated aromatic species (Edge et al., 1995), forms and grows, while the 
original PET film fluorescence peak appears to be suppressed.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Raw fluorescent emission spectra of PET film with 0 - 500 hours HISS 
exposure (λex = 320 nm) 
 
This incremental growth with exposure of the raw fluorescence signal at around 456 
nm was only observed in the early stages of sample HISS exposure. In all other 
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cases the fluorescence signal magnitude did not scale with exposure time. However, 
the difference in height between the degraded (456 nm) and un-degraded (386 nm) 
fluorescence peaks in the exposed sample spectra did change regularly with 
increasing exposure.  
Therefore, the full range of data in each set was scaled using the secondary peak 
fluorescence at 386 nm to obtain a set of relative spectral fluorescence curves, in a 
manner conceptually similar to the transformation performed for the spectral 
transmittance data. It was then possible to quantify the degraded species 
fluorescence, relative to the undegraded PET film fluorescence, thereby obtaining 
another measure of the extent of aromatic mono-hydroxylation, which also indicated 
the rate of formation of these species with exposure time. Fig. 4.8 shows the result of 
the 386 nm curve scaling procedure for PET film which received between 0 and 4000 
hours of WOM exposure. This illustrates the growth with exposure time of the 
degraded species fluorescence peak relative to the un-degraded PET peak, up to 
2000 hours of exposure, after which the time-behaviour once again becomes 
irregular.  
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Figure 4.8: Fluorescent emission spectra of PET film with 400 - 4000 hours WOM 
exposure, relative to 386 nm emission (λex = 320 nm) 
 
4.3.2.4 Generation of blue fluorescing species by different weathering 
apparatus 
This same scaling process has been carried out for the fluorescent emission curves 
of PET film samples exposed in the HISS and DHT and the relative fluorescence at 
456 nm of samples exposed in all three weathering apparatus plotted against 
exposure time. This result is shown in Fig. 4.9 which again confirms the role of UV in 
the formation of mono-hydroxylated PET in environmentally weathered PET film as 
no change is observed for the PET in DHO dataset, while the other 2 exposure 
techniques do promote a modification in the fluorescent emission behaviour with 
exposure time. Fig. 4.9 also shows that with HISS exposure (i.e. isolated UV) growth 
of PET film relative fluorescence at 456 nm is reduced to zero after 1500 hours, 
which suggests that the mono-hydroxylation reaction is no longer occurring.  
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Figure 4.9: Fluorescent emission at 456 nm relative to 386 nm emission vs. exposure 
time for PET film exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS (λex = 320 nm) 
 
4.3.2.5 Fluorescence excitation behaviour with WOM exposure 
Another type of fluorescence measurement which yielded an interesting result for the 
WOM exposed PET film samples was the measurement of their 456 nm fluorescent 
excitation spectra. For comparison, Figure 4.10 shows the 386 nm fluorescence 
excitation spectra of unexposed PET film, where the range of measurement was 
between 250 and 370 nm and the emission wavelength (λex) monitored was 386 nm. 
The curve reveals that 320 nm is the most effective wavelength to excite the 386 nm 
emission, but that any wavelength between 310 and 370 nm will also excite the 386 
nm emission with varying degrees of efficacy. Commonly, the excitation spectrum of 
a sample is an approximate mirror image of its emission spectrum due to the 
relationship between fluorescent excitation and emission (Allen and McKellar, 1978). 
This effect can be seen by comparing the curve in Fig 4.10 with the unexposed 
sample curve in Fig. 4.7. 
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Figure 4.10: Raw fluorescent excitation spectra of unexposed PET film  
(λem = 386 nm) 
 
Meaningful observations concerning PET film UV modification can be made from 
Figure 4.11, which shows the 463 nm fluorescence excitation spectra of PET film 
which received 400, 2000 and 4000 hours of WOM exposure, the range of 
measurement used was between 250 and 440 nm and the emission wavelength (λex) 
monitored was 463 nm. The curves reveal that a waveband approximately 50 nm 
across and centred at 340 nm is most effective at exciting the mono-hydroxylated 
PET fluorescence, but also that after longer exposure times, wavelengths between 
360 and 430 nm will also excite the 463 nm peak emission, albeit to a lesser effect. 
The position of this second excitation peak at around 385 nm is consistent with the 
excitation wavelengths of the model di-hydroxylated aromatic compound 
diethyldihydroxyterephthalate (Allen et. al, 2000), which suggests that after extended 
WOM exposure, di-hydroxylated aromatic species, whose production was first 
hypothesised by Pacifici and Straley (1969), may be responsible for this UV-modified 
fluorescence behaviour, and are hence a product of PET UV degradation. 
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The excitation of the 456 nm fluorescence by wavebands centred at approximately 
340 and 380 nm correlates very well with the decreasing transmittance in the same 
wavelength regions revealed by Figure 4.2, which provides further support to the 
hypothesis that the production of fluorescing hydroxylated aromatic species 
contributes to the change in transmittance behaviour commonly observed in 
environmentally weathered PET film. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Raw fluorescent excitation spectra of PET film with 400, 2000 and 4000 
hours WOM exposure (λem = 463 nm) 
 
4.3.2.6 Optical properties discussion 
There are several aspects of the presented optical data which are worthy of further 
discussion. In Fig. 4.4 the time-behaviour of the RST kinetic curves deviates from the 
emerging trend after 3200 hours, which brings the accuracy of the 3600 and 4000 
hour measurements into question (to within around 10 %). Using an average of 
several measurements for each withdrawal time may have yielded more accurate 
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spectra, however, this would have increased the acquisition time and the number of 
samples required to be tested. 
Further accuracy improvements of many of the dataset fits could be gained by 
employing more advanced data-fitting software than was available at the time of 
analysis or by increasing the time resolution of the weathering processes, as was 
done for the early stages of HISS exposure, where 100 hour intervals were used 
instead of 500 hours. However, utilising such shorter intervals may have negatively 
impacted other DTF weathering studies in progress in the WOM and DHO and so 
was ruled out. 
In Fig. 4.9 after 2000 hours of WOM exposure, the change with exposure time of 456 
nm fluorescence becomes erratic. This may be due to an error in the method, but 
was more likely due to surface microcracking affecting the quality of the 
measurement. As a bulk measurement, it should be possible to investigate the 
sample via the unexposed surface, rather than the exposed microcracked surface, 
while still detecting the degraded species fluorescence. Such a procedure would 
need to be applied to all samples to avoid introducing a results bias but may enable 
better comparisons between the fluorescence of microcracked and un-microcracked 
samples at high exposure times. 
Additionally, after 1000 hours of HISS exposure there are no further increases in 456 
nm fluorescence, however, the modified absorbance at 340 nm, proposed to be due 
to the same process, continued to grow linearly up to 2000 hours. This detracts from 
the hypothesis that the two observations are related to the hydroxylation of the PET 
aromatic ring, however, the majority of the analysis still points to this. 
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4.3.3 Chain scission behaviour 
In Chapter 2, it was shown that UV photo-oxidation contributes greatly to the 
molecular chain scission (and consequent loss of performance properties) of PET 
films subjected to accelerated environmental weathering methods. However, many 
questions relevant to this Thesis remain, particularly concerning the individual 
contributions of elevated temperatures and humidity to degradation processes during 
accelerated environmental weathering, and their synergistic effects with UV radiation. 
This section presents results which explore these outstanding issues of interest with 
respect to PET film UV photo-oxidation in the bulk.  
 
 
Figure 4.12: Transmission FTIR spectra of unexposed and 4000 hour WOM exposed 
PET film 
 
4.3.3.1 Transmission Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy 
Figure 4.12 shows Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) absorbance spectra collected in 
transmission mode between 400 and 4000 cm-1, of PET film which received 0 and 
4000 hours of WOM exposure. While the peak positions are unchanged, the IR 
absorbance is increased over a broad range of wavenumbers. This is consistent with 
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the findings of Day and Wiles (see section 2.2.1.2) and is indicative of an increase in 
the prevalence of -OH bonds in the film, in large part due to new -COOH end groups, 
produced as a result of photo-scission reactions. This phenomenon has been 
observed to varying extents in all the samples degraded for this Thesis and is 
formalised in Fig. 4.13 which presents the carboxyl index vs. exposure time for plain 
PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. 
  
 
Figure 4.13: Carboxyl index vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the WOM, 
DHO and HISS 
 
The greatest overall increase in PET film carboxyl index, and therefore the largest 
number of chain scissions, has occurred due to WOM exposure, where the carboxyl 
index increases with exposure time with a rate of growth best described by a 2nd 
order polynomial with negative first term. The carboxyl index of PET film exposed in 
the DHO increases with exposure time, likely due to increasing numbers of -OH 
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groups produced as a result of hydrolysis at the ester linkage. It increases with a 
growing rate of change, up to the end of the exposure duration for that sample of 
3024 hours. This difference between these two time behaviours is interesting as it 
suggests that in the DHO, PET film samples become more susceptible to hydrolysis 
chain scissions with exposure time, while in the WOM, PET film samples become 
less susceptible to bulk chain scission processes. PET hydrolysis is known to be a 
second order, auto-catalytic reaction, as -OH groups produced during hydrolysis can 
further catalyse the hydrolysis reaction (Ballara and Verdu, 1989, Pickett and Coyle, 
2013). The degradation kinetics during accelerated environmental weathering 
however are much more complex, due to the simultaneous occurrence of several 
different degradation processes (photolysis, photo-oxidation and hydrolysis).  
The far lower carboxyl index values of PET film exposed in the HISS shows that 
photo-scissions occur in the PET film bulk at a much slower rate due to HISS 
exposure than WOM exposure.  
 
4.3.3.2 Carboxyl index discussion 
There are several feasible explanations for the large discrepancy between the WOM 
sample carboxyl index curve, and the HISS and DHO sample carboxyl index curves: 
i. Hydrolysis reactions occurring during WOM exposure are also responsible for 
a substantial number of chain scissions. 
ii. Direct water contact due to the intermittent rain simulation cycle may have a 
much greater effect on the production of -COOH end groups in the bulk than 
previously thought. 
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iii. The additional presence of heat, humidity and direct water contact work 
synergistically with UV radiation to increase the rate at which photo-scissions 
occur.  
Since carboxyl index (WOM) >> carboxyl index (DHO) + carboxyl index (HISS), the 
first point seems less likely than the latter two. The enhancing effect of direct water 
contact would also probably be much more pronounced after surface microcracking 
at 2000 hours, due to the significantly reduced barrier properties of the weathered 
surface, which is not observed. Therefore, the synergistic effects of heat, humidity 
and direct water contact with UV seem the most reasonable explanation for the 
greatly enhanced carboxyl index observed with WOM exposure. 
More accurate results could have been obtained if water was removed from the 
samples by drying in an oven and/or measuring in a dry environment, however, the 
former was judged to be potentially damaging to the samples and the latter was not 
possible with the FTIR instrument used. Thus, sample water content may have lead 
to possible systematic and random errors. 
To the author’s knowledge this is the first time that the carboxyl index method of Day 
and Wiles has been used to monitor -COOH end groups produced as a result of 
hydrolysis reactions, which can also result in other forms of chain end groups, likely 
making the approximation of -OH end groups to chain scissions an underestimate for 
the DHO samples. Further, glycolysis may also occur under hydrolysing conditions 
which results in -CH2OH end groups (Sangalang et al., 2015), which also have likely 
not been captured by the carboxyl index. 
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The carboxyl index method of Day and Wiles is also utilised to great effect in the 
analysis of surface -COOH end group concentration and this effect is analysed in 
detail in the next Chapter on PET film surface degradation. 
 
4.3.3.3 Gel permeation chromatography 
Having shown differing bulk scission time-behaviours due to the three exposure 
techniques by the FTIR carboxyl index method, it was both desirable and logical to 
further explore the varying effects of the three exposure techniques on the PET film 
sample’s molecular weight distributions (MWDs) by employing GPC. Additionally, 
GPC analysis can also be used to determine the molecular weight parameters of 
analysed samples, which allows for direct and quantifiable comparisons to be made 
between the various samples and hence the effects of the three exposure techniques 
on specific parts of the MWDs to be evaluated. In the following plots all MWDs are 
normalised with respect to area, the x-axis is a log scale and the y-axis is a function 
of weight fraction. 
 
4.3.3.3.1 Molecular weight distributions 
Figure 4.14 shows computed MWDs of PET film samples which received between 0 
and 4000 hours of WOM exposure. Pre-exposure, the MWD is moderately skewed to 
the left; then with increasing exposure the distributions shift down and to the left while 
becoming broader and less skewed. The shift to the left indicates a reduction in 
average chain length and thus, reflects the number of chain scissions which occurred 
in that exposure interval. The rate at which the MWD shifts, decreasing with exposure 
time, suggests that the number of chain scissions occurring per unit time of exposure 
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is itself reduced with exposure time, which is consistent with the FTIR carboxyl index 
findings. The broadening of the MWD indicates that the spread of chain length values 
is increasing and the reduction in skewness is resulting in the PET film MWD 
becoming more log-normally distributed with exposure time.  
Together these modifications indicate that a greater number of the above average 
length polymer chains are subject to chain scissions during WOM exposure, than 
below average length polymer chains. This suggests that longer chains are more 
susceptible to photo-scission than shorter length chains, which is reasonable as 
longer chains have a greater number of bonds available to scission than shorter 
chains. Notably, the distribution also broadens to the right with increasing exposure 
time, which is likely due to photo-crosslinking (White, 2009, Gardette et al., 2014). 
This feature of the MWD will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.3.4 Cross-
linking behaviour.  
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Figure 4.14: MWDs of PET film which received between 0 and 4000 hours of WOM 
exposure 
 
Figure 4.15 shows computed MWDs of PET film samples which received 0, 500 and 
2000 hours of HISS exposure. The modifications to the PET film MWD by HISS 
exposure are similar to the modifications due to WOM exposure, though lesser per 
unit exposure time in all respects, excepting the increase at the high molecular 
weight end of the distribution which appears greater after 2000 hours of HISS 
exposure than with 4000 hours of WOM exposure. These observations further 
confirm the role of UV radiation in the changes observed in the WOM PET film 
MWDs, and also suggest that the additional degradation agents present in the WOM 
(humidity, heat and direct water contact) must cause a substantial number of chain 
scissions, either independent of UV or synergistically, by increasing the degradative 
effect of UV radiation on the sample. 
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Figure 4.15: MWDs of PET film which received between 0 and 2000 hours of HISS 
exposure 
 
Figure 4.16 shows computed MWDs of PET film samples which received between 0 
and 3024 hours of DHO exposure. With DHO exposure the MWD is again shifting to 
the left as expected, but this time much more regularly than was observed with WOM 
and HISS exposure, which represents a consistent drop in chain lengths due to 
hydrolysis over the whole of the MWD. There also appears to be no change in the 
shape of the distribution with DHO exposure, which indicates that unlike with WOM 
and HISS exposure, chain length has no impact on the likelihood of chain scissions 
occurring in any particular length of polymer chain. The slight shift upwards of the 
MWD with exposure time suggests that the chain length standard deviation is being 
reduced with increasing exposure, although this is a relatively minor change. 
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Figure 4.16: MWDs of PET film which received between 0 and 3024 hours of DHO 
exposure 
 
To illustrate the differences between the effects of the three exposure techniques on 
the PET film MWD, Figure 4.17 is presented which shows computed MWDs of PET 
film samples after approximately 500 hours of DHO and HISS exposure and 400 
hours of WOM exposure. It should be clear from this figure that to compare the full 
effects of the different exposure techniques side by side is highly impractical, due to 
the number of curves that would be needed in the same plot. Therefore, to 
quantitatively compare the effects of the three exposure techniques over the entire 
exposure duration, it is simpler to view the molecular weight parameters with 
exposure time, rather than the MWDs themselves. 
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Figure 4.17: MWDs of PET film after approx. 500 hours of WOM, DHO and HISS 
exposure 
 
4.3.3.3.2 Molecular weight parameters and degradation kinetics 
Figure 4.18 shows a plot of number average molecular weight (Mn) vs. exposure 
time, for plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. Both DHO 
and HISS sample Mn exhibit linear decreases with exposure time, suggesting 
constant rates of chain scission throughout the exposure durations. The WOM PET 
film Mn data exhibits a greater initial decrease with exposure time, however, it 
continues with a decaying rate of change, which reaches 0 at greater than 3000 
hours of exposure. This suggests that the effect of the WOM on the PET film sample 
Mn is greatest when the sample is first exposed, and that this effect is lessened with 
subsequent exposure intervals, until around 3000 hours when exposure appears to 
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no longer have a significant effect on sample Mn, and thus, chain scissions appear to 
have ceased occurring.  
 
 
Figure 4.18: Mn vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
Figure 4.19 shows a plot of weight average molecular weight (Mw) vs. exposure time, 
for plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. Mw is a weighted 
average rather than number average and is therefore more greatly affected by the 
higher molecular weight chains of the MWD than Mn. All the Mw curves exhibit 
approximately linear kinetic behaviour, however, none moves in the same direction 
as another. The DHO sample Mw is reduced to approximately one fifth of its initial 
value after 3024 hours due to hydrolysis, while the HISS sample Mw increases by 
approximately one fifth of its initial value after 2000 hours exposure, despite the 
degradative action of UV radiation on PET film Mn already shown. This is likely due to 
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photo-crosslinking increasing the amount of high molecular weight material in the 
HISS sample, which in this case has had a greater effect than chain scissions on the 
Mw parameter. The WOM sample Mw however remains approximately constant over 
the entire 4000 hour exposure duration, which suggests that the greater amount of 
chain scissions occurring during WOM exposure has balanced the Mw increasing 
effects of the photo-crosslinking reaction, yielding an insignificant overall change 
even after 4000 hours of exposure time. However, considering that WOM exposure 
causes the greatest loss of material properties in PET film, this result shows that Mw 
does not provide a good overall measure of PET film degradation. 
 
 
Figure 4.19: Mw vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
Figure 4.20 shows a plot of dispersity vs. exposure time, for plain PET film samples 
exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. This plot reflects the changing breadths of the 
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MWDs with exposure time and is thus, a quantified measure of the change in chain 
length variance with exposure. As expected from the changes in shapes of the 
MWDs with exposure time, the DHO sample shows little change in its dispersity, 
while the WOM and HISS samples both show increasing dispersity with exposure 
time. The greater and more rapid increase is shown by the WOM exposed samples, 
likely due to the greater amount of chain length reduction occurring with WOM 
exposure than with HISS exposure. The rate of change in dispersity of the WOM 
exposed sample decays with exposure time, reaching zero after 3600 hours, which 
suggests no further change in the breadth of the MWD after this point.  
 
 
Figure 4.20: Dispersity vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the WOM, DHO 
and HISS 
 
Figure 4.21 shows the random chain scission approximation for plain PET film 
samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. By assuming the chain scission 
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processes responsible for the reduction of Mn, observed in Fig. 4.18, are random, the 
random chain scission approximation yields information about the kinetics of the 
degradation processes. Specifically, each curve represents the rate at which chain 
scissions were occurring in the plain PET film samples over the course of the 
exposure duration, via the relevant degradation pathways (hydrolysis and/or photo-
scission). Thus, in the HISS, the rate at which photo-scissions were occurring 
increased with exposure time at a linear rate, though with only three datapoints it 
may be desirable to investigate this further. In the DHO, the rate at which hydrolysis 
chain scissions were occurring was increased with exposure time at a second order 
polynomial rate, which is consistent with recent PET hydrolysis literature findings 
(Pickett and Coyle, 2013) and further suggests that PET film samples become more 
susceptible to hydrolysis with increasing DHO exposure. In the WOM, the combined 
rate at which hydrolysis and photo-scissions were occurring decreased with exposure 
time, until after 2800 hours when the rate of increase fell to approximately zero.  
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Figure 4.21: Random chain scission approximation for PET film samples exposed in 
the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
4.3.4 Cross-linking behaviour 
4.3.4.1 Mz modification 
Figure 4.22 shows a plot of Z average molecular weight (Mz) vs. exposure time, for 
plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. Mz is the third moment 
of the MWD and its value is largely dependent on the above average length chains of 
the MWD, even more so than Mw. It can therefore be used as a quantified measure of 
the extent of photo-crosslinking in polymers and has been used to that effect in this 
Thesis. For the WOM and HISS exposed samples, the increasing Mz observed with 
exposure time strongly indicates that photo-crosslinking occurs with UV exposure, 
and with greater effect due to isolated UV exposure with the HISS. This discrepancy 
in Mz between WOM and HISS samples is likely to be due to the greater number of 
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chain scissions occurring due to WOM exposure, which could prevent the sample Mz 
from becoming as high as rapidly as with HISS exposure.  
 
 
Figure 4.22: Mz vs. exposure time for PET film exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
4.3.5 PET MWD discussion 
Several of the molecular weight parameters presented reached a lower limit (greater 
than zero) before the end of the sample exposure duration. In the UV exposed 
samples this may be related to the surface nature of PET UV degradation (~ 45 µm 
according to recent a recent study (Gardette et al., 2014)) and the thickness of the 
samples weathered in this Thesis (~ 175 µm). This cannot be discerned by GPC, 
however, it should be realised that by analysing the film in bulk, the localised effect of 
the photo-crosslinking reaction at the surface will have been significantly diluted by 
the remaining unaffected material beneath it, which for 175 micron PET film, is the 
majority of the sample. It is reasonable therefore, that the much less degraded bulk 
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of the film, below the penetration depth of damaging UV light, may prevent the 
parameters, which are derived from the whole of the sample, from falling below a 
certain level, despite the severe degradation occurring in the upper 45 microns of the 
PET film surface. This hypothesis will also be further explored in the next Chapter.  
A further interesting observation is that the curve behaviours for each of the exposed 
sample types are the same in the random chain scission approximation (Fig. 4.21) as 
in the transmission FTIR carboxyl index plot (Fig. 4.13), which could indicate that in 
this case the carboxyl index reflects the reaction kinetics. This is a reasonable 
assessment when we consider that the carboxyl index is measuring the proportional 
increase in end groups produced and is thus worthy of further investigation. 
 
4.4 Additional Chapter discussion 
A common observation of several of the degradation parameters presented in this 
Chapter was that they exhibited decaying rates of change with increasing exposure 
time, which in some cases reached zero after several thousand hours of exposure. 
This suggests that samples became less susceptible to the applied degradation 
agents with increasing exposure. Possible explanations for this observation can be 
related to two main phenomena: 
i. The decreasing amount of reaction substrate with increasing exposure.  
ii. Increasing sample resistance to degradation with increasing exposure.  
Unexposed samples have the greatest number of available reaction sites, and as 
their number is reduced, the number of reactions occurring which result in the 
observed changes will also be reduced.  
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Increased degradation resistance, or weatherability, may be achieved in the bulk as a 
result of photo-crosslinking generating an improved barrier against oxygen and 
moisture at the surface. If an improved barrier is increasing weatherability, then 
logically surface microcracking should substantially worsen the barrier properties of 
the film and the rate of degradation will increase. This hypothesis will be tested in the 
next Chapter, where the effects of accelerated environmental weathering on the PET 
film surface will be isolated for investigation and compared with bulk assessments.  
Another factor which may have affected rates of UV degradation is the increasing 
concentrations of UV-fluorescent degraded species. With increasing concentration, 
more of the energetic photons which originally could be contributing to the scission of 
polymer chains will be being absorbed and re-emitted by the fluorescing hydroxylated 
aromatics, thereby dissipating some of the incident UV energy and reducing the rate 
at which scission reactions can occur. 
Regarding the HISS exposed sample, despite the many modifications observed, 
which indicated the occurrence of a substantial number of photo-scissions, the film 
samples remained in good physical condition to the end of the exposure duration. 
This may be due to photo-crosslinking enhanced physical properties, or the lack of 
chain scissions in high enough quantities. 
Due to the small exposure area of the HISS, only 40 mm diameter discs of film could 
be exposed at any one time. This, combined with the long exposure hours which 
were found to be necessary to yield observable modifications, lead to there being 
only 2 exposed samples available for GPC and transmission FTIR: a 2000 hour 
sample, exposed and non-destructively characterised every 500 hours; and a 500 
hour sample exposed and non-destructively characterised every 100 hours 
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(commissioned to improve the time resolution in the early stages of sample 
modification by HISS exposure). Thus, in some cases with only three datapoints, it 
has not been possible to well determine the nature of the time behaviour of the HISS 
exposed sample degradation parameters. However, the datapoints presented still 
provided interesting information and informed deductions about the role of UV 
degradation in accelerated environmental weathering, and therefore also in general. 
Another bulk film property set which would have been interesting to monitor with 
weathering time are bulk mechanical properties, however, due to the limited amount 
of sample available and the destructive nature of film mechanical property 
measurement this could not be attempted. To gain some understanding of the effects 
of degradation agents on PET film mechanical properties, surface mechanical 
properties have been assessed, the results of which are presented in the next 
chapter.  
 
4.5 Chapter conclusions 
The findings presented in this Chapter support the following conclusions:  
 PET films exposed to accelerated environmental weathering exhibit 
modifications characteristic of both UV and humidity exposure: photo-
oxidation, photo-crosslinking and hydrolysis.  
 In PET film samples exposed to UV in the absence of heat, humidity and 
direct water contact, the effects of photo-crosslinking on bulk film properties 
are more prominent than those of photo-scissions. 
 PET film samples exposed in the WOM exhibited greater levels of degradation 
than the combined levels exhibited by HISS and DHO exposed samples. This 
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suggests a synergistic contribution during WOM exposure of UV with humidity, 
heat and/or direct water contact, which has not been previously identified. 
 UV exposed PET MWDs revealed that photo-scissions occurred more 
frequently in above average length polymer chains than in below average 
length chains. 
 Individual molecular weight parameters do not adequately describe the 
multiple effects of artificial weathering on PET film, and thus, a combination of 
molecular weight parameters and analysis of the MWD itself is recommended 
for this purpose. 
 Modified PET film transmittance and fluorescence behaviour appear to both 
be due to the production of hydroxylated aromatic species by UV radiation. 
Evidence for the production of both mono-hydroxylated and di-hydroxylated 
species has been presented. 
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5 SURFACE PROPERTY MODIFICATION OF 
ARTIFICIALLY WEATHERED PET FILM 
 
5.1 Chapter introduction and objectives 
The direction of research in this Chapter was informed by the following hypotheses:  
i. During accelerated environmental weathering, UV radiation is the main 
degradation agent responsible for the surface degradation of PET film. Thus, 
exposure to intense UV radiation of terrestrial wavelengths for long periods 
will result in modifications to PET film surface properties, which lead 
eventually to surface microcracking. 
ii. In addition to causing the hydrolysis of PET film, direct water contact and 
humidity coupled to heating, synergistically enhance the PET film UV 
degradation process. 
iii. Features of PET film surface degradation will be more pronounced than bulk 
degradation per unit exposure time, as the film surface is the interface 
between the sample, the degradation agents and the oxygen in the 
environment, that together cause the PET photo-oxidation reaction 
suspected of leading to PET film surface microcracking. 
Therefore, with these hypotheses in mind, the objectives of this Chapter are broadly: 
 To investigate the surface property modification of plain 175 µm DTF PET film 
with exposure in the laboratory artificial weathering apparatus described in 
Chapter 3 - damp heat oven (DHO), high intensity solar simulator (HISS) and 
the weather-o-meter (WOM), which is effectively the combination of the other 
two apparatus. 
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 Develop an understanding of PET film surface UV degradation processes by 
comparing the results of each different treatment and also by comparing these 
effects with bulk degradation results.  
 Develop an understanding of the individual and synergistic roles of the PET 
degradation agents - UV radiation, water and heat - in surface degradation 
due to accelerated environmental weathering. 
 
5.2 Surface property modifications 
Various analytical techniques have been employed to examine the modification of a 
broad range of PET film surface properties with artificial weathering. Comparisons 
are made between the effects of the different exposure regimes; and also between 
the weathered and rear surfaces of the exposed samples, as the majority of UV 
wavelengths are absorbed during transmission through the film bulk and are hence 
thought not to be a factor in rear surface degradation of films of greater than 50 
micron thickness.  
The modifications observed with artificial weathering are then related to the chemical 
processes known to occur due to the artificial weathering of PET film. This analysis 
has revealed a more complete picture of PET surface degradation processes during 
artificial weathering, which will aid in the application of new strategies designed to 
prevent features of PET film degradation from inhibiting PET film application 
performance. 
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5.2.1 Surface optical property changes 
The modification of surface gloss with artificial weathering is examined in accordance 
with ISO 2813 (2014). Gloss is a macroscopic optical property and is of importance to 
DTF, and its customers, as it is one of many aesthetic film properties which can 
easily be judged with the naked eye. Fig. 5.1 shows the 60° gloss vs. exposure time 
of the weathered surface of PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. 
It reveals that there are no significant PET film surface gloss changes with DHO and 
HISS exposure. The WOM exposed PET film weathered surface shows the same 
behaviour up to 1600 hours, however, from 2000 hours of exposure gloss has 
dropped substantially from approximately 170 gloss units (GU) to approximately 40 
GU (black arrow in Fig. 5.1), then dropping further to almost zero after 4000 hours of 
exposure.  
 
5.2.1.1 Surface optical property discussion 
It should be noted that gloss values are intended to range between 0 and 100 gloss 
units, but polymer films often exhibit higher values due to having multiple reflecting 
surfaces (front and rear) and the additional contribution of internal reflections (ASTM 
D2457, 2013). This issue cannot be easily resolved and as such, film industry 
researchers often utilise values outside of the 0-100 range. Using a 20° gloss 
measurement can help to minimise this effect, however 60° gloss was chosen in this 
case to give higher instrument sensitivity on the low gloss weathered films.  
PET film gloss is primarily determined by its surface roughness (Assender, 2002), or 
more accurately by its surface slopes (Rakos, 2014). Surface microcracking, which 
achieves total coverage of the weathered surface by 2000 hours of WOM exposure, 
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will greatly increase the film surface slopes and is likely responsible for the significant 
drop in gloss revealed by Fig. 5.1. Weathered PET film surface roughness and 
slopes will be examined directly later in this Chapter. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: 60° gloss vs. exposure time of the weathered surface of PET film samples 
exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
5.2.2 Microscopic sample surface changes 
Optical microscopy was employed to resolve the microscopic physical features of 
PET surface degradation due to WOM exposure. No modifications to the DHO and 
HISS exposed sample surfaces were observed using optical microscopy.  
Figure 5.2 a-c shows reflection mode images captured by the optical microscopy of 
weathered PET film sample surfaces which received 0, 2000 and 3200 hours of 
WOM exposure. These images illustrate representative examples at this length scale, 
of the initial homogeneity and subsequent extreme modification of the weathered 
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PET film surface in the form of surface microcracking, which occurs and propagates 
at the intermediate and advanced stages respectively of PET film WOM exposure. 
Microcracks presented with both hairline structure and with wider, measurable 
thicknesses and efforts to quantify these properties will be presented in the following 
section. 
After 2000 hours of WOM exposure, surface microcracks such as those shown in Fig. 
5.2b extend over the entire weathered film surface and are aligned mainly with the 
machine direction, with fewer interconnecting cracks aligned with the transverse 
direction. After 3200 hours of WOM exposure (Fig. 5.2c) the microcracks 
perpendicular to the machine direction present with greater frequency and all 
microcracks are of greater width than any observed after just 2000 hours of WOM 
exposure. These observations suggest that further WOM exposure causes 
established microcracks to widen, which can be explained by the lateral shrinkage of 
the inter-crack PET regions, and the subsequent propagation of the microcracks. 
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Figure 5.2 a-c: Reflection mode optical micrographs of weathered PET film surfaces which received 0 (a), 2000 (b) and 3200 
(c) hours of WOM exposure - Scale bar applies to all images 
 
 
a c b 
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5.2.2.1 Surface microcracking discussion 
The direction of microcrack propagation is likely a function of the PET film drawing 
process and the semi-crystalline nature of PET film, briefly described in Chapter 3, 
and in greater detail by MacDonald (2004). PET film is bi-axially drawn to increase its 
mechanical strength in the machine and transverse directions by aligning the polymer 
molecular architecture along these axes and then encouraging these regions to 
crystallise. As the machine direction drawing occurs first during production, more 
PET molecules, and hence crystallites, are aligned with the machine direction and 
cracks are most likely to occur along this axis as there are the fewest number of 
interconnecting tie molecules aligned with the transverse direction. 
PET film lateral shrinkage, which is proposed to affect microcrack propagation, 
normally occurs as a result of chain reorganisation due to exposure to elevated 
temperatures, typically above the Tg of PET. However, Allen et al. (1991) proposed 
that water can have a plasticising effect on the PET film surface, which would allow 
chain reorganisation, and hence shrinkage, to occur at the WOM exposure 
temperature, 10° C below the Tg of PET. Photo-crosslinking, which results in the 
densification of the film surface could also be playing a role in PET shrinkage during 
weathering and more will be done to verify this proposed contribution when surface 
mechanical properties of weathered films are examined at the end of this Chapter. 
Further evidence is required to answer the following questions related to surface 
microcracking: 
i. What processes are initiating surface microcracking?  
ii. Do processes other than photo-oxidation play a significant role? 
iii. Do material properties such as crystallinity and roughness contribute?  
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Optical microscopy yields a limited amount of lateral information and no height 
information at all regarding surface microcracking. Thus, more advanced surface 
analysis techniques must be employed to better characterise surface microcracking 
and the early stages of PET film surface modification due to artificial weathering if we 
are to better the understanding of PET film surface degradation and microcrack 
formation. 
 
5.2.3 Surface chemistry changes 
In Chapter 4, chain scission behaviour was characterised with artificial weathering 
exposure time in the PET film bulk, using transmission FTIR spectroscopy and the 
carboxyl index method of Day and Wiles (1972a). This technique can also be applied 
to the PET film surface using the attenuated total reflection (ATR) function of an infra-
red spectrometer. This section will present results which utilised this function to 
investigate the modification of PET film surface chemistry with artificial weathering, 
as well as water contact angle (WCA) modification, which illustrates the surface’s 
changing affinity with water with increasing exposure time. 
  
5.2.3.1 Attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR  
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy has been utilised to analyse the chain scission behaviour of 
the weathered PET film surfaces. More accurately, of the uppermost 1.3-2.7 microns 
of the inspected samples, as this is the approximate penetration depth of the 
technique into PET film, due to the angle of incidence of the beam and the refractive 
indices of the materials at the interface (Harrick and du Pré, 1966).  
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Figure 5.3 shows the ATR carboxyl index vs. exposure time of the weathered 
surfaces of plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. It reveals 
that exposure each of the three weathering apparatus caused the surface carboxyl 
index to increase. This represents an increase in the concentration of in-chain -OH 
end groups, which are in this case produced by chain scission reactions occurring in 
the uppermost 1-2 microns of the PET film samples. The WOM exposed PET film 
weathered surface displays by far the greatest change in carboxyl index, reaching a 
maximum of approximately 0.6 after 1600 hours. The flattening off of the increase at 
0.6 suggests that chain scissions are no longer occurring in significant numbers in 
the uppermost 1-2 microns of the samples after 1600 hours. This is an unexpected 
finding as from the optical microscopy observations it is evident that surface 
microcracks, thought to occur as a result of surface chain scissions, continue to 
develop up to the end of the 4000 hour exposure duration. Therefore, together these 
results suggest that chain scissions at the film surface do not contribute significantly 
to the continued development of PET film surface microcracks, however, they likely 
still do contribute to their nucleation. 
The PET in DHO and HISS curves exhibit much smaller changes with exposure time 
than the PET in WOM curve, which suggests that the conditions experienced by 
these samples causes surface chain scissions to occur in far fewer numbers than 
WOM exposure. This, in conjunction with the comparable levels of UV in the HISS 
and WOM, and with the comparable levels of temperature and humidity in the DHO 
and WOM, suggests that the effects of elevated temperature, water spraying and 
synergistic effects with UV radiation cause substantially more chain scissions to 
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occur at the PET film weathered surface than UV alone, or temperature and humidity 
in the absence of UV radiation.   
 
 
Figure 5.3: ATR carboxyl index vs. exposure time of the weathered surface of PET 
film samples exposed in WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
Figure 5.4 shows carboxyl index vs. exposure time for WOM exposed PET film 
sample weathered surfaces, rear surfaces and in the bulk. All three curves exhibit 
growth with exposure time, which decays to a minimum after 1600 hours. The curves 
indicate that in WOM exposed PET film, the rate of chain scissions is greatest at the 
weathered surface, while the rear surface and bulk experience relatively lower rates 
of chain scissions. This is consistent with similar findings presented in the literature 
(Blais et al., 1973, Papet et al., 1987, Audouin et al., 1994, Fechine et al., 2004, 
Gardette et al., 2014) which indicate that the UV absorbance properties of PET and 
diffusion limited oxidation (DLO) both likely contribute to the disparity between front, 
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rear surface and bulk chain scissions. However, UV absorbance is likely to be the 
more critical factor in this case, as the UVB photons associated with the photo-
scission of PET are mostly absorbed by the uppermost 45 µm of film (Gardette et al., 
2014), and therefore cannot propagate through the 175 µm thick film sample to reach 
the rear surface PET molecules in significant numbers. Finally, unlike at the 
weathered surface, the rear surface and bulk carboxyl index curves do not reach an 
upper limit, which indicates that scission reactions were still occurring up to 4400 
hours of exposure. This is likely to be since scissions were occurring in much lower 
numbers per exposure interval and did not reach a saturation point, as was observed 
at the weathered surface. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Carboxyl index vs. exposure time for WOM exposed PET film sample 
weathered surfaces, rear surfaces and bulk 
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Figure 5.5 shows the carboxyl index vs. exposure time for both the bulk and 
weathered surfaces of samples exposed in the DHO and HISS. In both cases the 
difference between the bulk and weathered surface carboxyl index values are minor, 
which suggests that surface and bulk chain scissions of PET film occur at similar 
rates due to DHO and HISS exposure. The magnitudes are also much smaller than 
those of the WOM exposed film sample carboxyl index measurements. These 
findings serve to further emphasise the importance of the synergistic effects of 
elevated temperature and water spraying with UV radiation, to the surface scission 
reactions occurring at the weathered surface of samples exposed in the WOM. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Carboxyl index vs. exposure time of both the bulk and weathered 
surfaces of samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
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5.2.3.2 Surface chain scissions discussion 
In this analysis, some samples presented much greater variance in measured 
carboxyl index over the areas sampled than the rest of the data set, which resulted in 
the larger confidence intervals seen at around 2400 hours in the weathered PET 
surface dataset. It may be that surface microcracking has in these cases affected the 
quality of contact between the film sample surface and the ATR crystal. However, if 
surface microcracking were solely responsible, we would reasonably expect to see 
similarly large uncertainties in the other carboxyl index measurements of 
microcracked surfaces (weathered surface 2000 hours and beyond). Therefore, it is 
more likely that surface contamination is responsible for the occasional greater 
carboxyl index value variance observed in these locations, an investigation of which 
will be presented later in this Chapter. 
Another factor which may contribute to the enhanced weathered surface degradation 
due to WOM exposure is periodic water spraying, which coupled with heat, will likely 
cause additional hydrolysis reactions to occur here. The water spraying feature will 
also cause the weathered surface temperature to fluctuate more rapidly and over a 
greater temperature range than at the rear surface. This will result in thermal 
expansions and contractions of relatively greater magnitude, inducing larger stresses 
which may also contribute to the disparity in degradation between the weathered and 
rear surfaces, in particular surface microcracking. 
Despite the absence of the additional factors present at the weathered surface, the 
magnitudes of the bulk and rear surface carboxyl index values are larger than was 
initially expected. This is unlikely to be entirely due to hydrolysis, considering the low 
magnitude of the PET in DHO carboxyl index values observed in Fig. 5.3. Possible 
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explanations for this include the rear surface being incident to some reflected UVB 
radiation, the effects of more deeply penetrating UVA radiation, or a combination of 
these effects.  
 
5.2.3.3 Surface crystallinity measurement 
Several researchers have assigned FTIR absorbance bands to either the trans or 
gauche conformations of PET molecules, which are found in the crystalline and 
amorphous regions of PET respectively (Ward and Wilding, 1977, Chen et al., 2012). 
By taking a ratio of the peak absorbance values at the wavenumbers 1122 cm-1 and 
1097 cm-1 it is possible to obtain a measure of the ratio of crystalline to amorphous 
material, which is termed the crystallinity index (Donelli et al., 2010). Figure 5.6 
shows crystallinity index vs. exposure time of the weathered and rear surfaces of 
plain PET film samples which received up to 4400 hours of WOM exposure, as well 
as the weathered surface of plain PET film samples which received up to 3024 hours 
of DHO exposure. Fig. 5.6 indicates that surface crystallinity has increased with 
exposure time for all three surfaces, with the largest and fastest increase occurring at 
the WOM weathered surface in the first 1600 hours of exposure, after which point the 
values decrease slightly and fluctuate between 1 and 1.1.  
The crystallinity index curves of the WOM exposed sample rear surface and the DHO 
exposed sample surface both display a slow linear evolution with exposure time. It is 
likely that in both cases some combination of elevated temperature and humidity are 
responsible for this change, which is reasonable considering the close conditions the 
two surfaces experience during exposure, 65 °C, 65 % RH vs. 85 °C, 85 % RH 
respectively. In addition, this indicates that PET film surface crystallinity can increase 
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at temperatures below the Tg of PET, but that UV radiation and direct water contact 
have a much greater effect on surface crystallinity than heat and humidity in the 
absence of UV. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Crystallinity index vs. exposure time for weathered and rear film sample 
surfaces exposed in the WOM and DHO 
 
5.2.3.4 Water contact angle 
Figure 5.7 shows the mean water contact angle (WCA) vs. exposure time of the 
weathered surfaces of plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS. 
It shows that PET film surface WCA is not reduced significantly by DHO exposure up 
to 2500 hours, however, after 3000 hours it has fallen by approximately 5°. PET film 
surface WCA is reduced much more quickly when exposed to UV radiation, having 
been reduced by 10° after 1500 hours of both HISS and WOM exposure. The similar 
kinetic behaviour of these two curves suggests that the additional degradation agents 
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present in the WOM have relatively little additional effect on the PET film surface 
WCA, and hence that UV radiation exposure is the primary cause of this modification. 
 
 
Figure 5.7: Water contact angle vs. exposure time of the weathered surface of PET 
film samples exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
 
5.2.3.5 Water contact angle discussion 
Increased PET film surface WCA can be explained by an increase in the amount of 
hydrophilic -OH groups, which are formed by both aromatic hydroxylation and photo-
scissions. Since hydrolysis reactions occurring in the DHO results in a substantial 
number of chain scissions, yet the PET film surface WCA has not decreased until 
relatively late in the exposure duration, it appears more likely that aromatic 
hydroxylation is primarily responsible for the significant change in PET film surface 
WCA with UV exposure in the WOM and HISS samples. 
Interestingly, after complete surface microcracking (PET in WOM samples after 2000 
hours exposure) there is a full recovery of PET film surface WCA to approximately 
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80°. Thus, surface microcracking has apparently increased the hydrophobicity of the 
degraded film surface, possibly due to the greatly increased surface roughness 
caused by microcracking. This result makes observation of WCA unsuitable for 
monitoring surface degradation in WOM exposed PET film samples after the onset of 
microcracking. 
 
5.2.4 Surface contamination effects  
During this investigation, several different observations have indicated that the 
weathered surfaces of the WOM exposed samples became contaminated at some 
point during the WOM exposure process, and that these contaminants have affected 
PET degradation processes. Subsequently, several surface analysis techniques have 
been employed to investigate the properties of the contaminants in order to develop 
the understanding of the effects that they may be having on PET degradation 
processes. 
 
5.2.4.1 Physical characterisation 
Optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and elemental dispersive x-
ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping have been employed together to investigate the 
physical properties of the observed surface contaminants. Figure 5.8 a-d shows 
optical micrographs and corresponding EDX maps of contamination features 
representative of those frequently observed on the weathered surface of a PET film 
sample which received 800 hours of WOM exposure. 
The contamination features commonly consisted of a central sub-millimetre sized 
“island” and surrounding larger “halo”, which is a formation consistent with deposits 
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left by evaporated droplets of water containing dissolved inorganic particulates 
(Marsh, 2013). EDX mapping of the features and their surrounding areas reveals a 
strong silicon signature (represented by red) from both the islands and halos, from 
which we can conclude that the contamination features are composed mainly of 
silica, a common water-borne particulate, but one that should not be present in the 
WOM water at concentrations high enough to leave deposits after evaporation, as it 
is both demineralised and filtered upon delivery. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 a-d: Optical micrographs (a and c) and corresponding EDX maps (b and 
d) of surface features of a sample which received 800 hours WOM exposure - In b 
and d blue and red represent carbon and silicon respectively 
 
a b 
c d 
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Figure 5.9 a-d shows optical micrographs and corresponding EDX maps of 
contamination features representative of those frequently observed on the weathered 
surface of a PET film sample which received 1600 hours of WOM exposure. The 
same structures and compositions as those described of the 800 hour WOM exposed 
sample have been observed, however, in these cases the images also reveal the 
additional presence of surface microcracking, both within and in close proximity to 
the contamination features, which in conjunction with the lack of microcracking 
elsewhere on the weathered sample surface, strongly suggests that the presence of 
surface silica deposits has influenced the local surface degradation behaviour of the 
PET film sample and lead prematurely to surface microcracking. It can also be seen 
that the deposits themselves have been microcracked during WOM exposure and in 
some cases, platelets thus formed have dissociated from the film surface. This 
behaviour has lead to further interesting observations which are best viewed after 
further WOM exposure. 
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Figure 5.9 a-d: Optical micrographs (a and c) and corresponding EDX maps (b and 
d) of surface features of a sample which received 1600 hours WOM exposure - In b 
and d blue and red represent carbon and silicon respectively 
 
Figure 5.10 a-d shows optical micrographs and corresponding EDX maps of 
contamination features representative of those frequently observed on the weathered 
surface of a PET film sample which received 2000 hours of WOM exposure. These 
images lend further support to the proposed role of silica deposits locally enhancing 
the surface microcracking of the WOM exposed PET film sample surfaces. Fig. 5.10b 
shows a silica deposit which has microcracked and been partially ablated prior to 
observation. The absence of silica in the centre of this contamination feature reveals 
a b 
c d 
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the underlying PET film surface, which exhibits visibly denser microcracking than that 
of the PET more than a few microns away from the silica deposit. 
Fig. 5.10c shows an optical microscope image of a millimetre sized dark region on 
the exposed film surface, the edge of which is inspected more closely with EDX 
mapping in Fig. 5.10d. This image reveals the feature to be a region of abnormally 
high density surface microcracking with associated silica particulates. Here the 
contrast is very clear between the “normal” surface microcracking of the PET film with 
little associated silica and the “enhanced” microcracking of the PET film where silica 
particles are present. 
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Figure 5.10 a-d: Optical micrographs (a and c) and EDX maps corresponding to the 
green boxed areas (b and d) of surface features of a sample which received 2000 
hours WOM exposure - In b and d blue and red represent carbon and silicon 
respectively 
 
5.2.4.2 Topographic characterisation 
Figure 5.11 a-d shows a selection of backscatter SEM images of weathered PET film 
surfaces exposed for varying lengths of time in the WOM. These images further 
illustrate the varied morphologies and effects of the surface silica associated with 
PET film surface microcracking.  
a b 
c d 
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Figure 5.11 a-d: Backscatter SEM images of WOM exposed PET film sample 
weathered surface regions with associated silica deposits 
 
Fig. 5.11a shows a closer view of the contamination feature in Fig. 5.10b, revealing in 
greater detail the microcrack structures of both the silica deposit (light grey regions) 
and the underlying PET film exposed by its removal (darker grey regions). The 
largest microcracks in the PET film appear to align with edges of the silica platelets, 
while the smaller and denser PET film microcracks present where the body of the 
now absent silica platelets would have been. This suggests that the cracking of the 
a b 
c d 
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PET has cracked the silica in contact with it and that the silica has continued to 
influence the local degradation of the PET after this point. 
The feature topography in Fig. 5.11b suggests that the surface silica has both 
continuous and particulate phases. Here the continuous phase has microcracked in 
places, again likely due to the microcracking of the underlying PET film. The majority 
of the microcracks in this area are also in close proximity to the agglomerated 
particulates, which suggests that they have a greater effect on the microcracking of 
the PET film surface than the continuous phase, most likely due to the greater 
amount of silica present at these locations.  
Fig. 5.11c shows the outer edge of a contamination feature, where the PET film 
microcracks are propagating away from the contaminated region. It is evident from 
this image that the presence of the silica deposit has influenced the local 
microcracking behaviour of the PET film surface, but that once these cracks begin to 
extend beyond the edge of the deposit, normal PET film microcrack behaviour 
resumes. This strongly suggests that surface microcracks are nucleating within the 
contaminated region and spreading outwards from there.  
Fig. 5.11d shows a close up of the nanostructure of the particulate phase of a silica 
deposit which reveals the particles to be sub-micron sized. If this is representative of 
the nanostructure of the population of deposits, it could explain why the “pure” water 
utilised in the WOM contains these silica particles, as such small particles would be 
very difficult to detect and filter by normal means. Additionally, the narrow size 
distribution of these silica particles suggests that they are likely of manufactured 
origin (MacKerron, 2014), rather than naturally occurring, which would display a 
much broader distribution of particle sizes. Sub-micron silica particles are regularly 
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used as filler particles in DTF filled film grades. Thus, it is feasible that the 
contaminants may have been introduced to the WOM water system by the 
degradation of filled film samples within the WOM and the subsequent loss of their 
filler particles. 
Figure 5.12 shows two additional SEM images of PET film surface microcracks which 
have a central feature upon which it is likely that they nucleated. Due to the 
topographies of the features it is possible that the central feature shown in Fig. 5.12b 
formed as a result of a feature such as that shown by Fig. 5.12a being removed from 
the surface due to some aspect of the WOM exposure process. However, it is also 
possible that the features are related only by their affinity with microcrack centres, 
which would imply that features of positive or negative height with respect to the 
surface can act as nucleation sites for surface microcracks. Further investigation of 
microcrack centres is required to substantiate either one of these claims. 
 
 
Figure 5.12 a-b: Electron micrographs showing microcracks which appear to have 
nucleated at surface defects. (a) at a feature of positive height and (b) around a 
feature of negative height (wrt. to the film surface) 
 
a b 
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5.2.4.3 Surface contamination discussion 
From the surface analysis images presented in Figs 5.2a and 5.8 - 5.12 it appears 
that silica deposits originating from the WOM exposure process have greatly 
enhanced the rate of UV degradation of the PET film surface local to the areas with 
which they made intimate contact, causing microcracks to form in the PET film 
surface, earlier and with greater density than is usual due to WOM exposure.  
It is possible that the water storage unit or circulating pipes were contaminated, 
thereby introducing the contaminants into the system. However, if the water used 
was up to specification upon entry to the WOM, it means that the contaminants must 
have been picked up by the water either after it made contact with contaminated 
components inside of the exposure chamber, or contact with other industrial samples 
present at the time of exposure. Testing of the water for particulates at key locations 
within the WOM may help to narrow down the range of possible particle sources. 
Where the silica deposits appear continuous they have also cracked, which suggests 
that the material is brittle and strongly adhered to the PET film. Silica occurs naturally 
in many crystalline forms but is commonly encountered as a desiccant in the form of 
silica gel. It has a high specific surface area which gives it a high affinity for water 
(Wiegmann, 1980). 
As to the possible mechanisms of sub-micron thickness silica deposits locally 
enhancing PET surface microcracking, it is most likely that the deposits contributed to 
one or more of the factors associated with the surface microcracking of PET film - UV 
radiation, oxygen, temperature and pH. Hence, there are several reasonable 
scenarios that could locally enhance the effect of one or more of these factors, which 
will now be discussed.  
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 The deposits would readily adsorb water and thereby hold it close to the film 
surface after it has evaporated from the uncontaminated regions of the film 
surface. This may have locally increased the number of hydrolysis reactions 
occurring, however hydrolysis is not normally associated with surface 
microcracking. 
 Prolonged intimate contact with water could also supply dissolved oxygen, 
which could increase the amount of oxygen available for photo-oxidation 
reactions. 
 Silica and water can combine by hydration to produce silicilic acid (Wiegmann, 
1980), the presence of which would reduce the local pH at the deposit-film 
interface. Acidic conditions are known to accelerate PET degradation 
reactions (Venkatachalam et al., 2012).  
 The micron scale thickness of the deposits, verified by AFM, would be unlikely 
to impede UV radiation, however, they may act to increase the local 
temperature of the PET film surface, which would speed up the chemical 
reactions occurring in the underlying PET film and hence, reduce the time until 
surface microcracking. 
 The deposits may also have a microlensing effect, which may act to 
concentrate UV into smaller regions within the deposits, increasing the rate of 
degradation and decreasing the time until microcracking takes place. 
Due to the presence of the observed contaminants, PET film samples are degrading 
faster due to WOM exposure than they would otherwise. This has the knock on effect 
of reducing the test performance of developmental films and weakens claims of 
greater photo-stability required to differentiate films from competitors. 
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The contaminants are also an additional source of uncertainty that is not being taken 
into account. If it is deemed that they will be a persistent feature of WOM exposure, 
then they should ideally be factor informing features of new product developments. 
i.e. there is a greater need for surface stabilisation, surface cleanliness, self cleaning 
properties, or barrier film properties. Surface degradation behaviour also has 
implications for any PET PV front sheet applications, as such contamination could 
occur regularly during outdoor device service lifetimes. Contact with sand for 
example may prove similarly detrimental to PET film surface performance. 
As such this evidence forms the basis for a whole new research area, investigating 
the potential effects of a whole host of other common materials which may be of 
concern to outdoor applications. 
 
5.2.5 Surface topography changes 
5.2.5.1 HISS exposed sample AFM  
In order to assess the effect of UV radiation on the surface topography of PET film at 
various AFM length scales, a plain PET film sample surface was imaged at 5 
specified locations using TM-AFM, with scan sizes of between 1 and 100 µm. The 
calibrated motorised stage was then used in conjunction with the optical microscope 
of the AFM to precisely relocate these same 5 points on the sample surface after 
each HISS exposure period. To do this, one corner of the round HISS sample was 
cut away which gave a corner feature that could be centred in the AFMs optics FOV 
and set to be the origin of the calibrated stage. The orientation of the cut new edge 
was then set to be 45° relative to the vertical axis of the optical microscope FOV, so 
that when the stage was moved diagonally, the centre of the optics FOV travelled 
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along the cut edge. Then, having set an origin and orientation, specific coordinates 
were inputted to the software to move the AFM FOV to the 5 chosen locations, which 
were then imaged as described. 
Fig 5.13 shows 1 µm2 TM-AFM topography images of one specified location on the 
weathered PET film surface after 0, 500 and 1000 hours of HISS exposure. The 
surface roughness and observed nano-structures are typical of biaxially oriented PET 
film at 1 micron length scales (Gould et al., 1997, Dinelli et al., 2000). Analysis of 
such AFM images suggests that HISS exposure of up to 1000 hours caused no 
significant modification to the nano-structure of the weathered PET film surface. At 
the location shown in Fig. 5.13, after 1000 hours exposure, slight reductions in the 
average surface roughness (Ra) and root mean squared surface roughness (Rq) 
were observed, as well as reduced imaging resolution. However, these observations 
are most likely both functions of imaging the 1000 hour exposed surface with a 
slightly less sharp AFM tip.  
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Figure 5.13: 1 µm2 AFM topography images of a specified location on the weathered PET film surface after 0, 500 and 1000 
hours of HISS exposure. Z range of 10 nm applies to all images 
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Negating tip effects, AFM monitoring of the HISS exposed weathered suggests that 
exposure to UV irradiation under lab conditions, even when as intense as in the HISS 
experiment, is not enough to modify the nanoscale surface topography of PET film. 
This provides evidence against the initial hypothesis that an overall surface 
roughening and nanoscale feature development would both be observed after 
isolated UV exposure and suggests that the surface modifications which preclude UV 
radiation induced microcracking require the additional presence of one or more of the 
non-UV PET degradation agents present in the WOM.  
Owing to these findings the HISS exposed sample AFM surface monitoring 
experiment was discontinued in favour of AFM analysis of WOM exposed sample 
AFM analysis presented in the following section. 
 
5.2.5.2 HISS sample AFM discussion 
In practice, the above procedure was time intensive and to some extent unreliable, 
as it often resulted in AFM scans which were many microns away from the desired 
location due to imprecise repositioning of the sample on the AFM stage. For the UV 
exposed sample it was possible to make fine movements within the 100 µm FOV of 
the AFM using the piezo scanner, to reproduce images of the same locations with 
nanometre precision, however, with a control sample no common features could be 
identified between the initial images and the subsequent ones, which meant that re-
imaging the same areas after removal and re-insertion to the AFM could not be 
performed.  
Further, tip sharpness variations are practically unavoidable when AFM is used in 
this way, as it is very difficult to completely preserve the tip apex over the course of 
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many AFM scans, due to high frequency surface tapping gradually eroding the tip 
apex. Changing the cantilever to utilise a fresh tip was impractical however, as it 
resulted in a changed tip position, and hence scan location, requiring the lengthy site 
relocation procedure to be started over. 
 
5.2.5.3 WOM exposed sample AFM 
After completing the AFM analysis of the HISS exposed weathered sample surface, it 
was decided not to attempt to use AFM to monitor the same precise surface areas 
with increasing WOM exposure time. The three main reasons for this being:  
i. The difficulties in mounting the relatively larger WOM samples for AFM 
imaging without damaging them 
ii. The inflexibility of the sample withdrawal and reinsertion times to the WOM 
iii. The time consuming nature of the AFM surface monitoring procedure 
Instead, 6 different areas of each of the WOM exposed sample surfaces were 
analysed with 2, 5 and 20 µm FOVs. The statistical parameters were then averaged 
to yield a representative analysis of the modification of PET film surface topography 
with WOM exposure. Fig. 5.14 is a TM-AFM image montage of representative 
examples of the PET film weathered surface after increasing amounts of WOM 
exposure. It reveals that some aspects of the PET film weathered surface are being 
modified by WOM exposure, while others are being introduced. By keeping the 
height scale constant over the 2400 hour exposure duration, an increase in surface 
roughness can be interpreted from the increasing amount of light and dark regions 
developing in the images with increasing exposure time.  
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New features, both above and below the mean plane of the surface are developing 
and increasing in size and number with exposure time. For example, sporadic 
nanoscale pit features can be seen after exposure in the 5 µm2 images, two of which 
have been imaged in greater detail in the 1200 and 1600 hour 2 µm2 images. AFM 
imaging also captured some micron and above sized pit features, although these 
were much less commonly observed than the nanoscale ones. 
The 20 µm images have captured the spatial distribution of a growing number of 
isolated surface peaks. These are most likely oligomers which have migrated from 
within the film bulk to the surface and then agglomerated to form soft gel-like peaks, 
which are deformed by the AFM tip when it contacts them during imaging. 
The 2 µm images reveal changes to the PET film weathered surface nanostructure 
with WOM exposure. With increasing WOM exposure, the nodules which give the film 
surface its nanoscale roughness, grow in size and become increasingly sharp edged, 
while protruding a greater distance from the surface. 
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Figure 5.14: AFM topography images of the weathered PET film surface with increasing WOM exposure time up to 2400 
hours. Z range of 20 nm applies to the 2 µm images while a Z range of 100 nm applies to the 5 and 20 µm images. 
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The observed surface roughening effect is formalised in Fig. 5.15 which shows mean 
Ra vs. exposure time for the 2, 5 and 20 µm images of the WOM exposed PET film 
weathered surface. At each point in the exposure duration, the following condition 
was obeyed: 2 µm Ra < 5 µm Ra < 20 µm Ra. Such scale variance is usual when 
analysing the surface topography of PET film, as larger scan sizes better capture the 
overall micro-roughness of the heterogeneous film surface, rather than just the local 
nanoscale topography often observed in smaller scan sizes, which may not be 
representative of the entire film surface. 
At all three measured length scales Ra increased linearly with WOM exposure, with 
the rate of roughening fastest at the 20 µm scan size and slowest for the 2 µm scan 
size. The coefficient of variation R2 approaches 1 with increasing scan size, which 
strongly suggests that surface roughening due to weathering is a linear process at 
AFM length scales. Notably confidence intervals were also widening on average with 
increasing scan size, indicating greater sample heterogeneity at larger scan sizes as 
expected. 
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Figure 5.15: Ra vs. exposure time at 2, 5 and 20 um AFM length scales for the 
weathered surface of WOM exposed PET film 
 
5.2.5.4 WOM sample AFM discussion 
Ra was chosen for this analysis as it is describes the average surface roughness and 
is hence, not strongly affected by sporadic changes, but is affected by significant 
changes to the surface overall i.e. surface roughening. The root mean square 
roughness Rq, which better reflects the extremes of a surface height distribution also 
increased with WOM exposure time, however, it was subject to much larger 
confidence intervals and poorer linear fits with exposure time and hence has not 
been included. There are several other common statistical parameters which can be 
extracted from the AFM image data such as the maximum roughness (Rz), skewness 
and kurtosis (ISO 25718-2, 2012), however, these parameters did not display 
evolutionary behaviour with exposure time as did Ra and Rq. Recently, some in the 
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metrology community are encouraging the adoption of newer ‘S’ parameters, which 
are based on 3D surface integrals rather than 2D statistical calculations (ISO 25718-
2, 2012). To see if the use of these newer parameters had any impact on the findings 
the AFM data was converted to Bruker Vision file formats and the Sa values 
extracted. However, these were not significantly different to the corresponding Ra 
values, and as such the data is not presented here. Additionally there are many other 
S parameters such as the spatial and functional parameters which it is possible could 
yield further interesting insights into the surface roughening process. Analysis of such 
parameters is recommended future work in this area. 
It must also be noted here that all the areas represented in the above AFM figures 
are within intact regions of the weathered PET film surface, i.e. in between surface 
microcracks where they were present after 1600 hours WOM exposure. Thus, the 
images and the statistical parameters extracted from them are representative of the 
uncracked regions of the weathered PET film surface, and are not representative of 
the surface as a whole after microcracking. To incorporate the substantial 
contribution of microcracks into such statistical surface analysis requires metrological 
tools which can measure over much larger lateral and vertical regimes. An attempt 
was made to do this with WLI and is the focus of the next section. 
 
5.2.5.5 WOM exposed sample optical metrology  
Fig. 5.16 shows the 3 parameter log-logistic fits of the Ra distributions of WOM 
exposed PET film sample weathered surfaces. Ra on the x-axis is a log scale and 
data density on the y-axis reflects the relative number of individual areas which have 
the corresponding Ra. Each distribution was constructed by collating and fitting the 
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Ra values of 10,000 adjacent 120 x 90 µm areas, in 100 x 100 grids, totalling an area 
of approximately 1 cm2 per sample. An example of the raw data acquired, Ra 
distributions and fit process can be found in Appendix 2. Attempts to measure 
sample surfaces WOM exposed for up to 2400 hours were made, however, PSI 
proved unable to well capture the topography of severely microcracked areas and 
hence no data past 1600 hours (when the surface is only partially microcracked) is 
presented. 
The 3 parameter log-logistic fits illustrate the distributions approximately, but were 
found to be the best way of comparing multiple roughness distributions due to the 
very high number of data points which each original Ra distribution consists of. 
Initially, the PET film surface Ra distribution is relatively narrow, centred around a 
modal value of approximately 1 nm, has a lower limit of approximately 0.7 nm and a 
heavy tail that reaches well beyond the 50 nm limit of the x-axis due to occasional 
outlying high Ra areas containing surface scratches and other such manufacturing 
defects, which greatly affect the local surface roughness.  
With increasing WOM exposure the Ra distributions shift to the right, which signifies 
the roughening of all parts of the sample surface. The minimum (distribution cut-on) 
and modal (distribution peak) Ra values are both increasing at a growing rate, which 
suggests the roughening process speeds up with increasing exposure time. The Ra 
distribution also becomes much broader, indicating that the spread of Ra values is 
increasing and the surface is becoming more heterogeneous. The shape of the 
distribution is becoming more log-normal with exposure time, however, as roughness 
distributions have not been previously explored the significance of this finding is as of 
yet uncertain. 
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Figure 5.16: 3 parameter log-logistic fits of Ra distributions obtained from 1 cm2 
areas of the weathered surfaces of PET film samples WOM exposed for up to 1600 
hours 
 
Fig. 5.17 shows the modal and minimum values of the Ra distributions with WOM 
exposure time, which represent two distinct qualities of the film surfaces: the most 
commonly occurring roughness and the smoothest regions. This figure better 
highlights the increasing rate of roughening with increasing WOM exposure and 
reveals a much larger increase in modal roughness between 1200 and 1600 hours, 
which is likely due to contributions from the initial stages of surface microcracking. 
The disparity between modal and minimum values at 1600 hours exposure indicates 
that despite the more substantial modification of some surface areas, there are still 
areas which remain relatively smooth. These areas are most likely away from and in 
between microcracked regions and are similar to the areas observed using AFM. 
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Figure 5.17: Modal Ra vs. exposure time for the weathered surface of WOM exposed 
PET film 
 
5.2.5.6 Surface roughening discussion 
There are many studies in the scientific literature which have characterised polymer 
surface roughening due to various treatments. However, the polymers studied, 
research methods and degree of rigour have all varied considerably over the years. 
As such, several firsts have been achieved in this Thesis: 
i. AFM has been used to monitor the topography development of multiple micron 
scale locations on a PET film surface with up to 1000 hours of high intensity 
UV exposure. 
ii. And thereby it has been shown that exposure to high intensity UV radiation in 
the absence of heat, humidity and direct water contact does not modify 
surface topography. 
iii. The surface roughening of PET film due to accelerated environmental 
weathering has been shown to be a linear process with exposure time. 
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iv. PET film surface topography has been quantified with accelerated 
environmental weathering over a range of 7 orders of magnitude in size, from 
10’s of nanometres up to centimetres. 
Of the two surface metrology techniques each presented its own advantages and 
disadvantages when applied to artificially weathered PET films. AFM yielded images 
with better lateral resolution, but could only reasonably be used to characterise a 
relatively small area. Conversely, WLI yielded images with much lower lateral 
resolution but enabled the sampling of a much larger, macroscopic area. 
The rate of surface roughening due to WOM exposure increases with increasing 
scan size (scale variance), which is likely influenced by microcracking and larger 
scale modifications not observed at the lower end of AFM scan length scales. 
Similarly, some surface features and effects were only observed by AFM, however 
these appear to have had a lesser effect on the roughness parameters used to 
formalise the surface modifications.  
The automation feature of the WLI and its much faster measurement capability 
meant that it was far more easily utilised than AFM to monitor sample surface 
roughness with WOM exposure time, once methods were developed to analyse the 
large amounts of data generated.  
In summary, the AFM is well suited to the nanoscale analysis of a few areas, giving 
the user an insight into the small scale morphological changes occurring due to 
weathering; while WLI is better suited to large scale statistical analysis of the surface, 
however the techniques are complementary and are best utilised together. The large 
area WLI analysis method has shown great promise in comprehensively 
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characterising weathered PET film surfaces, but could also be readily applied to a 
broad range of other research and product development projects. 
 
5.2.6 Surface mechanical property changes 
Weathered PET film surface mechanical properties have been investigated in order 
to further test the relationship between chemical and physical sample modifications. 
Surface crystallinity and crosslink density are linked to PET film surface mechanical 
properties and can hence be evaluated using indentation testing in conjunction with 
the analyses presented earlier. 
 
5.2.6.1 Instrumented nanoindentation 
Figure 5.18 shows surface Young’s modulus acquired by instrumented 
nanoindentation (IIT) vs. exposure time for plain PET film samples exposed in the 
WOM, DHO and HISS. The numerous indentations performed to generate these 
values were each approximately 1 µm in depth, and therefore reflect the Young’s 
modulus of the uppermost few microns of the surface in which they were performed. 
Fig. 5.18 reveals that the plain PET film weathered surface Young’s modulus is 
increased after exposure to each of the artificial weathering techniques. With DHO 
exposure PET film surface Young’s modulus increases linearly, at a rate of 
approximately 1 GPa per 1000 hours. With HISS exposure, approximately the same 
increase in surface Young’s modulus is seen after 2000 hours, but with non-linear 
growth behaviour, characterised by a greater initial increase between 0 and 500 
hours than between 500 and 2000 hours. 
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PET film surface Young’s modulus has also increased non-linearly with WOM 
exposure, however, in this case it peaked at over 7 GPa after 1200 hours, then fell 
linearly to approximately 6 GPa up to 2400 hours, after which point surface Young’s 
modulus was reduced dramatically to around 1 GPa, a quarter of its initial value. It is 
interesting that a relatively high surface Young’s modulus was retained up until 2400 
hours of WOM exposure, as microcracking of the weathered surface is well 
established by this time. Surface Young’s modulus also starts dropping at around the 
time microcracking starts significantly spreading, which suggests that the surface 
becomes gradually weaker as microcracking spreads, before reaching its mechanical 
failure point between 2400 and 2800 hours. 
 
 
Figure 5.18: Surface Young’s modulus vs. exposure time of PET film weathered 
surfaces exposed in the WOM, DHO and HISS 
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Figure 5.19 shows the Young’s modulus vs. exposure time of the weathered and rear 
surfaces for plain PET film samples exposed in the WOM and HISS. It reveals an 
increase in the surface Young’s modulus of the rear surfaces of the WOM and HISS 
exposed PET film samples but one that is lesser in magnitude than the 
corresponding increases in the weathered surface moduli. After 3200 hours of WOM 
exposure the film rear surface modulus is still increasing, unlike the weathered 
surface modulus which fell to below 1 GPa. These changes are extremely similar to 
those observed of surface crystallinity, providing evidence that the two observations 
are linked in this case. This result also quite clearly demonstrates that mechanical 
properties of the two surfaces are independent of each other and that the IIT testing 
is surface specific for 175 micron thick films. 
 
 
Figure 5.19: Young’s modulus vs. exposure time of PET film sample surfaces 
(weathered and rear) exposed in the WOM and HISS 
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5.2.6.2 PFQNM 
Fig. 5.20 is a PFQNM-AFM image montage of 1 µm2 topography and DMT modulus 
images representative of the PET film weathered surface areas analysed after 0 and 
2000 hours of WOM exposure. The PFQNM topography images display the same 
changes with WOM exposure as already evidenced by TM-AFM, which further 
validates the surface roughening findings. The DMT modulus images illustrate the 
spatial distribution of modulus values, which are calculated from the deformation 
depths achieved by the AFM tip at each point in the image. The range and 
distribution of modulus values suggests nanoscale heterogeneities in surface 
mechanical properties.  
 
 
Figure 5.20: PFQNM-AFM image montage of 1 µm2 topography and DMT modulus 
images taken from 0 and 2000 hour WOM exposed PET weathered surfaces 
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The modulus image mean values can be extracted using the Nanoscope software 
and represent the arithmetic means of the modulus values that make up each image. 
Fig. 5.21 shows a comparison of the average surface modulus results obtained via 
IIT and PFQNM of the weathered surface of plain PET film after 0 and 2000 hours of 
WOM exposure. It reveals that both techniques measured an increase in surface 
Young’s modulus. The PFQNM DMT modulus rose from approximately 3 GPa initially 
to 7 GPa after 2000 hours WOM exposure. While IIT surface Young’s modulus rose 
from approximately 4 GPa initially to 7 GPa after 2000 hours WOM exposure. 
PFQNM is an emerging analysis technique and as such the data obtained should not 
be accepted without scrutiny. However, in this case it appears that the measured 
values are close to those found by IIT, and are the same within error for the 2000 
hours exposed sample. Thus, it has been demonstrated that PFQNM is capable of 
accurately determining the surface Young’s modulus of both unweathered and 
weathered PET films. This result also suggests that for PET film, the nanomechanical 
and micromechanical moduli are approximately equivalent. 
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Figure 5.21: Average surface modulus values of an unexposed and 2000 hour WOM 
exposed sample obtained via PFQNM and IIT respectively 
 
5.2.6.3 Surface mechanical properties discussion 
In the IIT data the PET in WOM 800 hour data point did not appear to fit with the 
emerging trend and so was repeated at another location on the weathered surface of 
the same sample. The result was approximately the same, which raises further 
questions about the development of PET film surface mechanical properties with 
WOM exposure, particularly in the relatively early stages of WOM exposure. In order 
to better test if the 800 hour sample results are representative of the population, the 
measurement should be repeated on a new 800 hour exposed film sample, however 
there was not sufficient time to do this in the course of this investigation. 
An increase in the surface Young’s modulus of weathered PET films could potentially 
be caused by increased surface crystallinity, which has already been characterised 
by ATR-IR measurements. Due to their more closely packed molecular arrangement, 
PET crystallites have higher mechanical strength than amorphous PET regions of 
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similar size and shape (Cruz et al., 1991), thus, an increase in the proportion of 
crystalline material at the surface results in an increased surface Young’s modulus. 
Another potential explanation for an increasing surface Young’s modulus with UV 
exposure is photo-crosslinking. It has been proposed that photo-crosslinking can 
account for the increased indentation hardness of a weathered PET film surface due 
to the greater number of chain links generated by the UV photo-crosslinking reaction 
(Gardette et al., 2014). Increases in both PET film crystallinity and crosslink density 
have been presented in this Thesis, however the evidence for photo-crosslinking 
being the mechanism behind surface hardening is far more compelling than 
increased crystallinity.  
Since the spectral distributions of UV radiation in the WOM and HISS are 
approximately the same, there must be an additional factor responsible for the 
discrepancy between the surface Young’s modulus of the two sample sets. Thus, it 
appears that the one or more of the additional degradation agents present in the 
WOM (elevated temperature and/or humidity) are responsible for this effect. Most 
likely, the increased temperature has increased the rate at which chemi-
crystallisation and photo-crosslinking reactions have occurred. 
The indentations caused by PFQNM imaging are on the order of nm and thus, the 
DMT modulus reflects the Young’s modulus of the uppermost few nm of the 
weathered surface. While the indentations caused by IIT are on the order of 1 
micron, and so reflects the Young’s modulus of the uppermost few microns of the 
weathered surface. This difference in the surface sensitivity of the two techniques is 
reason for caution when comparing values generated by each technique. It may be 
that the modulus of the uppermost few nm varies considerably from the uppermost 
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few microns. Therefore, further investigation of these aspects of the analysis is 
recommended. 
 
5.3 Conclusions 
The findings presented in this Chapter support the following conclusions: 
 PET film surface properties are more greatly modified by the applied artificial 
weathering techniques than bulk properties, with WOM exposure causing the 
most severe modifications overall, due to the synergistic effects of UV radiation 
with heat, humidity and direct water contact. 
 Film rear surface modifications were observed on artificially weathered samples 
and also showed consistently greater degradation than in the sample bulk, 
further highlighting the greater sensitivity of film surfaces to weathering 
degradation processes than the film bulk. 
 Of the modifications observed, PET film surface roughening is of particular note 
as it has previously only been sparsely reported in the literature: 
o It has been shown that at AFM length scales surface roughness increases 
linearly with WOM exposure time, but remains approximately unchanged 
with exposure to UV irradiation alone. 
o Several discrete changes were also observed, such as the sharpening of 
the nodular nanostructure of PET and the introduction of nanoscale pit-
features. 
o The concept of surface roughness parameter distributions has been 
introduced and shown to give a more complete picture of surface 
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modification due to artificial weathering than has been possible using more 
traditional roughness analysis methods. 
o PET film samples were shown to have 3 parameter log-logistic shaped Ra 
distributions, which shifted to the right with accelerated environmental 
weathering, indicating the observed surface roughening of PET films to 
affect areas of different initial roughness equally. 
 PET film surface mechanical properties have been shown to increase with 
artificial weathering exposure, due to a combination of photo-crosslinking and 
chemi-crystallisation. This highlights the scale variance of polymer mechanical 
properties, which predominantly decrease with degradation processes in 
macroscopic mechanical tests such as tensile tests. 
 Of the samples analysed, surface microcracking only presented at the 
weathered surface of WOM exposed samples, highlighting the importance of 
synergistic effects to this modification. 
 Surface silica contamination has been shown to locally enhance surface 
microcracking, which has serious implications for the measurement accuracy of 
degradation indicators and their kinetic behaviours. 
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6 EFFECTS OF UV STABILISATION ON PET FILM 
MODIFICATIONS DUE TO ACCERLERATED 
ENVIRONMENTAL WEATHERING  
 
6.1 Chapter introduction and objectives 
The direction of research in this Chapter was informed by the following hypotheses:  
 Bulk UV stabilised PET film (UVA-PET) bulk performance properties will be 
well preserved after accelerated environmental weathering compared with 
plain PET film. 
 UVA-PET film surface properties will be similarly affected to plain PET film by 
accelerated environmental weathering due to the lack of surface protection 
provided by bulk UV stabilisation. 
 Thus, the prevention of surface degradation should be a priority for further 
enhancing the weatherability of bulk UV-stabilised PET film grades. 
With these hypotheses in mind, the main objective of this Chapter is to investigate 
the efficacy of bulk UV stabilisation in preventing PET film bulk and surface 
degradation due to accelerated environmental weathering. To quantify the various 
stabilising effects of the inclusion of UVAs on PET film degradation phenomena, the 
most informative methods of degradation characterisation utilised in the previous 
Chapters have been applied to WOM exposed bulk UV-stabilised samples. These 
results will be compared with those obtained from WOM exposed plain PET film 
samples to give a measure of the stabilising effect of the UVA against the 
accelerated environmental weathering of 175 micron thick PET film. 
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The work in this Chapter will also further demonstrate which degradation phenomena 
occurring during accelerated environmental weathering are most greatly influenced 
by UV radiation, as these phenomena will be those most reduced in effect by the 
presence of the UVA. Due to the limited amount of sample degradation induced in 
plain PET film samples by the HISS apparatus, it was decided not to HISS expose 
UVA-PET samples, as these would in theory need extremely long exposure times to 
exhibit significant modifications, which was not deemed to be practical for this Thesis. 
Additionally there was also judged to be no need to DHO expose UVA-PET film 
samples, as there ought to be little difference in the hydrolysis performance of the 
two film types, and thus, little to be gained from conducting the lengthy exposure and 
analysis procedures. 
 
6.2 PET film property modifications 
The following sections present analysis of WOM exposed plain PET and UVA-PET 
film bulk and surface properties, grouped by analysis type and instrument. 
 
6.2.1 Macroscopic sample changes after WOM exposure 
There were a number of differences between the visually observable changes that 
occurred in the WOM exposed plain PET films and the WOM exposed UVA-PET 
films. With WOM exposure, the UVA-PET film samples exhibited less transverse 
direction curvature than WOM exposed plain PET film samples. This indicates that 
morphological modifications occurred in the samples to a lesser extent than in the 
plain PET samples, which will be explored in greater detail in the following sections. 
The UVA-PET film samples retained their ductile behaviour when cut with scissors, 
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even after thousands of hours of exposure. This suggests that the UVA has protected 
the film samples molecular architecture from degradation processes, which is what 
primarily gives PET its relatively high mechanical strength among polymer films. 
The UVA-PET film samples also showed little evidence of surface contamination, 
which suggests that the contamination which presented on the plain PET film 
samples does not affect all WOM samples equally. Further, since the majority of the 
film properties of the two sample types are the same, it is more likely that unusual 
WOM chamber conditions caused the plain PET films to become contaminated than 
some difference between the two sample sets. 
 
6.2.2 UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
Using the same data processing methodology described in Section 4.3.2.1, Fig. 6.1 
shows the relative transmission spectra of UVA-PET films exposed for up to 4000 
hours in the WOM. The presence of the UVA has modified the PET film transmittance 
spectrum to cut on at approximately 390 nm instead of 310 nm. Therefore, incident 
photons with wavelengths between these values will be predominantly absorbed by 
the UVA, while incident photons with wavelengths between 290 nm and 310 nm may 
be absorbed by either the PET or the UVA. Fig 6.1 reveals that there is no significant 
change in UVA-PET film relative spectral transmittance (RST) with exposure time at 
any wavelength in the range plotted. Thus, it appears that the UVA has prevented the 
modification of PET via aromatic hydroxylation, which led to the modified light 
transmittance properties of the WOM exposed plain PET film samples presented in 
Section 4.3.2.  
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Figure 6.1: Relative transmittance spectra of UVA-PET film with 0 - 4000 hours WOM 
exposure 
 
6.2.3 Fluorescence spectroscopy 
Fig. 6.2 shows the fluorescent emission spectra of UVA-PET films exposed in the 
WOM for up to 4000 hours. Despite the apparent protection against optical 
modifications imparted by the UVA shown in Fig. 6.1, UV light of wavelength 320 nm 
was able to excite the same degraded PET fluorescence emission spectra in the 
WOM exposed UVA-PET film samples as was presented in Section 4.4 for plain PET 
film samples. With the exception of one sample, the newly formed peak centred at 
456 nm increases in height with exposure time. A much smaller peak centred at 386 
nm is also growing with exposure time. In the plain PET film samples this peak 
appeared to be due to the natural fluorescence of the PET molecules, however, in 
these samples the peak displays a different growth behaviour. This may simply be as 
a secondary result of the large fluorescence growth centred at 456 nm, but further 
investigation is required to validate this. 
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Unlike with the WOM exposed plain PET samples, no additional data processing was 
required to yield increasing fluorescence intensity with increasing exposure time for 
the UVA-PET samples. This may be because the whole sample set was tested in a 
single session, once the degraded PET film fluorescence spectroscopy analysis 
procedure had been developed using the WOM exposed plain PET samples. This 
provided consistent instrument parameters (bulb intensity, detector sensitivity, lab 
temperature, etc) throughout the analysis process which likely lead to the stable 
growth behaviour observed. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Raw fluorescent emission spectra of UVA-PET film with 0 - 4000 hours 
WOM exposure (λex = 320 nm) 
 
To compare the degraded fluorescence of the UVA-PET film with the plain PET film, 
the values at 456 nm were once again weighted using the values at 386 nm, which 
yielded Fig. 6.3. For WOM exposed UVA-PET, peak fluorescence jumps by over 4 
units between 400 and 800 hours, after which point it gradually increases by 
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approximately 3 units over the remainder of the exposure duration. The fluorescence 
values of both sample sets in the late stages of exposure have similar values; the 
main differences are at low exposure times, where there is no initial jump observed in 
weathered plain PET 456 nm fluorescence, but it does increase with exposure time 
at a greater rate.  
Thus, it appears that hydroxylated aromatic species are still being produced with 
WOM exposure in the UVA-PET film samples in substantial numbers, despite the 
presence of the UVA. However, in this case they do not appear to be contributing to 
the transmittance spectra of the exposed samples. This may be due to the 
modification occurring primarily at the UVA-PET film weathered surface, as 
fluorescence spectroscopy measurements are more sensitive to surface conditions 
than UV-Vis spectroscopy as they are conducted in reflectance mode rather than 
transmission (Eveson, 2013). 
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Figure 6.3: Fluorescent emission at 456 nm relative to 386 nm emission vs. exposure 
time for plain PET and UVA-PET film exposed in the WOM (λex = 320 nm) 
 
6.2.4 Optical microscopy 
Figure 6.4 a-f shows reflection mode images captured by optical microscopy, of 
weathered PET film and UVA-PET film sample surfaces, which received 0, 2000 and 
3200 hours of WOM exposure. The images illustrate several differences in surface 
microcrack development which have most likely been influenced by the inclusion of 
the UVA in the film formulation.  
Pre-exposure, both film samples display homogenous surfaces at the length scale 
presented. After 2000 hours of WOM exposure, the plain PET film surface exhibits 
significant microcracking, while the UVA-PET film shows only sporadic black specks. 
After 3200 hours of WOM exposure, the UVA-PET film has also become 
microcracked, however, relative to the plain PET film microcracks these cracks are 
shorter, finer and present at a much lower density. Optical microscopy suggests that 
the UVA has reduced the impact of accelerated environmental weathering on PET 
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film surface microcracking. However, to understand the mechanisms responsible for 
this observation we must consider it in alongside the results from the other 
techniques successfully utilised in Chapters 4 and 5. 
Interestingly, the UVA-PET film surface microcracks are not propagating in the film 
machine direction, as was observed of the majority of the plain PET film surface 
microcracks. This is most likely due to the differences in bow angle between the two 
films. When manufactured, biaxially oriented film at the outer edges of the production 
line can experience greater transverse drawing than film at the centre, commonly 
referred to as the bow angle of a film sample (Hodgson, 2015). Thus, in the case of 
films taken from the edges of a production mill roll, such as the UVA-PET film, the 
film molecular architecture will be tangential to the machine direction. It is proposed 
that this effect is responsible for the primary direction of the microcracks.  
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Figure 6.4 a-f: Optical micrographs of weathered PET film surfaces (a-c) and UVA-PET film surfaces (d-f) which received 0, 
2000 and 3200 hours of WOM exposure - Scale bar applies to all images
d f e 
a c b 
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6.2.5 Gel permeation chromatography 
Figure 6.5 shows computed MWDs of UVA-PET film samples which received 
between 0 and 4000 hours of WOM exposure. The shape of the MWDs is consistent 
with the pre-exposure plain PET film MWD already described in Chapter 4, which 
indicates that the inclusion of the UVA has not affected the film MWD. With 
increasing exposure time, the distributions broaden to the left, but to a much lesser 
extent than was observed with the WOM exposed plain PET samples. Thus, it 
appears that far fewer photo-scissions have occurred in the UVA-PET film samples 
than in the plain PET film samples due to the inclusion of the UVA in the film 
formulation. There also appears to be no change with WOM exposure at the high 
molecular weight end of the distribution, which suggests that the UVA has also 
prevented photo-crosslinking from occurring at levels detectable by GPC. 
It was expected that the UVA-PET film MWDs would have shifted less with WOM 
exposure than the plain PET film MWDs, however it was not expected that the shift 
would be so much less, as the UVA should not prevent sample hydrolysis, which was 
thought to be partly responsible for the discrepancy in degradation observed between 
the HISS and WOM exposed plain PET film samples in Chapter 4. Thus, the very 
small changes observed in the WOM exposed UVA-PET samples suggests that the 
contribution to WOM induced PET degradation by hydrolysis is in this case very 
small, adding further weight to the theory that the synergistic effects of UV with heat, 
humidity and direct water contact play a significant role in PET film degradation 
during accelerated environmental weathering.  
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Figure 6.5: MWDs of UVA-PET film which received between 0 and 4000 hours of 
WOM exposure 
 
Figure 6.6 shows a plot of number average molecular weight (Mn) vs. exposure time, 
for plain PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM. It reveals a 
significant difference in Mn reduction with WOM exposure between the two samples, 
and hence the stabilising effect of the UVA against photo-scissions. While the plain 
PET film Mn is reduced by approximately 5000 units after 4000 hours of exposure, 
the UVA-PET sample Mn is only reduced by around 500 units up to 1600 hours, a 
stabilisation effect equivalent to one order of magnitude. Additionally, after 1600 
hours there is no further appreciable change in the UVA-PET film sample Mn, this 
may be because the Mn represents the average chain length of molecules over the 
entire film thickness. If the degradation of the UVA-PET film is occurring only in a 
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relatively thin layer at the surface, due to the presence of the UVA in the bulk, then 
the sample Mn may not fall beyond a certain minimum point.  
Possible reasons that chain scissions may still be occurring in the UVA-PET film 
during WOM exposure include: the UVA not fully preventing photo-scissions, sample 
hydrolysis and/or synergistic degradation effects. With further analysis of degradation 
parameters it may be possible to rule one or more of these factors out. 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Mn vs. exposure time for plain PET and UVA-PET films exposed in the 
WOM 
 
Figure 6.7 shows a plot of weight average molecular weight (Mw) vs. exposure time, 
for plain PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM. UVA-PET film Mw 
exhibits a similar pattern of change to the Mn, however it does continue to decrease 
with WOM exposure after 1600 hours exposure, albeit at a slower rate. This 
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reduction is much more stable than the reduction shown by plain PET, which is 
probably due to the lack of high molecular weight molecules generated by photo-
crosslinking affecting the parameter, which is more sensitive to high molecular weight 
material than Mn. The stable reduction in the UVA-PET film samples, which showed 
no photo-crosslinking, further strengthens this hypothesis. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Mw vs. exposure time for plain PET and UVA-PET films exposed in the 
WOM 
 
Figure 6.8 shows a plot of Z average molecular weight (Mz) vs. exposure time, for 
plain PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM. It reveals that the UVA-
PET film Mz is decreased by approximately 2000 units over 4000 hours of WOM 
exposure, which is in stark contrast to the doubling of Mz which occurred in the plain 
PET film samples over the same exposure period. Together with the other molecular 
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weight parameter results, these findings strongly suggest that while the number of 
chain scissions occurring has been reduced by the inclusion of UVA in the film 
formulation, photo-crosslinking has been effectively eliminated. However, it is 
possible that it may still be occurring in a very thin layer at the weathered surface, in 
numbers below the detection limit of GPC in thick polymer films. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Mz vs. exposure time for plain PET and UVA-PET films exposed in the 
WOM 
 
Figure 6.9 shows a plot of dispersity vs. exposure time, for plain PET and UVA-PET 
film samples exposed in the WOM. It shows that dispersity in the UVA-PET film 
samples is relatively unchanged over 4000 hours of WOM exposure compared with 
the plain PET film samples in which dispersity is approximately doubled. This 
indicates that the UVA is allowing the film to retain the shape of its MWD, even after 
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4000 hours of exposure, and is thus providing protection against degradation to 
polymer chains of all lengths. It also implies that photo-crosslinking is likely to be a 
significant factor in the increase in dispersity observed in the WOM exposed plain 
PET film samples. 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Dispersity vs. exposure time for plain PET and UVA-PET films exposed in 
the WOM 
 
Figure 6.10 reveals the random chain scission approximation for plain PET and UVA-
PET film samples exposed in the WOM. It shows that the rate at which scissions 
occur in the UVA-PET film samples increases slightly with exposure time, but is far 
lower than in the plain PET film samples. The rate of scissions in the UVA-PET film 
samples peaks between 1600 and 2400 hours of WOM exposure, but from 2800 
hours returns to its former linear pattern of increase. A physical explanation for the 
behaviour of these central points is lacking, however that all three are above the 
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linear line of increase makes random data fluctuations less likely. Further 
investigation is required to understand this aspect of the data. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Random chain scission approximation for plain PET and UVA-PET film 
samples exposed in the WOM 
 
6.2.6 FTIR Spectroscopy  
6.2.6.1 Carboxyl index 
In order to compare sample scission kinetics in the bulk to that of the surface region, 
the carboxyl index method of Day and Wiles has been used. Figure 6.11 shows a 
plot of carboxyl index vs. exposure time from transmission FTIR spectra, obtained 
from plain PET and UVA-PET samples exposed for increasing lengths of time in the 
WOM. After an initially rapid increase between 0 and 800 hours exposure, plain PET 
carboxyl index increases linearly, at rate of approximately 0.1 units per 400 hours. 
The UVA-PET film carboxyl index also increases linearly with exposure time, but at a 
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rate one order of magnitude lower than in the plain PET samples. This suggests that 
the UVA has not altered the mechanisms of degradation, but has substantially 
reduced the rate at which scissions occur, which is in agreement with the GPC 
findings presented in Section 6.2.5. 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Carboxyl index vs. exposure time for plain PET and UVA-PET film 
samples exposed in the WOM 
 
ATR-FTIR spectroscopy has been utilised to compare the chain scission behaviours 
in the uppermost 1.3-2.7 microns of the plain PET and UVA-PET film surfaces 
(Harrick and du Pré, 1966). Figure 6.12 shows the ATR carboxyl index vs. exposure 
time of the weathered surfaces of plain PET film and UVA-PET film samples exposed 
in the WOM. The ATR carboxyl index curves of the two sample types are much more 
similar than the corresponding sample transmission carboxyl index curves. However, 
the UVA-PET film carboxyl index is still slightly lower after each exposure interval, 
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indicating that the UVA has provided a small amount of stabilisation against photo-
scissions at the exposed surface. Both curves increase with decaying growth rates 
up to 1600 hours, after which point there are no further significant developments. 
Thus, when compared with the film bulk it appears that there are similar numbers of 
chain scissions occurring at the exposed surfaces of both film samples with WOM 
exposure, which shows that the UVA molecules are not protecting the polymer 
surface as effectively against chain scissions as they do in the film bulk. This is 
reasonable as UV radiation intensity will decay exponentially according to the Beer-
Lambert law as it travels through the UV absorbing film. Therefore, the radiation 
intensity reaching the film bulk will be considerably less than at the film surface. 
These findings are of particular interest when we consider the substantial differences 
in surface microcracking displayed in Fig. 6.4. The minor differences observed 
between the surface carboxyl indices, together with the substantial differences in 
surface microcrack density, suggests that there must be additional factors to surface 
chain scissions which influence the surface microcracking of PET film. Other factors 
which may be influencing microcracking include chemi-crystallisation, photo-
crosslinking and bulk scission. Further, these ATR-FTIR findings also point to the 
potential role of bulk property modifications in surface microcrack development. 
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Figure 6.12: ATR carboxyl index vs. exposure time of the weathered surfaces of plain 
PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM 
 
6.2.6.2 Surface crystallinity measurement 
Figure 6.13 shows crystallinity index vs. exposure time of the weathered surfaces of 
plain PET and UVA-PET film samples which received up to 4000 hours of WOM 
exposure. Fig. 6.13 reveals a similar trend in surface crystallinity development in both 
samples to surface carboxyl index, which suggests that the UVA is not preventing 
chemi-crystallisation from occurring at the surface, but is providing a small amount of 
protection against its occurrence. Thus, chemi-crystallisation may be a factor in the 
different microcrack behaviours exhibited by the plain PET and UVA-PET films, 
however it may only have a minor role. 
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Figure 6.13: Crystallinity index vs. exposure time of the weathered surfaces of plain 
PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM 
 
6.2.7 Water contact angle 
Figure 6.14 shows the mean water contact angle (WCA) vs. WOM exposure time, of 
the weathered surfaces of plain PET film and UVA-PET film samples. It reveals that 
UVA-PET film has an initially higher WCA than plain PET, but that it is reduced with 
WOM exposure at a similar rate to the WCA of plain PET up to 1600 hours. This 
indicates that the UVA is offering very little protection against -OH group formation at 
the film weathered surface. As surface microcracking did not occur until much later in 
the weathering process for the UVA-PET film, meaningful WCA values for this 
sample were recorded up to 4000 hours of WOM exposure, revealing a continuation 
of the linear trend up to the end of the exposure duration. This suggests that the 
number of surface -OH end groups can reach much higher levels before the onset of 
surface microcracking and therefore seems not to be a significant factor in 
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microcrack occurrence. It also strongly suggests that -OH group production continues 
on the plain PET film surface after the onset of microcracking, which caused the 
artificial recovery of the WOM exposed plain PET film WCA. Finally, much smaller 
WCA variances were seen on the UVA-PET film samples, suggesting more uniform 
levels of modification across the UVA-PET sample surfaces, though this may also be 
due to lesser levels of surface contamination for these samples. 
 
 
Figure 6.14: Water contact angle vs. exposure time of the weathered surfaces of 
plain PET and UVA-PET film samples exposed in the WOM 
 
6.2.8 Atomic force microscopy 
As for the WOM exposed plain PET film samples, 6 different areas of each of the 
WOM exposed UVA-PET sample weathered surfaces were analysed by AFM, with 2, 
5 and 20 µm FOVs. The Ra values obtained from each image were then averaged to 
yield a representative analysis of the modification of UVA-PET film surface 
roughness with WOM exposure. Fig. 6.15 is a TM-AFM image montage of 
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representative examples of the imaged areas of the UVA-PET film weathered surface 
after increasing amounts of WOM exposure. In the areas imaged, there was little 
evidence of surface modification until after 1200 hours of WOM exposure, when 
changes similar to those observed on the WOM exposed plain PET film surface were 
observed at all three length scales. In addition to overall surface roughening, in the 5 
µm images, many new valleys were observed, and in the 20 µm images new surface 
peaks were also observed, hypothesised already to be oligomers. Notably, in the 20 
µm images, after 2000 hours of exposure the surface does appear significantly 
modified, exhibiting much deeper valleys than were initially observed. Thus, it 
appears that the existing surface topography has effectively been exaggerated by the 
weathering process. New nanoscale pit-features and sharpening of the surface 
nodules with exposure time were also observed, which suggests that these are 
common features of the accelerated environmental weathering of PET film surfaces. 
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Figure 6.15: AFM topography images of the weathered UVA-PET film surface with increasing WOM exposure time up to 2400 
hours. Z range of 20 nm applies to the 2 µm images while a Z range of 100 nm applies to the 5 and 20 µm images. 
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Figure 6.16: Ra vs. exposure time at 2, 5 and 20 um AFM length scales for the 
weathered surface of WOM exposed UVA-PET film 
 
Fig. 6.16 shows mean Ra vs. exposure time for the 2, 5 and 20 µm TM-AFM images 
of the WOM exposed UVA-PET film weathered surface. At all three measured length 
scales Ra remains approximately the same within error until 1200 hours of WOM 
exposure, supporting the observation made from the images and the hypothesis that 
UV is the primary factor associated with PET film surface roughening due to WOM 
exposure. After 1600 hours, the Ra has increased by approximately 2 nm, which 
suggests that at some point between 1200 and 1600 hours, the UVA was no longer 
able to inhibit UV-induced surface roughening. There are several possible reasons 
that the UVA stopped preventing surface roughening, but the most logical are that it 
may have become depleted from the surface, or been de-activated after degrading 
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itself. Confidence intervals widened with exposure time which suggests that the film 
surface is becoming more heterogeneous with increasing exposure. 
 
6.2.9 White light interferometry 
Fig. 6.17 shows the 3 parameter log-logistic fits of the Ra distributions of WOM 
exposed UVA-PET sample weathered surfaces, generated by curve fitting the WLI 
Ra distributions of the weathered sample surfaces. The weathered UVA-PET film 
surface exhibits approximately the same Ra distribution profile as plain PET, log-
logistic shape, heavy high end tail, left-skewed, etc. The distribution shapes and 
heights are in this case relatively unchanged with WOM exposure, unlike the plain 
PET film Ra distribution which was both widened and reduced in height with 
exposure time. Small changes in distribution position are observed until 2000 hours 
of exposure, at which point the whole distribution has shifted to the right by 
approximately 0.5 nm, which is followed by a further shift of approximately 1 nm 
between 2000 and 2800 hours. That the whole distribution is shifting to the right 
indicates that the initial surface roughness of an area does not affect the rate of 
roughening and that it is, in this case, a uniformly occurring process.  
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Figure 6.17: 3 parameter log-logistic fits of Ra distributions obtained from 1 cm2 
areas of the weathered surfaces of UVA-PET film samples WOM exposed for up to 
2800 hours 
 
To better compare the surface roughening effect of WOM exposure on the plain and 
UVA stabilised film samples, in Fig. 6.18 the modal Ra values of each distribution 
have been plotted against exposure time. This reveals that the UVA-PET sample 
surface reaches a similar modal Ra value to the plain PET film, but only after 2400 
hours of exposure, and having started with a 0.5 nm greater initial modal Ra. There is 
also only a small increase in the UVA-PET film surface modal Ra between 2400 and 
2800 hours exposure, whereas for the plain PET samples, the rate of roughening has 
continued to increase with exposure time. Without analysis of further weathered 
samples however, it is unclear whether this is due to sample variance or is in fact a 
physical effect. 
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Figure 6.18: Weathered plain PET and UVA-PET film surface modal Ra value 
evolution with WOM exposure time 
 
To enable the best comparison of the surface roughening processes of the plain and 
UVA containing samples, the change (Δ) in sample modal Ra after each exposure 
interval has been plotted. This reveals that on average, the plain PET is roughened 
by WOM exposure sooner, at a faster rate, and to a greater extent than the UVA-PET 
samples. 
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Figure 6.19: Change in modal Ra vs. exposure time for the weathered surface of 
WOM exposed PET film 
 
6.2.9.1 Surface topography modification summary 
By including a UVA stabilised film grade in this Thesis, several more aspects of the 
UV induced surface modification of PET films due to accelerated environmental 
weathering have been observed, which are summarised below: 
 The inclusion of a UVA in the PET film formulation does not change the shape 
of the average surface roughness distribution, probably due to the low wt. % 
present in the samples and hence at the surface. 
 Bulk UV stabilisation has prevented PET film surface roughening due to 
accelerated environmental weathering from occurring for at least 1200 hours 
at AFM length scales, and 1600 hours at WLI lengths scales. This indicates 
that AFM is able to detect PET film surface roughening earlier, due to its 
greater resolving power.  
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 The mechanism of the surface roughening process also appears unchanged 
by including UVA in the film formulation. 
 That the other surface properties of the plain and UV stabilised films are 
affected similarly by the weathering process, the disparity in surface 
roughening rates suggests that PET film surface roughness may to some 
extent depend upon the integrity of the film bulk.  
 
6.2.10 Instrumented nanoindentation 
Figure 6.20 shows surface Young’s modulus values acquired by instrumented 
nanoindentation (IIT) vs. exposure time, for plain PET and UVA-PET film samples 
exposed in the WOM. It reveals that the Young’s moduli of both film sample 
weathered surfaces increase with WOM exposure, suggesting that the UVA does 
little to prevent this surface modification. After an initial larger increase, the UVA-PET 
surface modulus gradually increases up until the end of the exposure duration, but 
unlike for plain PET, does not fall to a fraction of its initial value after 2800 hours. 
Thus, the UVA does not appear to have prevented the hardening of the film surface 
after accelerated environmental weathering, which has thus far been theorised to be 
due to a combination of photo-crosslinking and chemi-crystallisation. That the surface 
Young’s modulus of the UVA-PET film samples did not fall dramatically as it did in the 
plain PET samples, indicates that the surface retained its ductile mechanical 
properties up to the end of the 4000 hour exposure duration, despite surface 
microcracking. After 1200 hours the UVA-PET film surface modulus fell by 1 GPa 
which appears to be due to local sample variation. 
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Unfortunately it has not been possible to gain strong evidence to convincingly rule 
one way or another on this phenomenon, due to the lack of a surface sensitive test 
for crosslinked material. GPC analysis of the WOM exposed UVA-PET film samples 
showed photo-crosslinking to have been eliminated in the bulk, while ATR-FTIR 
analysis showed surface crystallinity to have increased. However, since IIT cannot 
determine the mechanism responsible for the surface hardening process, it can only 
be concluded that both photo-crosslinking and chemi-crystallisation are likely to play 
a role in increasing PET film surface modulus, but that the evidence suggests that 
chemi-crystallisation likely plays a greater role, as photo-crosslinking was eliminated 
in the film bulk by the addition of the UVA to the film formulation.  
Once more, if photo-crosslinking was occurring only in a very thin surface layer, it is 
possible that it would not be detected by GPC but still affect the film surface modulus. 
To test this hypothesis, a surface specific test for polymer crosslinking must be 
utilised, or a sample resistant to chemi-crystallisation employed; PET polymer or co-
polymer with an increased Tg for example. 
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Figure 6.20: Surface Young’s modulus vs. exposure time of plain PET and UVA-PET 
film sample weathered surfaces exposed in the WOM 
 
6.2.11 PeakForce QNM-AFM 
Fig. 6.21 shows a comparison of the average surface modulus results obtained via 
IIT and PFQNM of the weathered surfaces of plain PET and UVA-PET films after 0 
and 2000 hours of WOM exposure. The mean surface modulus values of the UVA-
PET film samples obtained by PFQNM are 1 GPa both before and after 2000 hours 
of WOM exposure. Unlike for the plain PET film samples, these values do not 
correspond well with the Young’s modulus values measured by IIT. Thus, it appears 
that the PFQNM analysis has not yielded accurate surface modulus values for the 
UVA-PET film samples. This may be due to miscalibration of one of the instrument 
parameters prior to data capture, however, all instrument parameters were kept 
constant throughout the analysis process and therefore, even though some values 
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may have been incorrect, the fact that the mean modulus values were unchanged by 
WOM exposure may still have some value.  
However, this was not the case with IIT, where a modulus increase was observed 
after 2000 hours of WOM exposure for the UVA-PET film sample. Thus, if this is a 
physical effect it would indicate that in the top few nm of the surface, mechanical 
properties are unchanged by WOM exposure. However, this is not consistent with the 
theorised mechanisms of surface hardening, for which evidence has already been 
presented. Overall, this result suggests that the PFQNM technique requires further 
refinement before it can be successfully applied to artificial weathering studies with 
various differing samples, as well as control and test samples. 
 
 
Figure 6.21: Mean surface modulus values of unexposed and 2000 hour WOM 
exposed plain PET and UVA-PET film samples obtained via PFQNM and IIT 
respectively 
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6.3 Chapter conclusions  
The findings presented in this Chapter support the following conclusions. The 
presence of the UVA in the PET film formulation appears to have: 
 Protected PET film bulk properties such as Mn, and spectral transmittance 
from modification much more effectively than surface properties, most likely 
due to the exponential decay in UV intensity as the radiation penetrates 
deeper into the film bulk. 
 However, it also appears to have delayed the occurrence of surface 
roughening until 1200-1600 hours of exposure, and surface microcracking 
until 2800-3200 hours, despite the various property degradations observed at 
the surface. This suggests that surface properties are a poor predictor for 
surface microcracking, and that film bulk properties also play a significant role. 
 Lessened the severity of several other modifications uniformly over the entire 
exposure duration, which suggests that the mechanisms of degradation are 
unchanged, but have been slowed down by interaction with the UVA. 
 Reduced photo-crosslinking to levels below the detection limit for GPC, 
suggesting that the modification has been effectively eliminated. Thus, photo-
crosslinking also appears to have a strong influence on surface microcrack 
severity. 
 Despite the lack of photo-crosslinking, surface hardness was still significantly 
increased by WOM exposure. Therefore, it appears likely that in this case 
chemi-crystallisation has played the greater role. 
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The work herein has also provided quantitative values from a broad range of analysis 
instruments which can be referred to by DTF researchers when modifying and 
assessing future PET film UV stabilisation strategies. 
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7 FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This Chapter presents the main conclusions drawn from each experimental Chapter, 
as well as conclusions which have been derived from the Thesis as a whole. This 
Chapter also highlights the commercial implications of the research such as 
suggestions for improving PET film outdoor performance. Suggestions for potential 
future work in related research areas are also presented. 
 
7.1 Overall conclusions 
The aims set out at the start of this Thesis were: 
 To investigate the degradation of PET films caused by prolonged exposure to 
accelerated UV weathering. 
 To comprehensively characterise this degradation in novel ways using 
techniques including AFM, infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR) and nano-
indentation. 
 To develop the limited understanding of the relationship between chemical 
degradation and surface modification. 
 Ultimately, to generate new knowledge to inform existing strategies for 
preventing UV degradation from occurring in outdoor applications of PET film. 
These aims have been achieved and notably, several potential ways to improve PET 
film weatherability were found, which will be presented shortly. The research 
conducted in this Thesis has explored the modifications of PET films due to artificial 
weathering, and where possible attempted to correlate modifications with well 
understood degradation mechanisms. There remains a great deal of work to be done 
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before any formal relationships can be established, however the results presented in 
this Thesis may help to guide future investigations in exploring this expansive 
subject. 
 
7.2 PET film bulk modifications 
In Chapter Four, the modifications to PET film bulk properties by the various artificial 
weathering techniques employed were characterised and compared, which 
supported the following main conclusions:  
 PET films exposed to accelerated environmental weathering exhibit 
modifications characteristic of both UV and humidity exposure: photo-
oxidation, photo-crosslinking and hydrolysis.  
 In PET film samples exposed to UV in the absence of heat, humidity and 
direct water contact, the effects of photo-crosslinking on bulk film properties 
are more prominent than those of photo-scissions. 
 PET film samples exposed in the WOM exhibited greater levels of degradation 
than the combined levels exhibited by HISS and DHO exposed samples. This 
suggests a synergistic contribution during WOM exposure of UV with humidity, 
heat and/or direct water contact, which has not been previously identified. 
 UV exposed PET MWDs revealed that photo-scissions occurred more 
frequently in above average length polymer chains than in below average 
length chains. 
 Modified PET film transmittance and fluorescence behaviour appear to both 
be due to the production of hydroxylated aromatic species by UV radiation. 
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Evidence for the production of both mono-hydroxylated and di-hydroxylated 
species has been presented. 
 
7.3 PET film surface modifications 
In Chapter Five, the modifications to PET film surface properties by the various 
artificial weathering techniques employed were characterised and compared, which 
supported the following main conclusions: 
 PET film surface properties are more greatly modified by the applied artificial 
weathering techniques than bulk properties, with WOM exposure causing the 
most severe modifications overall, due to the synergistic effects of UV radiation 
with heat, humidity and direct water contact. 
 Film rear surface modifications were observed on artificially weathered samples 
and also showed consistently greater degradation than in the sample bulk, 
further highlighting the greater sensitivity of film surfaces to weathering 
degradation processes than the film bulk. 
 Of the modifications observed, PET film surface roughening is of particular note 
as it has previously only been sparsely reported in the literature: 
o It has been shown that at AFM length scales surface roughness increases 
linearly with WOM exposure time, but remains approximately unchanged 
with exposure to UV irradiation alone. 
o Several discrete changes were also observed, such as the sharpening of 
the nodular nanostructure of PET and the introduction of nanoscale pit-
features. 
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o The concept of surface roughness parameter distributions has been 
introduced and shown to give a more complete picture of surface 
modification due to artificial weathering than has been possible using more 
traditional roughness analysis methods. 
o PET film samples were shown to have 3 parameter log-logistic shaped Ra 
distributions, which shifted to the right with accelerated environmental 
weathering, indicating the observed surface roughening of PET films to 
affect areas of different initial roughness equally. 
 PET film surface mechanical properties have been shown to increase with 
artificial weathering exposure, due to a combination of photo-crosslinking and 
chemi-crystallisation. This highlights the scale variance of polymer mechanical 
properties, which predominantly decrease with degradation processes in 
macroscopic mechanical tests such as tensile tests. 
 Of the samples analysed, surface microcracking only presented at the 
weathered surface of WOM exposed samples, highlighting the importance of 
synergistic effects to this modification. 
 Surface silica contamination has been shown to locally enhance surface 
microcracking, which has serious implications for the measurement accuracy of 
degradation indicators and their kinetic behaviours. 
 
7.4 Stabilising effects of the UVA 
In Chapter Six, the techniques employed to characterise both bulk and surface 
modifications of artificially weathered plain PET film were utilised to assess the 
stabilising effects against accelerated environmental weathering of including the UVA 
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Tinuvin 1577 in the PET film formulation. It was concluded that the presence of the 
UVA in the PET film formulation appeared to have: 
 Protected PET film bulk properties such as Mn, and spectral transmittance 
from modification much more effectively than surface properties, most likely 
due to the exponential decay in UV intensity as the radiation penetrates 
deeper into the film bulk. 
 However, it also appears to have delayed the occurrence of surface 
roughening until 1200-1600 hours of exposure, and surface microcracking 
until 2800-3200 hours, despite the various property degradations observed at 
the surface. This suggests that surface properties are a poor predictor for 
surface microcracking, and that film bulk properties also play a significant role. 
 Lessened the severity of several other modifications uniformly over the entire 
exposure duration, which suggests that the mechanisms of degradation are 
unchanged, but have been slowed down by interaction with the UVA. 
 Reduced photo-crosslinking to levels below the detection limit for GPC, 
suggesting that the modification has been effectively eliminated. Thus, photo-
crosslinking also appears to have a strong influence on surface microcrack 
severity. 
 Despite the lack of photo-crosslinking, surface hardness was still significantly 
increased by WOM exposure. Therefore, it appears likely that in this case 
chemi-crystallisation has played the greater role. 
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7.5 Commercial implications of findings  
The findings presented in this Thesis have several implications for DTF and the 
development of new PET films for outdoor applications. The evidence herein 
supports the mainstream view in the literature that the UV degradation of the PET 
film surface is a critical factor in the overall weatherability of PET films during 
exposure to environmental degradation agents. Hence, by better protecting the film 
surface from the effects of UV radiation it should be possible to extend the outdoor 
service lifetimes of PET film products.  
Ways in which this may be achieved include the development of a UV absorbing or 
reflecting coating, which could inhibit surface degradation, or prevent microcracks 
from nucleating at the surface and penetrating into the film bulk. Imparting self 
cleaning properties to the exposed surface, e.g. by modifying the surface structures 
to change the hydrophilicity of the film, could help to discourage surface 
contamination and hence mitigate the degradative effects observed in the presence 
of surface silica deposits.  
Unfortunately, due to the longer than anticipated sample generation times 
encountered during the research, there was not sufficient time to practically test any 
of the hypothesised means of improving PET film weatherability, by manufacturing 
new films in accordance with one or more of the proposed modifications. Such efforts 
must be consigned to future work, further ideas for which will be presented shortly: 
 The work herein has provided up to date quantitative values from a broad 
range of analysis instruments, which can be referred to by DTF researchers 
when modifying and assessing future PET film UV stabilisation strategies. 
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 DTF’s advanced surface metrology capabilities enable them to further 
differentiate their films performance from that of competitor films, in terms of 
representative surface roughening rates. 
 The discovery of DTF film physical stability with isolated high intensity UV 
exposure is also important, as DTF may now more confidently supply films for 
applications where UV radiation may be present in the absence of extreme 
heat and humidity, such as solar window applications and indoor advertising. 
 The effects of silica contamination on the surface degradation of PET films are 
an important discovery, as PET film performance lifetimes may be significantly 
lengthened simply by improving the hygiene standards of weather testing 
programmes. 
 Samples with an exposed rear surface during weathering, a factor which likely 
contributed to the rear surface degradation observed with WOM exposure, are 
not representative of films that would be degrading in application in a 
multilayer device. Therefore, it would be beneficial to film performance, and 
more representative of true device conditions, to weather films which are 
laminated to glass or aluminium, instead of the current system of using open 
backed sample holders. 
 
7.6 Future work 
This Thesis has highlighted a number of areas in which it would be desirable to 
conduct further research, while also revealing a number of potential new research 
themes, which are likely to be of interest to DTF and the wider academic community.  
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The impact of silica on film surface microcracking is one such new research theme 
which could be beneficially explored. It is possible that other commonplace 
contaminants may also negatively impact PET film outdoor performance. Such 
investigations may also present further potential opportunities to mitigate the 
negative effects of surface contamination experienced by films in application. 
Of the analytical techniques utilised in this Thesis, nano-indentation demonstrated 
particular promise as a means of non-destructively testing weathered film mechanical 
properties. With refinement it is possible that this technique could complement 
existing destructive tensile mechanical testing (which requires the weathering of far 
greater amounts of PET film) allowing for a reduction in the number of samples 
required for weathering, and hence for efficiency improvements to be made in film 
weather testing programs. PFQNM analysis also showed great potential as a 
technique for analysing nanoscale film surface mechanical properties, however, due 
to the high cost and technical expertise required to conduct and interpret the 
measurements, it seems far less likely than nano-indentation to have any potential 
commercial impact. 
GPC provided new insights into the modification of polymer molecular weight 
distributions by artificial weathering and as such will likely prove useful in further 
investigations into UVA efficacy and more fundamental studies such as surface 
microcrack investigations. Further research is required to understand the mechanism 
responsible for the observed surface hardening of weathered PET films. Ideally, this 
would help determine the relative contributions of chemi-crystallisation and photo-
crosslinking to this process, which could then be used to inform future film 
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stabilisation investigations. The development of a methodology for surface sensitive 
measurement of crosslinking would aid this investigation considerably. 
In terms of the weathering apparatus used for this Thesis, a relatively simple 
modification to the HISS apparatus would be to add sample heating and chamber 
humidity control, thereby allowing each environmental degradation agent to be 
individually controlled. This would allow for a designed experiment type approach to 
be implemented, whereby the individual and synergistic effects of UV radiation, heat 
and humidity exposure could be much more precisely determined and investigated. 
In particular, this would help in determining how large of an effect increased 
temperature has on UV-modifications and would enable further deductions to be 
made about the role of water (both as humidity and as a surface spray) in UV 
modifications during WOM exposure, helping to narrow down the list of potential 
synergistic effects. 
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8 APPENDICES 
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8.1 Appendix 1 - Polymer molecular weight  
To properly describe polymer properties, several terms potentially unfamiliar to non-
polymer experts must be used. These will be explained in the following section to aid 
the readers understanding of the molecular weight findings and interpretations 
presented in this thesis.  
 
8.1.1 Degree of polymerisation 
A simple polymer molecule such as PET is made up of a single unit repeated many 
times. The degree of polymerisation of a polymer chain describes the number of 
repeat units which make up that chain. For biaxially oriented PET film, made up of 
millions of polymer molecules, the typical degree of polymerisation of a molecule in 
the film is approximately 100. 
 
8.1.2 Molecular weight parameters 
The molecular weight of a molecule is the sum of the atomic weights of its constituent 
atoms. For a polymer chain, made up of many repeat units, the molecular weight of 
the chain is the molecular weight of the repeat unit, multiplied by the degree of 
polymerisation. Polymer systems are polydisperse and hence their molecular weight 
exists as a distribution of many different chain lengths around an average value. To 
more easily describe the molecular weight of a polymer there are several parameters 
which describe meaningful points within the molecular weight distribution (MWD), 
these are described below. 
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8.1.2.1 Number average molecular weight (Mn) 
The number average molecular weight (Mn) is the arithmetic mean of a polymers 
molecular weights and for a symmetric MWD falls exactly at the centre of the 
distribution. It is defined in Equation 8.1 below, where Mi is the molecular weight of a 
chain and Ni is the number of chains of that molecular weight. 
 
    
      
    
              Equation 8.1 
 
8.1.2.2 Weight average molecular weight (Mw) 
The weight average molecular weight (Mw) is the weighted mean of the molecular 
weight values and for a symmetric MWD falls slightly to the right of the distribution 
centre. Mw takes into account the weight of each molecule and hence larger 
molecules have a larger contribution to the Mw than smaller molecules. It is defined in 
Equation 8.2 below, where Mi is the molecular weight of a chain and Ni is the number 
of chains of that molecular weight. 
 
    
   
    
      
              Equation 8.2 
 
8.1.2.3 Z average molecular weight (Mz) 
The Z average molecular weight is the third moment of the MWD and is even more 
sensitive to larger molecules than Mw It is commonly measured by centrifugation but 
serves as a good measurement of very high molecular weight material in a sample. It 
is defined in Equation 8.3. 
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              Equation 8.3 
 
8.1.2.4 Polydispersity 
Polydispersity describes the breadth of a MWD and is simply the Mw over the Mn. The 
larger the polydispersity, the broader the MWD. It is defined in Equation 8.4. 
 
   
  
  
               Equation 8.4 
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8.2 Appendix 2 - Additional figures relating to PET hydroxylation 
processes 
 
 
Figure 8.1: Absorption spectra of PECT with increasing diethyl-2-mono-
hydroxyterephthalate in dichloromethane (reproduced from (Allen et al., 2000). 
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Figure 8.2: Fluorescence emission spectra of the diethyl-2-mono-hydroxterephthalate 
and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate models at 5 x 10-6 M concentration in 
dichloromethane (reproduced from (Allen et al., 2000). 
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8.3 Appendix 3 - 3 Parameter log-logistic distribution function 
The 3 parameter log-logistic distribution function was used to fit the large area WLI 
Ra datasets as this function type was the best available function to fit the shape of 
the Ra distributions. The 3 parameter log-logistic probability density function is shown 
in Equation 8.5 below. 
 
           
   
      
 
 
        
       
      
 
 
    
 
               Equation 8.5 
 
For             . Where   is the continuous variable,   = the location 
parameter,   = the scale parameter and   = the shape parameter.  
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8.4 Appendix 3 - Large area WLI additional figures 
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Figure 8.4: Box-plots of plain PET Ra values with increasing WOM exposure. Data 
limited to < 10 nm Ra to allow visualisation of interquartile range and mean-median 
differences 
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Figure 8.5: Ra distributions of plain PET with increasing WOM exposure of up to 
1600 hours. Included to illustrate the quality of the fits over the actual data 
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